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The Origin of Most Chronic Diseases. 

E s p e c i a l l y t h e C h r o n i c D i s e a s e s o f t h e F e m a l e S e x . 

By Dr. A. Rosch. 
(Translated from the German by the "Kneipp Water-

Cure Monthly.") 

II . 
The tree of knowledge is still standing in the 

garden of our earthly paradise, and reason has been 
given to man, so that he may recognize the prohibition 
of our Lord, but this prohibition refers only to the 
unripe fruit of the tree of knowledge, for the enjoy
ing the ripe fruit has been allowed us by the com
mand : "Be fertile and multiply/' With other words 
the fructification of the female blossom, when the time 
is due, is natural. The misuse of sexual intercourse 
after conception and during the period of suckling, 
however, is unnatural, and is the cause of all those 
evil consequences, which we perceive daily, for which 
we are not able to find a right name and proper reme
dies ; about which there has been thought and written 
so very much, and the principal cause of which has 
always been overlooked—because it was too proxi
mate. 

This is a truth, which may astonish many a one, 
but which should fill with joy the proper thinking, 
judicious man, because he now will find it to be in 
his own power to be happier in future—i. e., to remain 
longer in Paradise, if he so wishes. 

Many a great physician has in his writings passed 
in great proximity to this great truth, so that it is a 
matter of wonder that they did not actually fall upon 
it, but they all eventually only passed by it. 

Yes, man has even in his superior wisdom made 
this unnatural sexual intercourse a law—and of course 
has to bear the consequences of this enormous mis
take—this is man's advantage before the unthinking 
animal. 

What should give man the sole privilege, to dis
obey the strict rules of nature with impunity; and how 
could he be so blind to accept this trespassing upon 
the laws of nature amongst his duties, to enable this 
voluntary destruction of health with the name of "con
jugal duties," how could the lawgivers forget them
selves so far to inflict punishments and legal penal
ties for the omission of this unnatural crime? This 

perhaps may frighten someone, who until now believed 
himself to do right, and what only was his duty, and 
he may look for reasons, to justify the old belief and 
his conduct; but let him only observe the animals, and 
from them he may learn what is right. Then let him 
go and do what instinct alone has taught them, with 
clear conscience that will help to dignify his position 
more than the sullen pride, which lowers him much 
below the animal. 

For instance, bring a male animal in proximity 
to a pregnant female of his kind. If it is still in the 
very first stadium, after a still recent fertile pairing, 
the male animal may show some desire and might 
try an attempt for a new pairing, but tne female will 
not allow it under any circumstances. She will de
fend herself. I Only such animals like dogs, etc., which, 
after a first fertile pairing, are still able to receive a 
further fertilization and throw several youngsters, of 
which each one is the picture of another father, only 
these animals allow the pairing act to be repeated 
several times.* 

Very shortly after the fertilizing act, there may 
in the sexual organs of the female animal still per
tain so much voluptuousness, that she does not resist 
the second and third coupling. But already after a 
few days, nature takes another direction, or we might 
say, the other direction, which she had taken imme
diately after the fertilization, is noticeable, the creatory 
act seems to be accomplished, and the animal takes it 
to be so. Only reason-endowed man may err, and 
does so. Man believes himself entitled to a continu
ous enjoyment, and he even believes it necessary to 
demonstrate his virility by often repeated sexual in
tercourse, and in the very first few weeks of connubial 
bliss, he lays the foundation of those later-appearing 
untold sufferings, which first attack the wife, and then 
according to how her constitution modifies these suf
ferings, act enemically back upon him, anu his whole 
household. Thus complications and deceptions arise, 
which in vain one may endeavor to straighten, if one 
does not recognize the above specified sinning against 
nature as the key to the whole situation. 

*The writer of this article locked up a bitch with 
three male dogs of different races and colors, and the 
bitch threw four young ones, two of which resembled 
the one dog, and the other two each one of the other 
dogs, not only in race, but also color* 
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The act of creation, by which a human being is 
formed, is celebrated by nature most- ceremoniously 
fey adding to its all those charms, whicii are worthy of 
such a moment, and by them she maintains the world. 

This generative instinct is as powerful and as 
important as the power which prescribes to all stars 
their orbits around the sun. Therefore the greatest 
enjoyment contained in animal life is attached to same, 
and should on that account fall together with the sum
mit of life; the nuptials should be the pinnacle of 
human ambiguity. .. t 

Therefore it is evident that the enjoyment which 
lies in sexual intercourse, i s n o t the final aim, and 
that this mighty, holy instinct is not a plaything for 
idle hours, but only the powerful medium for the ful
filling of a great natural purpose. 

Just as little as the good tas|te of food, or the 
sweet sleep are in itself the object, or as little as the 
law commands man, always to eat or to sleep, just as 
little is sexual intercourse in itself the object, but only 
a medium for the complete development of human 
nature. 

As soon as the fertilization of the female blossom 
has been accomplished, then with the wife the pur
pose has been accomplished, and any further forcible 
cohabitation is not only purposeless, but pernicious. 

The wife discontinues now to enjoy the sexual 
intercourse, the female sexual organs lose their former 
desire for pleasure, and the wife now has no more the 
previous pleasant sensations from carnal relations. 
All these are proofs that nature forbids further inter
course to her. 

With man it is different; he may at certain times 
continue to fructify, if he should find a momentarily 
suited woman. Sometimes even, through some other 
excitement, he gets strong inward longing after same. 
But the laws of monogamy are in his way to smooth 
this disadvantage, the law has instituted the conjugal 
rights, and thereby condemned the husband as well 
as the wife to unnatural courses which are contrary 
to the laws of nature. 

Through this error, which does not seem to be 
such, only because it is so general and so old, the 
sexual intercourse in conjugal life is not discontinued 
after the conception by the wife, for it is the duty of 
the wife not to refuse anything to her husband, and 
the duty of the husband to repeat the generative act, 
even when nature forbids it, on account of important 
reasons. 

But as the wife now has lost the capacity for such 
enjoyment until she has born a child and discontinued 
to suckle her child, and her nature has complied with 
all the duties to her already nascent child; she tries 
to force the pleasure or excitement, for she thinks it 
her duty, and by her wrong education is in error about 
her own nature. 

Her imagination, as well as the remembrance of 
former sensual pleasures make her assist willingly in 
the act. But it is in vain, she cannot reach the same 
result, as she felt when the actual fertilization took 
place, for she cannot be fertilized any more.* 

•As a rule only; for cases have occurred of over-
fertilization, but these are themselves an abnormity. 

It is true that by friction the female sexual organs 
will get heated, and occasionally will apparently ap
proach the culmination-point of voluptuous sensation, 
but that event does not arrive, because a real fertiliza
tion is now not any more possible, an,d the repeated 
sexual intercourse becomes nothing but a pernicious 
continuous irritation of the female nature without 
natural result. 

I shudder before the name, which this fulfillment 
of conjugal duties merits, but the seeker after truth 
must not recoil before her, even if she leads him to 
unpleasant other truths—and therefore it shall be pro
nounced: It is nothing more and nothing less, but 
what we understand under the name of "Onanism." 

He who still doubts this, after what we have al
ready said, should only compare the diseases, which 
result from onanism, with those that we here are 
talking about, and he will find that they are identically 
the same. 

It is even a worse onanism than the self-pollu
tion because it is at the same time pernicious to 
three human beings, to the father, to the mother and 
to the poor nascent child. The brooding hen does 
not admit the cock, although she has nothing else to 
do but to heat the eggs; but the wife, whose body 
harbors the nascent human being, and who nourishes it 
with her own blood, shall vilify hersfclf by an act 
which dishonors her motherhood, as it impedes the 
development of the fruit under her heart; and the 
father is the first enemy of the child; and both do it 
because they think it their duty! 

Has the world at large ever harbored greater non
sense than this, and may we talk of culture in a world 
which has permitted such an evident, life-encroaching 
error to still exist? 

It certainly is a humiliating sensation, when one 
has recognized this fact, and thinks of his past ac
tions. About the same sensations must have been 
felt by the first man and woman, when the punishing 
eye of the Lord searched for them, and they thought 
to be able to hide themselves and their shame. But 
all this cannot change the fact that if man still con
tinues to live according to the prevailing order of 
things, and continues the sexual intercourse for other 
purposes than of fructification, he is an onanist, and 
will have to suffer from the results of onanism. 

The husband does not- directly suffer any ill con
sequences, through the act being unfertilizing, as 
neither a fertilizing sexual intercourse at a proper 
time will ever be hurtful to him, because it is a 
natural way of satisfying a natural requirement. But 
even during the unfertilizing sexual intercourse he 
runs through all the stages of the generative act, and 
he eventually has a discharge just as if it was the real 
fructification. 

But here is the point, where the two natures, 
which once were flowing together, disagree; for after 
the man has emitted his discharge,, he is contented, 
and retires satisfied, but the wife, however, heated to a 
certain degree, now desires from the husband the real 
heat which, if he even had it, would not be of anv use 
to her. Thus concludes this act, without satisfying 
the previous expectations, especially those of the wife.. 
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tiVery married couple, which purposely do not 
want to cheat themselves, will surely recognize the 
correct picture of their marital joys. 

Now if this vain attempt is continuously repeated, 
especially if the husband is very fiery and ardent, the 
wife very soon will come to the conclusion that there 

f js something wrong, that she is not able to be that 
to her husband which he might expect from her, ac
cording to the prevailing traditions—and she be-
Ipmes dissatisfied, often unhappy; or, she thinks it 
to be the fault of the husband, thinks him to be in
capable of bringing the often repeated act to a cul
minating point, thinks she is unsuitably married, mal 
content, and does not imagine that the cause of her 
dissatisfaction lies alone and only with the unnatural-
ness of the unnecessary sexual intercourse. 

Now symptoms will appear, whose extraordinary 
diversity is astonishing. The chain of diseases re
sulting therefrom may -̂be - endless, according to the 
degree of their development. The most common are 

. hysterics, misscarriage, difficult confinement, discon-
[ tent, melancholy, madness, quarrelsomeness, prolap

sus, emaciation, consumption, cancer of the womb, 
early sterility, lack of mother's milk, fiuor albus, 
nymphomania, and many other evils, which are them
selves varieties of these diseases. 

Although many clever men have called woman a 
riddle both in prose or verse, and have fenmd woman's 
nature unfathomable to us, there can now be noth
ing enigmatical about her. 

A virgin is certainly not in any way problem
atical ; we understand her thoroughly, both inside and 
outside. But as soon as she gets married, and thereby 
has to fill unnatural duties, thence woman is a riddle 

it only to us, but also to herself. 
She comes into opposition with her feelings, anjj 

this crowding of opposite sensations, she becomes 
changed creature. But can this be any wonder, and 
not everything plainly explained by our remarks ? 

Circumstances themselves demonstrate the fe
male inconsequence and unsteadiness in this stage. 

The natural ^nstinct may have long ago wanted 
to speak, but was never satisfied; all at once atten
tion is paid to it so as to pacify the strong demands 
of nature. She would like to devote all her strength 
to the formation of the nascent being, but now she 
is constrained to make also useless exertions. Claims 
are made now upon her from every side, and she is 
disturbed from the fulfilment of her purposes. 

•

As these suppositions are in fact absurd, the wife 
11 be compelled to act according, because she is 

never given a rest. 
Man does not heed his own instinct any more, 

because through the false directions he received in his 
education, which unfortunately is called "progress of 
civilization," he deviates from the proper course. 

Thus it is that as a rule pregnancy in the first 
stages is accompanied, besides the psychic symptoms. 
also by nausea and vomiting. This is generally sup
posed to be a result of pregnancy, and it is believed 
this should be so, because the constitution of the wife 
must reconstruct herself afresh, as from something 
unforeseen, or unnatural. In menstruation, however, 
we see that the economy of the female organism has 
always an over-abundance of juices ready for the 

predestined events, should they b 
nourishment of a nascent being; that tnereioi 
has already been taken for everything necessary to be 
ready, and that pregnancy is nothing strange or un
usual to the female body. Thus may be demon
strated why girls who have let nature take her coarse 
in a weak moment, but not furthermore, do not ex
perience any nausea or vomiting, and only convince 
themselves in the second or third month that they are 
really pregnant. 

The vomiting in most cases is* nothing but the 
result of the unnatural sexual intercourse after con
ception, a sequel of the plucking of the fruit from 
the forbidden tree. 

This unnatural sexual intercourse acts most per
niciously upon the nervous system, and thereby dis
turbs the blood circulation of the wife. With the 
husband it reacts upon the digestion. 

The wife gets irritated motionally, the husband 
tired, and both through the continuous misuse often 
are the reverse of what they were before their union. 
Here are also the sources of all complaints about 
deceptions, the many malcontent couples, the abund
ant home suffering, which is al$o believed to be a 
necessary consequence of marriage, the reproaches 
that both were quite different before marriage. ; The 
meekest girl may in wedded life become a regular 
termagant, the nicest tempered girl may turn into a 
never-ending tear fountain, the most sensible girl may 
become mad or spleeny, or may change in one mo
ment into all these. 

There is nothing which a woman would not be 
capable of doing, if she is once in this conflicting 
mood. 

If there should occur indigestive troubles in the 
wife's constitution, these are the result of the blood-
circulation having got into disorder, and they cannot 
be remedied by the usual means, that are generally 
used for the aid of the digestion. Only by treating 
nature rationally and naturally, so that the blood-cir
culation becomes normal again, is nature enabled to 
act according to her eternal correct laws. 

In case of the husband, it is equally evident that 
the sexual intercourse causes a loss of the very best 
juices, such juices which create life, and are most 
necessary to his own body, and that this waste in 
always the same direction, at last deflects on all the 
other vital functions. It is also evident that with 
such a continuous waste of these very best juices, the 
man must lose all higher tension, and that he will 
show all those symptoms we can notice in a hypo
chondriac any time. 

His body looses his spirit. Here are the prin
cipal causes of hysterics and hypochondrism or 
spleen, which may embitter and poison life so ter
ribly, they both come from the same source, a wrong 
idea. Often two people get united in wedlock, who 
have known and observed each other for many years, 
and always got along well together, but after half a 
year they begin to quarrel so violently that eventually 
they appear in the divorce court. Here their case is 
tried in cold blood and rejected on account of unsuffi-
cient grounds. At last their quarrelsomeness causes 
them to seperate. J They leave each other, and after a 
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time they cannot themselves understand what has 
happened to them; they look at things, over which 
they quarrelled, in cold blood, find that two sensible 
persons could easily agree about them, approach each 
other again, and the old sentiment is rejuvenated, 
they unite themselves together again. 

Others again pass only a very stormy and not 
over happy honeymoon, later on it is remarked that 
they have become much'more lenient and live much 
better together, but this is nothing more than that 
they have become cooler to each other, and that they 
commit now less excesses. 

That is also the reason that marriages contracted 
from convenience are happier by far than those so-
called "love marriages.'' 

All these are results of the unnatural excesses of 
sexual intercourse, and they can only be judged rightly 
from this point of view, and no other. On t 
count all those prescribed stoppages at summer re
sorts, or even travels for change of air have always 
been beneficient, if the husband was prevented from 
accompanying the wife. Thus the principal cause 
was removed. Only in elder persons, with whom 
these morbid symptoms have already become chronic, 
other remedies besides removal of the true original 
cause will have to be applied. 

There may be many amongst our readers who 
will think the description of women's sufferings to be 
exaggerated, because perhaps they have not them
selves noticed these remarkable experiences, but all 
physicians will know how great the number of these 
sufferers really is. 

Those women who have had to suffer fewer of 
these ills have to thank either their husbands for their 
sensible absteninousness, or they themselves do not 
partake so much of the excitement in the sexual ex
cesses, because they don't want to force themselves 
to feel certain sensations, being less susceptible to 
voluptuousness than others. What should be called 
proper moderation in this respect should be estimated 
by the reader of this treatise. The general rule of 
"twice a week" may already lead in some cases to 
gross excess. 

Similar is the case of those children's diseases, 
which appear to be dependent on their development. 

As the development of the child has even been 
disturbed in the mother's womb by the father, so it 
still will be impeded continuously during its period of 
nourishment from the mother's breast. The un-
naturalness of the parents spoils and vitiates the child's 
first food, and therefrom ^result a quantity of chil
dren's diseases. 

If the nature of the wife, through the unnatural 
demands of her husband, is already forced to a change 
a few weeks after childbirth, and if through these con
tinuous irritations the functions of the genitive organs 
are reawakened, and menstruation sets in again be
fore its time. Then unreasonableness will have con
quered over nature, but the child will have to give up 
its demands to its mother, because the father makes 
more urgent ones. 

But it is then certainly advisable to bring up the 
child on other nourishment, because the food which 
nature has allotted for it, is now spoiled for it, and 
spoiled through the father, it will now only be noxious 

to the child. But as it is still too early for other 
nourishment, this cannot remain without some desul
tory consequences. 

From above may be drawn the conclusion that 
wives who want to be healthy and want to remain 
conscientious mothers, should permit sexual inter
course only for creative purposes, but never at times 
when this purpose cannot be filled. ' If they sin against 
this law of nature, punishment will follow the offence, 
they will by ill-temper and inner sufferings be driven 
from the paradise of a happy wedlock and the hus
band with them. 

The wife will be condemned with great pains only: 
to carry, to bear and to suckle her offspring, and the 
husband will lose bloody sweatdrops about this misery 
at home, the crying of his sickly children, and the bills 
of doctors and apothecaries, because he also is guilty 

Man should not endeavor by partaking of heat
ing beverages or appetizing dishes, by idleness or 
phantastical play of his imagination, to heat his blood, 
so that it may drive him to spend his best life-juices 
in useless voluptuousness. 

Nature has distinctly pointed ont that one wife 
should suffice him. 

As a rule, just as many girls are born as boys, 
and nature creates no desire, without also the means 
of satisfying same; it follows undoubtedly that she 
wants the husband to be bound by the same rule as 
the wife, and in fact his excesses are also followed by 
punishment. 

Spleen in its various forms and further varieties, 
and all those symptoms which are caused by the too 
early abuse of the best life-juices, are the unevitable 
results. 

There also follows a dearth in bodily warmth, in 
living strength, and on that account a bad digestion, 
he becomes low-spirited, cowardly, loses the entire 
character of man, and alters before his time. 

We do not want to deny that spleen may not also 
be caused by an unnatural way oi living, want of fresh 
air and exercise; these are hostile powers, which lower 
vitality, but the physician looks o^ier his field when 
he is called to such patients and if he sees that an 
irregular way of sexual intercourse is the cause of this 
he should firstly find the source in the above, and not 
plague the patients with medicines. 

He should explain the real origin of the disease 
to them, and should not let himself be led astray, if 
the patient complains of cause for anger or other mor
bid symptoms, which are not to be found in his body, 
as they are either called up by himself or he imagines 
them to be "really there, for man always looks for the 
explanation of the cause of all his ills in the outer 
world, although he himself generates them in himself. 

No one should try to assert that his nature makes 
stronger demands* for he is mistaken. 

If sexual intercourse is continuously indulged in, 
then nature herself is compelled to direct more power 
into one direction, and the individual in question thinks 
that he must be gifted with extraordinary sexual pow
ers, and in his hypochondric illusion he does not no
tice that this is only effected to the detriment of all 
other remaining vital functions. 

(To be concluded.) 
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Water as a Medicine. 

Pjr William James Cromie, Physical Director, Y. M 
C. A,, Easton, Pa. 

Water forms about seventy of every hundred parts 
in the body. It must be constantly supplied, there
fore, to make up for the waste of the parts. Diges
tion, absorption and circulation would stop without 

i water. The pangs of thirst are much more intense 
than the pangs of hunger. We read of persons fast
ing for then, twenty and even forty days, but they drink 
of fluids during this time. Water used for drinking 
always contain a small portion of mineral salts, of 
gases, and of vegetable matter. Water which is abso
lutely pure—as only distilled water is—is flat and 
tasteless. Water in wells, reservoirs and that which 
runs through lead pipes should be examined occa
sionally. The fact that water is clear and sparkling 
and odorless does not prove it pure. Wells should 
never be nearer than fifty feet to barnyards, or other 
receptacles for filth. 

Hot water may be used as a medicine for indi
gestion and dyspepsia. It must be hot, not cold or 
lukewarm, for when it is lukewarm it is likely to cause 
vomiting. It should be heated to about one hundred 
and forty or fifty degrees Fahrenheit, then sipped 
slowly. The quantity should be about three-fourths of 
a pint three times a day about an hour before each 
meal. Hot water causes successive contraction and 
relaxing of the muscular coats of the alimentary canal; 
it allays thirst more readily than cold water, and it 
washes out the liver and kidneys thoroughly if its use 
be continued for any length of time. One will be 
all the better for taking hot water at least once a day 
during life. 

I Right living, a cheerful disposition and a system-
tic course of physical culture should accompany the 

hot water. 
J. J. Lawrence, A. M., M.D., editor of the Medi

cal Brief of St. *Loui.s, Mo., in 1883 advocated hot 
water for consumption. He related the case of a 
young man who had consumption and had consulted 
some of the leading specialists of New York regard
ing affections of the lungs, but grew worse daily. 
He went to the Adirondacks for the summer, and to 
Florida in winter, but lost ground steadily, and had 
all the worst symptoms of a consumptive whose end 

Inear at hand. At this juncture a friend told him he 
d heard of a cure effected by using hot water. The 
nsumptive then consulted a physician who had paid 
ecial attention to the hot water cure, and was using 
with many patients. The doctor said, "There is 

nothing, you know, that is more difficult than to intro
duce a new remedy into medical practice, particularly 
if it is a very simple one, and strikes at the root of 
erroneous views and prejudices that have long been 
entertained." He then went on to say that consump
tion was the result of defective nutrition; that in 
nearly every case the stomach is the seat of fermenta
tion that necessarily prevents proper digestion. The 
first thing to do is to remove that fermentation and 
ptst the stomacrTinto a condition to receive food and 
dispose of it properly. This is affected by taking 

water into the stomach, as hot as can be borne, an 
hour before each meal. This leaves the stomach clean 
and pure, like a boiler that has been washed out. 

This reasoning so impressed the young man that 
he commenced taking hot water and noticed an im
provement at once. He gained fourteen pounds m 
two months. While I perfectly agree with the above 
physician regarding the hot water cure, I think in con
nection with it we should harden the constitution by 
taking regular exercise; by breathing the pure air 
deeply; by taking cold water baths (commence with 
warm and gradually increase to cold) and by taking 
long walks in the open air. The diet is also an im
portant thing to consider, and all such things as pas
try, sweets, coffee, tobacco and alcoholic liquors should 
be avoided. 

Hot water is also good when applied as a poultice 
and is a most healing application for cuts, bruises, 
sprains, wounds, sores, felons and other inflammations. 
The poultice is made by dipping cotton in hot water 
and applying, changing often. In case of felons or 
other painful abscess hold the hand or part afflicted for 
hours in water as hot as can be comfotrably borne. 

For weak or sore eyes water is ve*ry healing. 
First bathe the eyes in water as hot as can be borne, 
then in water as cold as can be had. This is also an 
excellent tonic for the skin, and will serve the face and 
hands, as a cosmetic and remove wrinkles. 

J^n effective way to break up a cold is to dis
continue eating for a couple of meals, then when one 
retires he should drink all the water he can. The rea
son eating should be discontinued is that in most cases 
it is overeating that causes colds. A cold is produced 
by the efforts of nature trying to throw off the impuri
ties that have accumulated in the system. 

For sore throat I have found that a handkerchief 
saturated with cold water tied about the neck over 
night to be quite effective in relieving it. It is better 
to tie some dry material over the wet application, and 
thus prevent catching cold. 

A liberal supply of water tends to make one fleshy, 
is good for the kidneys and cures constipation by 
making the liver active. It must be remembered that 
too much water at meal time, just before or soon after 
dilutes the gastric juice, and if persisted in will event
ually cause disorder of the s t o m a c h , l i t were better 
for one to wait a couple of hours after meals before 
drinking much water. 

The practice of the Natural Method of Healing, 
which has now been in operation more than twenty-
five years,—and which consists in rational diet, with 
a right use of water (particularly in the form of steam), 
of air, light, massage, curative gymnastics and breath
ing exercises, e tc , to the exclusion of all drugs,—has 
in recent times extended in ever-widening circles, and 
has developed an extensive literature. It has proved 
itself, in all cases where serious organic disturbance 
was not already established, to be the best curative 
system; it can easily be applied by every one, and it 
will, even in cases of the severest character, bring 
about a material alleviation, if not a complete subdual, 
of the symptoms. 

God grant, in the interests of all sufferers, that this 
blessed system may soon become general. 
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The True Method of Healing. 

By B. Lust, Editor. 

I I I . 
Prof. Botkin, Body Physician of the Imperial 

Russian family, 1887: "You know that a diagnosis 
pronounced during the patient's lifetime is a more or 
less probable hypothesis. Mistakes will happen any
where, but only the grave ones cannot be forgiven." 

1 he German (Prussian) physician, publishing his 
opinion of Botkin in a German medical paper, is 
honest enough to add: "The case (suicide of Prof. 
Kolomins on account of the termination of a fatal 
operation on a lady under the application of cocaine) 
seems to me of great importance, for the reason that 
a man of prominent consideration in public pro
nounced his opinion of the value of diagnosis an opin
ion, which indeed many an old practioner has held. 
Through how many diagnostic and prognostic scan
dals has a physician to pass who has practiced for 
any length of time!" 

Enough of the authorities! In reality, what is a 
diagnosis? A designation, chosen more or less at 
one's pleasure, for more or less definitely established 
symptoms (but not enough for all, as every medical 
lecturer knows); and each of our readers knows that 
he has received different diagnoses from different 
physicians. 

On the occasion of the illness of Emperor Fred
erick and Emperor Alexander the uncertainty in re
gard to diagnosis was made plainly evident. At that 
time one of the professors said to the other: "My 
diagnosis is the correct one. You are a jackass!" 
"No," said the other learned professor, "you are one!" 

Both may have been right; but such truth you can 
only hear from the gentlemen of the learned fraternity; 
though as a rule they stick together with few excep
tions—outwardly, like a coulpe of burdocks, though 
inwardly they are at daggers' points. 

A story is told (most probably it is a true one) 
of three physicians who were called to a hotel to at
tend a man who was dangerously ill. As is usually 
the case, they fell into a dispute as to the diagnosis 
of the case. For this purpose they had withdrawn 
to another room, leaving the patient temporarily m 
charge of a colored servant. While the medicos were 
still disputing, the negro entered the room where they 
were holding their consultation, and said: "Gemmen, 
dars no use a 'sputin' any longer. De man's dead!" 
Another case of too much diagnosis and too little 
action 1! 

What do you say of the justification (otherwise 
kept in a proper manner-^-more than can be said 
of the counter charges) for Mackenzie through Prof. 
Dr. Schnitzer? He said verbally: "Also the reproach 
that Mackenzie took hold of the healthy vocal chords 
instead of the injured ones, and contused them, seems 
to be more calculated for the layman than for the 
specialist. The latter knows very well that such a 
mistake may happen to anybody, even the greatest 
larynx specialist, and we also believe that the same 
has happened to most of them again and a^gaiii, with

out any considerable injury to the patient's health 
or loss of reputation to the operative surgeon." 

"No human being can penetrate the interior of 
nature," says xuorecht von Hallern. "The character 
of most diseases will never be investigated, for nature 
solves her problem in an obscure manner veiled from 
the human eye." 

But supposing even that the diagnosis be cor
rect, what do the allopathist and patient gain by it? 
Nothing, for the sick person only gets poisoned with 
matters destroying even the healthy parts of the 
body, and which, therefore can be of no use whatever 
to the part already weakened by illness. 

Allopathy also says—and it is a sufficient proof 
of its hollowness—we must wait at first for develop
ments or until the tumor, new formation (as, for in
stance, cataract) becomes ripe for the operation. But 
what would people say of the fire brigade if it would 
only interfere when the house was all ablaze! At 
the beginning and during the development of a dis
ease allopathists are unable to accomplish anything, 
according to their own admission, but have always 
to wan the cachexy has progressed just so far 
that real help has become difficult or impossible. 
Resist from the first! Too late the trouble is reme
died, as it has already as a rule too far advanced," 
says Ovid. To prevent diseases is easier than to cure 
them. And what has the school-medicine done in that 
direction? Very little that is reasonable, but much 
that is nonsensical, as one might expect. Only the 
reference to good drinking water (which the doctors 
themselves do not use too frequently), and that to 
canalization, can be appreciated.';^ And there the good 
ends. Besides, allopathy has endeavored to throw 
in the background as much as possible the pure regi
men of health with its rich blessings. It has en
deavored to make this first and important ideal lesson 
a never failing milk cow; that is, in vaccinations of 
all kinds, smallpox, rabies, pulmonary consumption, 
cancer, diphtheria, etc. 

It is quite clear that people must take the care 
of their health in their own hands, for the more we do 
justice to it, the less we need the physicians. Goethe 
said: 

"You cannot expect of a physician that he shall 
decrease his capital, the patients." And Dr. med. 
ibises: "Our medicine is a capital always increasing 
by itself. How very few physicians could live off 
it formerly. But now, after medicine has reached 
such a climax, legions of physicians get their bread 
by taking care of diseases!" 

Fick leness o f t h e School-Medic ine . 
"O, unblessed thing, intermediate between angels 

and animal, God gave you reason, but you do not 
use it." 

Dr. Med. Hecker: "We have many precedents 
showing that physicians now call certain methods of 
treatment and remedies deadly whose wholesomeness 
they could not praise enough a few years ago." 

Dr. Med. I. C. Bollmann: "Take my word for it, 
in the same case in which they purge in Germany, 
they bleed in France, and are given opium and 
quinine in England. If they did the latter in Ger
many, they would be called murderers, yet there 
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people get well, and most likely would have accom
plished the same by taking nothing. So many smart, 
intelligent people have thought, investigated and writ
ten during the past two thousand years, and yet to
day they cannot even agree about the treatment of a 
simple fever!" 

Prof. Dr. Med. Gregory: "Ninety-nine out of 
100 medical facts are medical lies, and medical science 
is mostly pure nonsense." 

In the medical journal of 1884 there is a descrip
tion of the manner of the circuit which every medicine 
(disinfectants included) has to make through all hos
pitals and clinics, and how then the poor soul of the 
remedy after observation of unfavorable effect (espe
cially in a case of a sudden death) finds rest. This 
description, he continues, is by no means a joke, but 
strictly copied from%eaKty. The same course of pub
lication is repeated with every remedy. Nothing 
could be said against this course of development if 
every new remedy represented a new progress. But, 
alas, such is not the case. Will this cruel play always 
continue to repeat itself ?" 

Berlin Medical Society, Jan. 7, 1885: "It is a fact 
constantly repeated that every remedy is received with 
a certain enthusiasm. Then comes a time when the 
same disappears, because inconveniences (disagree
able after effects of the remedy) turned up or the 
hopes were not fulfilled. , And who does not laugh 
to-day if he hears—besides the remedies mentioned 
at the beginning—of extract of antlers for the plague, 
extract of fox-tongue for diseases of the lungs, cat-
dung or (very expensive) extract of the human brain 
for epilepsy, extract of crab's eyes for strangury, dis
tilled larks blood for abdominal troubles, rope of a 
hanged one, etc.? 

They call men who take one time this course, 
at another the opposite, unreasonable, unprincipled 
and stupid. The same is called in hospital treatment, 
which wavers most of all, "science." I shall quote 
some of such waverings, illustrating the conceit of in
fallibility of allopathy and to bring it to the right 
measure: 

At first the idea that the blood is the bearer of 
the disease (humoralpathology), then the dynamical 
principle upon the same plan as Albrecht von Hal-
lern; again the humoralpathology receives honor, 
then again the dynamics; for a time Virchow's cellu
lar theory prevails, but is soon displaced by the just 
as absurd, fruitless germ theory. There was a time 
when they seemed to know the value of the blood 
so little that they bled King Ludwig XIII 47 times 
in the last ten months of his life, also giving him 215 
times the strongest purgatives and 210 times emetics, 
and yet at the same time they tried to heal diseases 
by an entirely opposite process, through the direct 
introduction of fresh young blood in the open veins 
by transfusion. Then the daily emetics and perpetual 
bleedings were employed again. The consequence of 
this lack of method was that so many persons died 
consecutively at the court of Ludwig X I V that a 
universal confusion predominated, culminating in the 
suspicion of unnatural death. Many people were 
tortured and only gradually did true Knowledge open 
the way, and for a long time this kind of ill-treatment 

disappeared, but later again became master of 
situation. 

Hahnemann, the founder of Homoeopathy^ 
posed, a hundred years ago, the insanity of drawl 
blood, in the "Universal Advertiser," published at 
Gotha (which paper was also used for communica
tions from physicians to physicians). 

Emperor Leopold II. of Austria died suddenly 
after a very short sickness after the physicians had 
bled him four times within twenty-four hours, and, 
speaking of this subject, Hahnemann referred to the 
results of his mild treatment. But nothing was done, 
despite his protest. The bloody treatment continued 
to rage and was only abolished through the Nihilistic 
Prof. Diett by his proof that the patients treated in 
the years 1842-46 without any medical assistance gave 
a result of the least mortality. 

Who mentions to-day—to speak of recent times— 
the sensational treatment of epileptics according to the 
method of Dr. F. Mosetig, professor of surgery, which 
consisted in the opening of the skull of the patient 
and the dispersion of those parts of the gray corti-
cose substance of the brain, in which the seat of the 
disease was supposed to be. 

Who mentions yet the treatment of lung tuber
culosis with natron cenzoicum by inhalation in the 
year 1890, kochin, etc., in endless rotation? 

In the session of November, 1887, of the Berlin 
Medical Society, Professor Virchow showed several 
anatomical preparations in which poisonings were 
connected with sublimate, this highly poisonous quick
silver combination—used lately as a wonder dressing 
by operators. Virchow proved the havoc these so-
called remedies produced, especially in the lower parts 
of the bowels. He had trouble in discriminating 
these destroying effects of the quicksilver from the 
destruction produced by dysentery, and admitted the 
possibility of having mistaken some cases of dysentery 
for quicksilver poisonings. The same is confirmed 
by the present Professors Liebreich and Senator. 

But how could it be otherwise? ±he false idea 
of the sick and healthy man—the idea that that could 
be of benefit to the body in time of sickness which 
is harmful to it in time of health—all this can but 
lead to confusion and untruth. No allopathist has 
ever been able to explain in what manner an artificial 
chemical poison can act as a curative agent. Nor 
neea one expect to get any information on the sub
ject from a physician. \v rapping himself in the 
shabby mantle of pretended scholarship, he will prob
ably reply: "A water apostle, ignoramus, wiseacre," 
etc. 

The unschooled medical practitioner Franke, 
whose conduct drove the poisonous kitchen to des
pair, has excellently answered such really natural 
questions in his "Pathology" (new edition, p. 83, 85, 
212, 226): 

"If allopathists- say that science proves that a 
substance acting in a deadly manner in large doses 
influences the body favorably in small doses, we can 
only reply: This cannot be true or possible. If ten 
blows hurt you, one cannot do you good*" 

But indeed, somebody could reply, medicine has 
now and then effected a cure—for instance, has caused 
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a tetter to disappear. At first I want to establish in 
such cases, that these people declare—just in the sense 
of the school-medicine—a body recovered if only 
one symptom disappeared, indifferent as to the ap
pearance of another, stronger, more malignant dis
ease; and that dften, also, an otherwise disposed 
symptom appears as the consequence of the suppres
sion of the first through strong poisons. 

But how can the disappearance of a tetter be 
explained, for instance, through the treatment with 
arsenic? Simply that the body always turns to the 
more injured side threatening the duration of life 
and trying to make such harmless—as, for instance, 
in this case the arsenic. As long as the body is busy 
with it, it cannot think of removing its own scores 
through the skin. If the neutralizing of the arsenic 
is done through phlegm or secretion, and the body 
again made stronger, the tetter again makes its ap
pearance, and the physician can again commence the 
cruel play. 4 There is still another possibility, in cases 
where the poisons of the body combine with the 
medicinal ones (specific remedies). That then the re
sult must be still more horrid (nobody can make 
gold from sawdust) is plain e n o u g h . T h e y are called: 
"Medicine sickliness, mercurial poisoning, poisoning 
through bromide of potassium and iodine." 

But if allopathy accomplishes nothing, how can 
you account for it, somebody might ask, that the 
Science of Natural Healing has not entirely destroyed 
it? The influence of the school-medicine is immense. 
It is taught in the colleges, it is in use in hospitals 
richly endowed, and it is protected by government 
regulations. In Germany alone at least 25,000 physi
cians, 8,000 druggists, etc., live by the school-medi
cine. Add to this the influence of the capitalists 
(chemical factories), the influence arising by reason 
of relationship, the immense number of persons who 
are too lazy to think, besides the press dallying with 
so-called scientific methods, and it is easy to see that 
an enormous pressure is being brought to bear against 
the true science. And yet the science of Natural 
Healing is not only holding her own, but is gaining in 
strength and numbers every day. The battle is a 
hard one, but the future is ours! Despite the un
friendly attacks awaiting the licensed physician who 
deserts the allopathic cafnp, men of the highest 
capacity are constantly coming over to homoeopathy 
or Natural Healing. The contrary never happens. 
The press also is beginning to waver in its fidelity to 
the school-medicine, this being due, perhaps, in some 
measure to the signal failure of the tuberculine treat
ment. In Austria, for instance, only one daily paper 
(whose proprietor's name was Simpleton) was jubilant 
over the antitoxin theory. 

But the comparatively slow progress as yet made 
by Natural Healing is not altogether due to the com
pactly organized opposition arrayed against it. It is 
in a large degree our own fault that the science of 
Natural Healing has failed as yet to gain full and free 
expression, and is hindered in the performance of its 
t.eneficent work for huinanity* 

The Roman Bath. 

By Richard Metcalf, 
London Hydro, Richmond Hill, Surrey, England. 

(Conclusion.) 

The T u r k i s h B a t h as a P r o p h y l a c t i c R e m e d y . 

Many are perplexed by the seeming paradox that 
the bath should both give flesh to the lean and reduce 
the obese. This difficulty is very neatly disposed of 
by Dr. Edgar Sheppard, who says: "For ourselves, 
respecting this important question of leanness and 
obesity, we have remarked what may be termed the 
adaptiveness of the bath to the two extremes of ani
mal developments. A thin and emaciated patient will 
enter the sweating chamber terrified at the idea of 
losing more material than he has already lost, and 
wondering where and how he is to recover that of 
which it is proposed to deprive him. But, somehow, 
after perspiring profusely he has more energy. In a 
few weeks he maxes sensible progress. Whether by 
the process of sweating something has been eliminated 
from his system which forbade the proper assimilation 
offered is not known, but certain it is that emaciated 
persons will rapidly gain flesh after a few Turkish 
baths, and seem to enter upon a new life. On Ihe 
other hand, persons surcharged with adipose tissue 
will lose flesh by sudorification. This is not so in
variable as the converse proposition. Stout persons 
in robust health soon recover what they lose in weight 
unless they are careful in the matter of diet and exei-
cise. If advantage is taken of that which the process 
of depuration enables a stout person to do, he at once 
arms himself additional weapons wherewith to combat 
the hydraemic diathesis. Failing to do this, his loss 
in weight by a single bath is made up by a single din
ner, and he still preserves that Falstarfian rotundity 
which is due partly to a constitutional tendency and 
partly to his own self-indulgence." 

The bath is weakening, cry the uninitiated, and 
it is no easy matter to convince them that the con
trary is the fact. But let them first consider what it 
is that the bath removes from the system before as
serting that the bath must be weakening. 

The Turkish bath. Dr. •Thudichum says, removes 
from the body carbonic acid, water, some volatile 
acid, urea, chloride of sodium, fatty matter and cer
tain salts. No living tissue is thereby removed, only 
matter which, if retained, would embarrass the nutri
tive functions, so much dead weight. In exchange 
for this dead matter, the life-giving oxygen enters 
the body through the seven million pores opened by 
the bath, and quickens every function into renewed 
e n e r g y . H o w can the result be weakness? It is 
quite the reverse, increase of strength, exhilaration and 
refreshment*-h It is true that the copious outpouring 
of perspiration from obese and hydraemic subjects 
may occasionally produce a sense of exhaustion, but 
this, besides being essential to the correction of their 
respective morbid conditions, is easily overcome. On 
this point Sir ^rasmus Wilson observes: "Non-bath
ers often express an alarm lest the bath may weak-* 
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ening. But the bath s t rengthens , i t never weakens . 
T h e idea of weakening is suggested by the loss of 
fluids by persp i ra t ion ; but this loss is a gain and not 
a loss. T h e expuls ion of watery fluids from the 
economy is a na tura l process , necessary to our very 
existence, and wi thout i t we should die. I t would 
be very unreasonable to regard the watery f luids ex-
peh t<a *#y the lungs , by the skin, and by other emunc-
tory o rgans , as a loss of material necessary to the 
economy, or a loss which could in any way auec t t h e 
nervous and muscular powers of the individual o ther
wise then beneficially, unless indeed, the loss be in-
oruinate and excessive. Is i t not one of t he condi
t ions of o u r healthful existence tha t we shorn** earn 
o u r bread by t h e sweat of o u r brow ? and, wri the as 
we may under the verdict, we mus t do so, or suffer the 
evil consequences of a breach of heaven 's law." 

T h e T u r k i s h B a t h a* a Mode of C lean l iness . 

F o r the p romot ion of personal cleanliness, im
par t ing buoyan t sensat ions, a n d keeping the bodies 
of m e n and animals in t h a t s ta te known as condi t ion— 
a s tate wherein the re i# a heal thy balance of t he nut r i 
t ive functions, an exac t equipoise of t h e solids a n d 
f luids , a n d of the fatty a n d muscu la r t i ssues , toge the r 
wi th a ju s t equi l ibr ium of t h e supply and was te , t he 
T u r k i s h ba th i t unrivalled*^ As a m e a n s of p rese rv ing 
heal th a m o n g s t th< pen t -op inhabi tants of t o w n s , 
w h o , general ly speaking , d o n o t have s i r a n d e a t t c t * t 
sufficient, ei ther in quant i ty or quality., t- < properly 
decarbonise or o x y r e u i s c the b lood, its value is be
yond calculation. I t d o e s m u c h to compensa te for 
deficiency of air and exercise , g iv ing appet i te , s t rength
ening digest ion, a n d impar t ing elasticity to mind and 
body , f t affects t h e sys t em m o r e powerfully t h a n 
any kind of manua l exercise , gymnast ic? or spor t , even 
a s t o t h e poin ts wherein t h e excel lence of these cosh 
sssts, a n d can be frequently sq jaysd w h e n then* c a n 
not . T h e malaise b r o u g h t abou t b y ovar-cxci temcnt 
of the bra in , combined wi th underworked l imbs , l o n g s 
and sk in , by indolence and luxury . a n d by t h e d e m o n s 
of hypochondr ias i s , bi l iousness a n d dyspepsia , wou ld 
disappear , were the inst i tut ion to heccswt t h o r o u g h l y 
nat ional , a n d ord inary w a t e r b a t h s would to a g rea t 
e x t e n t be superseded in o u r p u b $ i ba th ing establish* 
m e t f e T h e cadave rous toon o f t h e ove r -wrough t 
and f i l ing citizen w o u l d ho e x c h a n g e d for t h e r u d d y 
h u e of hea l th by the n s e of h o t a i r c o m b i n e d wi th cold 
water . T h e poor would find in the T h e r m a e a solace 
which would depr ive t h e gin-palace of i ts a t t rac t ions 
S k i n diseases would he entirely p reven ted . c o o s u i n p -
lion a n d g o u t would b e a s t a r e i n E n g l a n d a s i n T u r 
key, medica l men ' s services would be as ra re ly ra t ted 
for in L o n d o n as for m a n y centur ies t hey were in 
ancient R o m e . F e w e r hospi ta l s wonld suffice for t h e 
publ ic w a n t s , and lunat ic a s y l u m s won ld be d e n u d e d 
o f half the i r inmates . T h e T h e r m a e w o u l d p r o v e t o 
t he b o d y w h a t d i e Bible i s t o t h e sou l , a n d t h e in 
f luence of b o t h combined w o n l d m a k e nea r ly universa l 
a m o n g s t alt c lasses of t h e c o m m o n w e a l t h t h e g r e a t e s t 
of all t h e source of h a p p i n e s s — m e n s sana in co rpo re 
sano . Y o u r s faithfully. R . M E T C A L F E . 

R i c h m o n d Hil l H y d r o . , S u r r e y , L o n d o n . 
J a n u a r y 4 , i q o i . 

The Health League, 

Object . 

T h e prel iminary steps have been taken toward 
the formation of an extensive organizat ion the ulti
mate object of which is the establishment of Hea l th 
Colleges, and the immediate object of which is the 
dissemination of l i terature and the encouragement of 
lectures concern ing (1) t he natural means of conserv
ing hea l th ; (2) the natural means of achieving cures, 
and (3) considerat ion of the claims of var ious schools 
of cure so tha t a concensus may be progressively 
reached. 

Reac t i on a g a i n s t D r u g Medica t ion . 

Wi th in a decade, t he reaction agains t d r u g medi
cat ion and in favor of na ture cures has set in s t rongly, 
as evidenced by the success of the many ariti- ojf 
n o n - d r u g schools. Ano the r sign of the t imes is t h e 
fact tha t t he w o r d "hyg iene" i s becoming the sh ib 
boleth of t h e wise. T h e wily advert iser has felt t h e 
grea t t ime-pulse , and comes to t h e fore wi th "hy~ 
g ien ie t o b a c c o t " D r y - g o o d s and food-stuffs; furni
t u r e and shoes , a r e n o w dubbed "hyg ien i c / ' Q u i t e a 
n u m b e r of t he denizens of th i s m u n d a n e sphere a re 
b e c o m i n g consc ious of the i r o u t r a g e d bodies , a n d 
with t h e m to medicate o r n o t t o medica te i s no longer 
t he q u e s t i o n ; b u t t o " h y g i e u a t e " o r n o t ; ah , there ' s 
t h e r u b ! H e n c e t h e adven t o f the naturc-cur is t t o 
answts t he ques t ion for t h o s e w h o lived no t wisely 
h u t t o n weU. 

T h e t w o Alma. 

I s i t n o t t o o t r u e tha t t h e d r u g - c u r e phys ic ian . 
s a i n s t o o often t h e m e r e relief of pa ins and the side-
t r ack ing of penal t ies ? To t h e con t ra ry , t he aim of 
t h e na ture -cure physician fa (1) to proclaim the ideaf 
condi t ions for p rog res s ive h e a l t h ; a n d (a) t o call on 
nature for recupera t ive response ; 

Confession of Physicians* 

T h e fact t ha t on t h e th resho ld of t h e twent ie th 
century t h e r e are millions o f m e n a n d w o m e n tha t 
cons ider d rug -med ica t ion a h u m b u g is a m p l e evidence 
t h a i conf idence I n " d o s e o l o g y * % o n the decline. 
M a n y p h y s ic tans a r e t o b e n u m b e r e d a m o n g those 
t h a t n a v e o u t g r o w n t h e ear ly d r u g supers t i t ion . ? T o 
ci te a few confess ions o u t of a mul t i tude . T h e emi
nent Prof. Jamfeaon. of E d i n b u r g h , declares t h a t "nine* 
times. 013* of ten o u r miscal led remedies a r e absolute ly 
in jur ious t o o u r patients** T h e celebrated medical 
au thor i ty , D r . J o h n M a s o n Good , a s s e r t s : "Med ic ines 
have d e s t i n y e d m o r e l ives t h a n war , pest i lence and 
famine c o m b i n e d . " D r # E v a n s , F . R . S., o f L o n d o n , 
s t a t e s t h a t t h e "medica l prac t ice o f o u r day h a s ne i ther 
ph i losophy n o r c o m m o n - s e n s e to c o m m e n d i t to con* 
fidence." D r . Bos twick , a u t h o r of a h i s to ry of med i 
c ine , a s severa tes t h a t " eve ry d o s e of medic ine g iven i s 
a bl ind e x p e r i m e n t u p o n t h e vitali ty of t he pa t ien t . " 

Consu l t tactfully a n y physic ian of y o u r acqua in t 
ance , and he will a d m i t t ha t every t ime he prescr ibes 
a d r u g , he i s g r o p i n g in t h e d a r k ; a n d some t imes , 
w h e n d o w n r i g h t hones t , he confesses tha t mos t , i f n o t 
all , o f t h e c u r e s a m o n g h i s pa t ien t s a r e effected by t h e 
recupera t ive p o w e r s o f n a t u r e , despi te h i s d r u g s . I a 
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it not a wonder that, among intelligent persons there 
is still faith in "doseology |' 

Germany, which probably has a larger proportion 
of scientifically trained men than any other country, 
has less faith in the practice of materia medica. Na
ture-cures are more largely employed there than else
where. A few statistics may be interesting. 

Stat is t ics of Nature-Cure in Germany . 

The "German Association for the Practice of Na
ture-Cure" had in 1869, 162 clubs, with 25,000 mem
bers; in 1896, 440 clubs,'with 54,000 members; in 
1900 over 1,000 clubs, •with 290,000 members. Their 
official paper, "Der Natur-Arzt" (*ne Nature Physi
cian) has 165,000 bona fide subscribers. Germany has 
now 78 periodicals advocating Nature-cure, with an 
aggregate of over a million subscribers. 

Chairs in Univers i t ies . 

Chairs for hydro-therapeutics have been estab
lished in universities at Vienna and Moscow. The 
German Government is contemplating a similar es
tablishment at Berlin, Munich and Heidelberg. Such 
progress has the principle of Nature-cure made in 
Germany that it has received official countenance 
and support. A patient that avails himself of the 
German State Sick Funds, has the privilege of elect
ing to be treated by either the drug or the Nature-
cure methods, i It is officially estimated that there are 
6,000,000 advocates of Nature-cure in the German 
empire. 

Eminent Advocates of the Principle . 

The Princess of Wales, Baron Rothschild of 
Paris, the Pope, and other eminent personages were 
treated by Kneipp, the great nature-curist. The Ger
man Emperor is at present being treated daily by Na
ture-cure practitioners, especially with the Kneipp 
gushes. I Thousands of medical practioners in Ger
many have abandoned the use of drugs and have 
adopted the true science of cure. 

W h a t i s Nature C u r e ? 

What, then, is Nature-cure as contrasted with 
materia medica? It embraces most of the anti-drug 
and anti-surgical schools of therapeutics, among which 
may be mentioned the advocates of hydro-therapy, 
light, air and sun baths, osteopathy, psycho-therapeu
tics (suggestion), Swedish and specially-directed move
ments, massage, reforming diet, physical and grace 
culture, lung gymnastics, air, light and color baths, 
personal magnetism, internal baths (flushing of the 
colon), etc. 

The projectors of this league do not claim that 
all of the methods here mentioned and others that 
could be mentioned are scientific or adequate; it is, 
however, as stated, one of the purposes of this league 
to consider these questions. 

H o w Water Cure or ig inated . 

It is easy to see how these methods originated. 
For example, an itch felt in some part of the body is 
rubbed involuntarily; the origin of massage. Stiff 
joints are bent to and fro; the -origin of the Swedish 
movement cure. To console the despondent loving 
hands are laid on soothingly; the origin of psychic 

Fal lacy of Materia-Medica. 

Materia-medica concerns itself with symptoms 
and doses the system in treating the symptoms. Drugs 
are repugnant to the living cells; thus more harm is 
done than help. The cardinal error of medical col
leges is the exclusive study of the pathologic—of life 
in its abnormal or negative phases—when the phsyo-
logic, or life in its normal and positive phases—should 
receive at least an equal share of attention. Prof. 
Schwenninger, Prince Bismarck's physician and a 
practitioner of Nature-cure, who succeeded after all 
the regular methods had failed, declares that "A 
medical graduate knows nothing at all of the art of 
healing/• 

T h e Uni ted S t a t e s . 

Official recognition has been withheld in the 
United States, and the belief in drugs is still ram
pant. Nevertheless, the cures effected by the anti
drug schools have been so remarkable that hygienic 
and Nature-cure methods are becoming daily more 
popular. Most of these cures have been accomplished 
by unscientific laymen. There is consequently a great 
field for concerted effort. A league formed for the 
purpose of exploiting the Nature-cure movement will 
lead inevitably to the establishment of Health Col
leges. It stands to reason that persons promoting 
the preformation of the Health League will be re
garded as benefactors of the human race. Is there 
a more worthy field for philanthropy than the dis
semination among the American people of the true 
principles of health ? The grandest purpose is surely 
the attainment of that state of individual and social 
well-being,—of universal health,—in which movements 
and schemes of cure_will be unknown. 

For further information in regard to the Health 
League address the Editor or Dr. Reinhold, 823 Lex
ington Ave., N. Y. 

Nothing is more becomming to a reasonable per
son than tolerance of the opinion of others. 

The senses are the sources of all knowledge to 
the mind; consequently their evidence claims the 
strongest assent. 

How truly noble is he whom neither honors nor 
disgrace can cause to deviate, for an instant, from a 
just and proper course! 

Knowledge is fixed theory; theory which cannot 
be fixed, i. e., proven, remains doubtful theory, conse
quently doubtful knowledge. 

Never condemn a person for holding an opinion 
which you are unable to controvert. 

Our hope—That men may be saved from their 
ignorance. 

He is sufficiently enlightened who knows how to 
act rightly, and who has the power to refrain from 
evil; it is by actions that a true value and recommen
dation are given to virtue. 
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Hydropathy 
and Open Air Cure for Consumption. 

By Richard Metcalf, Richmond, Surrey, England. 

(Conclusion.) 
An immense impetus of course was given in 

Germany to the movement for the treatment of con
sumption in Sanatoria by the new doctrine arising out 
of the discovery by Dr. Koch of the micro-organism, 
the bacillus of tuoercle; as it was found that the 
bacilli could not thrive in sunlight and fresh air. 
There are "most efficient disinfectants,"* and hence, 
not only were the earlier founders of sanatoria justi
fied in their methods, but many others were encour
aged to follow in their footsteps, with the result that 
there are now several scores of these institutions dotted 
throughout Germany, that land of ideas, some for the 
rich and well-to-do .^10...can pay, others for the poor 
who cannot. 

The earliest of the sanatoria for consumption was 
established by Dr. Brehmer at Goerbersdorf in Sile
sia, so long ago as 1854, two years, that is, after the 
death of Priessnitz, and it has been the pattern for 
many others, both in Germany and elsewhere, all, as 
we are told, "more or less modifying the parent teach
ing." What that "parent teaching" was may be gath
ered from an article in the Nineteenth Century (Feb
ruary, 1899) by Dr. Coghill, of the Vbntnor Hospital 
for Consumptives. 

Dr. Coghill acknowledges that Dr. Brehmer has 
the merit of first systematising and combining the 
open air treatment of consumption with enforced diet, 
as well as of "showing" how much general treatment, 
carried out on rational principles, could accomplish; 
but he combats the idea that "exposure to fresh air 
will alone and with certainty" cure consumption in 
every stage and in every form. "If we examine the 
treatment at Goerbersdorf in Silesia, the largest and 
first established of the German sanatoria," he says, 
"we find that the patients are freely exposed to the 
open air, but that greater importance is attached to 
the so-called 'forced feeding/ which consists there in 
trying in every way, by example and precept, to get 
the patients to take as large an amount of strong 
nourishing food as they possibly can, in five substan
tial meals daily; and great importance is attached to 
regularly graduated exercise in the extensive grounds 
and riyuropathic treatment, as promulgated by Hahn 
and Oertel, Priessnitz and Father Kneipp, etc. 

In the opinion that, in the earlier sanatoria at 
least, something more was depended upon besides ex
posure to the fresh air and forced feeding, Dr. Cog
hill is borne out by Walters in his recently published 
work entitled Sanatoria for Consumptives," in which 
we find the following striking passage—a passage, be 
it noted, which may be regarded by hydropathists as 
at once a vindication and a triumph, 
sheet is used; and in those who are sufficiently pre
pared, cold sponging and douching. A divided cold 
douche acts as a powerful stimulant to the skin, and 

"In many German Sanatoria/' says the authority 
quoted (p. 36), "there is a systematic application of a 

*Walters. 

simple kind of hydrotherapy, which trains |L 
to withstand changes of temperature. At first pa-
tients are rubbed with a dry sheet; then with spirit; 
then with spirit and water; in the next stage a w e t 
through it to the rest of the body, increasing the 
tissue changes, improving circulation and digestion, 
as well as the tone of the skin itself. Its stimulating 
properties depend within certain limits on its cold
ness, and the fever and sub-division of the stream. 
It was formerly much used in Sanatoria for Consump
tives, but owing to some bad results in a few cases, 
has been less and less employed, being only occa
sionally used in some Sanatoria, and not at all in 
others. If used at all, it should only be applied for a 
very few seconds. Trie other simpler applications are 
not open to the same dangers, and, although less 
powerful, are probably sufficient in most cases. There 
is a strong objection at Falkenstein to the use of hot 
baths, which are only occasionally permitted, and 
never very hot or for more than a few minutes*. The 
contention is that such baths relax the skin and debili
tates the patient. But the experience of very hot 
baths in Japan and elsewhere would seem to prove 
that they may have stimulating effects. The matter 
is one which should be decided by individual experi
ence rather than by a priori reasoning. At Nordrach 
febrile cases are allowed to freely douche themselves 
with water of any comfortable temperature; and are 
enjoined not to actively dry themselves. 

Could anything be more convincing than these 
facts of what has been affirmed above, namely, that 
the German Sanatoria are offshoots by direct descent 
of the hydropathic establishments that became so 
plentiful throughout the Fatherland, even in the life
time of Priessnitz, who was the father of them all? 
It is natural and proper that they should be. There 
is nothing to say against that. But is not not a little 
astonishing to find the National Association for the 
Prevention of Consumption, and those who are re
sponsible for it, throwing over medicine, and going 
in for pure hygienic treatment, on the lines laid down 
and practised with success for three-fourths of a cen
tury by the hydropathists, and this without so much 
as an acknowledgment of the services rendered to 
medical science by Priessnitz and his colleagues and 
disciples? It is the pure air treatment that the Na-
else, if we are to believe the statements made by Su 
tional Association is going in for that and nothing* 
William Broadbent and his confreres at the Marl
borough House meeting. And yet when we come to 
read the details of treatment given at the various 
Sanataria, the establishment and success of which is 
the cause of the movement, we find that it is, in many 
if not most of them, permeated with methods and ap
pliances from the hydrotherapeutic materia medica. 
That these methods and appliances should be had re
course to is perfectly right and proper. But is it right 
and proper, when there is this tacit acknowledgment 
of their own shortcomings and of the wiser and more 
successful system of the hydropaths—is it right and 
proper that those who are proved to be in the wrong 
should go on calling those whose methods they appro
priate charlatan and quack ? One would rather think 
that the quackery and charlatanism are on the other 
side. 
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With regarding feeding it is absolutely necessary 
to repair waste set up by exercise and treatment, and 
we might be following an account of Priessnitz's 
method of treatment, who, we read in his life, loaded 
his tables with an abundance of coarse but nourishing 
food, and encouraged his patients to eat plenteously. 

By the hydropathic method, the entire organiza
tion is in a heightened state of activity. All the 
processes of the system are accelerated, the circula
tion of the blood to the capillaries is increased, ab
sorption takes place with greater vigor, in short, all 
the physiological functions are quickened, with the 
natural result that the appetite is doubled, sometimes 
trebled in activity. 

Of course, it was not simply the water treatment 
that effected all this. For the hydropathic system is 
one which affects the whole man—all his sensibilities, 
all his activities. Priessnitz' patients fifty years ago 
were encouraged to walk about in the pine woods 
with which the neighborhood of Graefenberg abounds, 
to remain in the open air as much as possible, to 
drink copiously of the water from the springs to be 
met with everywhere in the forest and among the hills; 
yes, and to enjoy the scenery, to take delight in the 
fragrance of the pine, because every dormant sensi
bility that is aroused is an instrumentality and an aid 
towards rehabilitation and recovery. 

In short, the Priessnitzian method is one which 
recognizes the fact that nature is the sole and only 
physician, and that the more wholly and simply man 
puts himself in touch with her the more surely will he 
keep, and if he have lost, regain the precious boon of 
health. 

IN or is the humble dictum of the herbalist far out 
which says that man's cure is at his own door. The 
same thing is borne out in Dr. Walter's book, wherein 
he shows that it is often more harmful than beneficial 
to take a consumptive to another climate. Indeed, 
.-•w affirms that many of the foremost physicians abroad 
are quite agreed as to the desirability of attempting 
the cure of consumptive patients in their own country. 
Dr. Leon Petit says: "We are nowadays convinced 
that there is no climate, however favored, which by 
itself can cure the consumptive." Consumptives, 
Walters opines, have been cured in the most unlikely 
climates; and many things point to the conclusion 
that it is fresh air and medical supervision rather than 
a fine climate which are needed for success. For years 
it was thought the English climate was highly un
favorable for consumptives, and here was nothing for 
those who would recover but the Riviera and other 
Southern resorts. But now it is found that England 
compares favorably with Italy and the South of 
France. Some years ago a number of selected cases 
were sent from the Brompton Hospital to Madeira: 
but most of them were no better for their change of 
climate. A similar result is said to have followed in 
the case of some hospital patients sent from Man
chester to Bournemouth. 

Neither high altitudes, says Walters, dry atmos
phere, fine weather, agreeable temperature nor abund
ant sunshine is essential to success, however useful 
they may be, or desirable in particular cases. Were 
high altitude an essential we should not hear of re

coveries on the ocean, or in low lying health resorts 
anywhere. If fine weather were a sine qua noh, the 
remarkable success of the Sanatoria in the Black For
est and other parts of Germany would never have been 
chronicled. Many of these have a moist and chilly 
climate during part of the year; but patients do just 
as well at such seasons as during finer weather. In
deed, the results are, if anything, better in winter, and 
Dr. Dettweiler, Dr. Walther and other competent ob
servers regard the weather as of little importance. 

What does all this point to except to the rule that 
a man's native climate and environment, purified and 
rendered salubrious, is his best and most natural hos
pital and sanatorium? Of course it is not meant that 
this principle should and ought to be pushed to an ex
treme. 3 But, special cases excepted, there is no doubt 
that a person's own country, in its natural and uncon-
taminated condition, supplies all the needs for his re
covery when out of health—provided, of course, there 
is enough stamina left for restoration. 

It is not meant that if a man contracts consump
tion or other disease through living in a damp and 
dark house, without proper means of ventilation and 
sanitation, that they still are the best possible condi
tions for his restoration. But what is undoubted is-
that in the best natural conditions of his physical en
vironment he will find all that is necessary for his-
complete health, and for his recovery when ill. 

Let us put the matter in another way. It is now 
a recognised fact in science that nature fits life to its 
habitat, that is, to the physical conditions by which it 
is surrounded. The negro is fitted for the hot plains 
and forests of Africa, the Eskimo for the snow-cov
ered wastes of he north. Transplant either to the 
home of the other and he would be ill at ease, if even 
he did not at once succumb to the change. So it is 
with others. The European is not "at home" physi
cally in the equatorial regions of Africa; he suffers 
in health on the plains of India; and even in the West 
Indies loses some of his natural energy and stamina. 
In short, in all these countries he soon ceases to be 
the same man. 

Why is this if it is not because he has not been 
fitted bv nature for his new environment? We say 
that men after a time become acclimatised to a new 
habitat, and no doubt in a measure they do. There 
is in the constitution a certain power of adaptability 
nd assimilation to new conditions, provided they live 

carefully on hygienic lines. But that power only nets 
within certain limits, and it is naturally less in the sick 
than in the strong. It is for this reason, other things 
being, equal, that it is best that a patient should be 
treated under the conditions of climate in which he has 
been born, or; at all events, to which he has been used. 
In those conditions it is that nature has the most 
power to heal; in those conditions it is that what the 
old physicians used to call the vis medicatrix naturae 
is enabled to exert its greatest strength. And whether 
we call it the vis medicatrix naturae or the natural 
stamina of the constitution, it is that power which r 

given suitable conditions, restores to health —not 
the doctor. All the doctor can do is to see what is 
wrong, to judge what were the causes or cond«*ions 
that brought about the evil, and to remove those 
causes or conditions. 
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Thus we know that one-half the diseases under 
which humanity suffers at the present time are pro
duced by the non-natural conditions in which men live 
and labor in towns. The air is poisoned by the smoke 
from the thousands of chimneys and the reek from 
the manufactories. In addition to these causes of 
contamination, the atmosphere is further vitiated by 
the breath of so many individuals who are constantly 
extracting the oxygen from it and filling it with car
bon. Then the air in towns is hardly ever free from 
dust, which naturally finds its way into the lungs, and 
thus fills them with material that is hostile to their 
healthy action. The water, too, in towns is always 
less pure than it should be, even if it is supplied in 
plenty, both for potable and ablutionary purposes, 
as a matter of fact, however, it is never supplied for 
the latter purposes conveniently and in sufficient quan
tities for thorough personal cleanliness; and hence we 
have one very potent source of disease. 

If we add to these sources of lowered vitality in 
towns, ill-drained, badly ventilated, and often insuffi
ciently lighted houses, we have a few of the causes 
which render them insalubrious, and make it next to 
impossible for those living in them all the time to 
keep in perfect health and strength. 

Nor do the causes here stated by any means ex
haust the category of disease-producing conditions 
in the modern town. If we wished'to complete the 
list, we must add sedentary occupations, the dull me
chanical round of life that allows of so little natural 
stimulus, hence a lowered vitality on that account: 
then from these causes arise depreciated vigor of 
appetite, the necessary recourse to drugs and potions, 
too often to drinking, with the numberless ills arising 
therefrom. 

When we come to look at these things closely, 
the wonder is that men should be as healthy as they 
are. Disease and death seems to be lurking for them 
on every hand, and the mystery is, at first sight, how
ever we escape them so much and so long as we do. 
But the mystery vanishes when we come to regard 
that principle of life which we have referred to as the 
vis medicatrix naturae—that inherent principle in the 
human organism, as in all organisms, that makes for 
life and health and continuance—in its true and na
tural light. 

Some people, it is possible, never give the mat
ter so much as a passing thought. But with those 
who have gone through life up, say, to middle age, not 
unheeding the lessons which experience writes upon 
our hearts and brains, 'there must have grown up a 
body of convictions that stand out with more or less 
distinctness, that appear more or less vital, and one 
of them, we imagine, will with most be a conviction 
of the immense healing power hidden away in every 
departments of the world's life and available for everv 
circumstance of it. For some of us who have reached 
the "grand climacteric," or are beyond it, the reflec
tion that we are alive at all is probably a source of con
stant astonishment, as it was to Sir Thomas Browne, 
while the consciousness that, in spite of nature's in
evitable weaknesses coming on, we are passably happy 
is still more wonderful. It is the men and women 
who have been well knocked about who are most 
sensible of nature's marvellous doctoring. When we 

have had the body laid low by all manner of ailments, 
and yet have survived; when fate's plowshares have 
gone clean through one after another of our most 
cherished projects and ambitions, to leave us, as we 
discover afterwards, not one iota the worse; when, 
after our inmost affections have been smitten by over
whelming bereavements, we rise from the blow not 
only still living, but still enjoying, we gradually be
came conscious, as no tyro or mere surface skimmer 
can, of a deep underlying and all-pervading force or 
principle in nature that makes for continued life and 
well-being, that makes for health and healing, no 
matter what the odds against it. 

Of course that principle cannot do everything—it 
cannot effect the impossible; albeit sometimes it seems 
almost to do that. How often, for instance, when 
death seemed inevitable and he victim appeared to 
have all but passed the dim portal, have nature's won
derful recuperative powers asserted themselves and 
brought the patient victoriously through the crises, 
often enough all the better for the trial. Man's igno
rance or folly had burdened her almost more than she 
could bear; she resisted as long as she could, but in 
the en*., had to give way, and the victim was laid on the 
bed of sickness; even then she was not left alone, or 
helped only in her own ways, but was still loaded with 
medicaments and what not, when all she needed, all 
she desiderated, was to have a clear field; and yet 
how often, all this notwithstanding, has she not won 
by her almost invincible cunning and the marvel of 
her recuperative energy. 

The same wonderous power is manifest in her 
surgery—the same thing in another form. For be
hold how, when the bodily economy is broken in upon 
by sword-cut or bullet wound, she immediately sum
mons her forces to the point attacked—how then she 
commences a process of staunching, of spinning and 
weaving of tissues, of expelling dangerous matter, 
and building up of new and healthy substance, all in a 
way so wonderful and masterly that are marvels at 
the apparent intelligence of it. And, if we liked to go 
on, might we not show how equally beautiful is her 
manner of nancuing wounds of the mu~ and heart— 
how, when in our grief we refuse to be comforted, and 
put joy aside as something alien to us, she patiently 
waits, lies quiet, so to speak, until by gentle insist
ence we are made to simile again. 

But it is with the physical matter we have here 
most to do; although physical and mental matter are, 
in truth, so interblended in us hat it is impossible 
wholly to separate them^l Yet when the body is 
suffering from disease it is, to physical matters we 
have chiefly to turn in order to give aid to the medi
cating and healing principle within. Nor is it to 
fresh air alone we have to look, as one might be led 
to suppose from much that was said at the Marl 
borough House meeting, but to the purifying of all 
the fountains, so to speak, that are about us. 
Air, water, light; these are the first necessities, 
and we want them pure, and we want them in 
plenty. Of equal need are plenty of space plenty of 
ground room; for without this we cannot have all that 
is necessary of light and air. 

All these are physical things, out of which every
thing else grows. In them lie the basis of life. Out 
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of their natural condition grows the natural, healthy 
man. Out of their unhealthy conditions comes the 
unhealthy, the physically depraved man. Are not 
these considerations an indication to us what the aim 
of the physician should be—not to give medicines 
and to physic the sufferer when he comes near death's 
door, but to be ever watching our surroundings and 
physical environments to see that there is no poison 
lurking in the hidden corners of our life, no one doing 
things for his profit that are inimical to the general 
well-being ? 

And if it be impossible to render the conditions 
of life so salubrious and natural as to reduce disease 
to a minimum, then our aim should be not merely to 
establish Sanatoria for the restoration of health to the 
consumptive, but to all who suffer, whatever may be 
their ailments. Nor should those Sanatoria be hid
den in German forests or planted upon high Alps; nor 
far away on islands of the sea; but close to our towns, 
next door to our firesides, so to speak, where all can 
enjoy them, and none be turned away. To this end, 
of course, there would need to be establishments alike 
for the poor and the rich, and for all conditions of 
disease. 

Many such there already are, and they are doing 
an immensely useful work, although at a great disad
vantage, inasmuch as they are opposed, and even 
tabooed by the medical profession as established by 
law. I refer of course to the hydropathic Sanatoria 
that are spread broadcast over the land, and that are 
growing in number and importance year by year. 
Dr. Walters, in his book on Sanatoria for Consump
tives, does nothing but justice to them in saying that 
many of them are practically equal to the German 
Sanatoria in all their arrangements for health restora
tion, while others would require but little alteration to 
bring them into line with the best. These, of course, 
are the establishments which are little more than 
hotels and boarding-houses. 

This is the kind of treatment one would expect 
from a fair-minded man, and it does credit to Dr. 
Walter's breadth of view that, in dealing with his sub
ject, he does not ignore the institutions from which 
the Sanatoria have derived their initiation and inspira
tion. Perhaps we can hardly expect such frankness 
from those who were chiefly responsible for the move
ment inaugurated at Marlborough House. But wc 
can forgive them that omission if the Prince of Wales' 
meeting may be regarded as a first step towards the 
recognition of a broader and more natural principle 
of curative medicine. The id^a is well-nigh too good 
to hope for; it would amount almost to a revolution— 
even as it is the movement is of vast importance, 
because it is a step in a direction the end of which 
cannot be seen—one end whereof must be the recog
nition of hydrotherapeutics, and the giving to it its 
due place and prominence in ^a natural system of 
medicine. The thin edge of the wedge has already 
been got in in Germany, as we have seen, and if the . 
door be opened here to the principles of natural medi
cine h y a r o u i i A c i p y must soon take its rightful plac** 
along with the other departments of medical science. 

We may place before a person knowledge, but we 
cannot make him understand it. 

The Warm Full Bath. 

Herb B a t h s a n d A l t e r n a t i n g B a t h s . 

By Mgr. Seb. Kneipp. 

Having heard a great deal about warm baths and 
knowing that they were commonly taken in water-
cure establishments, I determined to test their value, 
and the opinion I have formed is that, when one or 
another of the warm baths are taken only once a week, 
they do no harm, but if oftener they produce weakness. 
The debility and want of resisting power which ap
pear after the use of warm baths are indications of 
pre-existing weakness. I have taken these baths my
self, at first frequently and latterly but seldom, but I 
made no progress and the weakness remained. Al
though not delicately brought up I found myself con
stantly suffering from bad colds and like troubles, and 
in short I was not at all pleased with the working of 
the warm baths. Then I made experiments with herb-
baths of from 90 to 95 deg. Fah. of heat, giving them 
to the weak and strong alike. The sick people were 
the better for them, and they liked them, but when 
taken too often, the debility arid delicacy returned and 
instead of gaining strength they lost it. Seeing that 
it, not thinking that one could so greatly err as not to 
know whether cold water for bathing were good or 
the gouty people were warned above all things against 
not. I yielded to the general feeling that cold water 
was bad for gouty people and ordered warm baths 
both for them and those subject to rheumatism. But 
I was by no means content on the whole. Only in 
one particular was I satisfied which was the dissolving 
and dispersing quality they possessed. Still I could 
not but regard them with prejudice, seeing that they 
were warm and weakening. 

I now made an attempt to combine warm baths 
with cold, and after allowing the patient ten minutes 
in a warm one, put him into a cold one for half a min
ute, then again into one warmer than the first, and so 
on for three-'changes. This plan succeeded well with 
the corpulent, the gouty, and the rheumatic subjects. 

The disadvantage of the warm baths which fos
tered weakness and effeminacy was in a measure over
come by the action of the cold baths and for many 
years I had very good results from the combination. 

I do not use warm baths alone, because I cannot 
get rid of my prejudice against them, and because, al
though at first they seem to work well, they never fail 
to leave weakness behind. 

During the last five years I have made many ex
periments with cold water and I am convinced that in 
almost every case the cold water is the reliable remedy. 
If on occasion it should be necessary to use a warm 
application in order to reinstate the normal warmth I 
think it can be done better by means of compresses 
than by warm baths. There have been many thou
sands of patients here this year, and yet I have not 
ordered a single warm bath. He who possesses a full 
knowledge of the power and influence of water, will 
never be at a loss in any emergency which may arise 
either in helping himself or in helping others by means 
of cold water. What cannot be effected with cold 
water cannot be effected with warm. The latter is 
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useful as a side help in combination with cold baths, 
but warm bath alone never heal or cure a disease. 

My firm belief after these later years' experience 
is that cold water is always the best. 

A clergyman came to me and said that he had 
been ordered by his doctor to take a warm bath daily 
from 99 to 105 deg. Fah., and that he was to remain 
in it from 20 to 25 minutes and to continue it for six 
weeks. 

It resulted in his becoming so weak that he couM 
scarcely undertake the journey home and thought his 
death was near. After three weeks' careful nursing 
he was able to come to me at Worishofen. The ef
fect of the cold water on this man was so wonderful 
that, after using various douches and half-baths for 
five weeks, he was quite well. 

I know that warm baths are much used in rheu
matism of the joints,^na in gout, but I never guar
antee a cure by their means, because I am sure that 
both these diseases are more easily and more effctively 
got rid of by cold douches and baths than by warm 
ones. 

This statement of mine has been disputed with 
some show of reason by those who have experienced 
the power of warm water to dissolve and disperse evil 
matter in rheumatism and gout, but even acknowledg
ing the truth of this, I still maintain my opinion, be
cause my experience has taught me that the warm 
baths so weaken the body that the mischief they have 
removed comes back almost immediately with in
creased force. The system has no longer the power 
to resist; a little cold or trifling neglect will bring all 
the pain and sorrow back. On the other hand, when 
the cure has been effected by cold water the body is so 
braced and strengthened that the cure is permanent. 

As regards herbs in the baths I have nothing but 
praise. I prefer hay-flowers, oat-straw and pine 
sprigs, and for diseases of the bladder such as gravel 
or stone there is nothing better than baths of oat-
straw* f I strongly recommend those who suffer from 
these to take one or two oat-straw baths in a month, *.f 
first warm and of ten minutes' duration; then cold for 
five or six seconds; then again warm. Two or three 
of these will bring relief to the sufferer. 

The pine-sprig baths are also good for these 
maladies; one or two may be taken within the month, 
with the addition of a cold bath every week, which will-
act as a preventive against weakness. 

The hay-flower bath is a dissolver of pernicious 
matter and exceedingly good for corpulent people. 
It should be used in the same way as that described for 
the oat-straw bath. 

Twenty years ago, when I was that much younge. 
I used to take one of these herbal baths every week 
with pleasure, but I am now of opinion that cold water 
is more powerful for good and I like it better; and 
during the last year I have not prescribed one herbai 
bath, having obtained the best results possible with 
the cold water. 

Professor Carson says: "Water is the very best 
sudorific that we have."—"My teacher gave his pa
tients colored water, the result being that they recov
ered more quickly than those of a colleague who re
sorted to bleeding." 

The Cold Full Bath. 

Of all baths the full bath is the most powerful in 
its effects. Every part of the body, except the head,, 
is under water. It is well to take from four to six sec
onds to sttep in an dget thoroughly covered, there 
should be no hurry^ The length of time to remain in 
is as a rule one or two seconds, or four or five seconds. 
It was some years before I saw fully the good effects 
of these simple baths. It was long before I could 
think it possible that so short a time in the bath could 
produce such grand results, especially as I had heard 
that at water-cure establishments patients were or
dered to be many minutes in the water. 

It was only by constant experiments that I came 
to the conclusion that the shortest baths were the best 
and the easiest to take. Just as it is necessary to be 
quite warm in stepping into the bath, so it is equally 
necessary to dress immediately, in the same way as be
fore taking it. 

A general cry was raised at my demand that the 
body should not be dried after a bath but the cloth
ing at once put on. My reason for this is that the 
warmth is greater and that it comes more quickly if 
the clothes are put on rapidly and the drying omitted. 
And as to the drying, the person is perfectly free from 
damp before he has finished dressing. Nor does one 
feel damp, for the reason that all is quickly converted 
into a warm steam which produces an agreeable glow 
to the skin. It is quite as necessary to be warm after 
taking the bath as before taking it, and that is why I 
require the person to walk or work. By this he gets 
back more quickly his natural warmth and, if after a 
little time he feels chilly, it is a proof that he has not 
yet obtained it fully and he must begin to take exercise 
once again. 

For the full-bath it does not matter whether the 
water is obtained from brook or spring as long as it is 
fresh and cool. It sometimes happens to one who has 
taken a full-bath in the morning or at midday that 
towards evening his feet are very stiff and heavy, and 
it is not unusual to hear such a person say, "my feet 
are as heavy as lead, perhaps my bath did me harm"* 
or "my feet are cracked and burning." 

Such a condition is not rare after taking the bath 
and comes about in this way. A man feels tolerably 
warm after the bath and cuts short the exercise, the 
warmth does not last and the feet cannot perspire. 

The weariness and heaviness are easily removed 
by wading a minute or two in water or walking on wet 
earth or wet stones. Suppose the person unable to do 
this let him, when he goes to bed, bind a cloth, which 
has been dipped in water and wrung out, round his 
foot or feet and the stiffness will disappear in a couple 
of hours. 

"Our pathological knowledge does not increase 
in proportion to our tentative way of treatment. Every 
dose of medicine given is a haphazard attempt on the 
patient's innate power." DR. BOSTOCK. 

Professor Peaslee says: "Water forms about four-
fifths of the weight of the human body, and is its most 
indispensable constituent part."-^"Water is the only 
necessary and the only natural beverage." 
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Abscesses and Their Cure. 
Inflammation is an inseparable companion of the 

various sores. Wherever fire breaks out. people 
huury to the place. A somewhat similar gathering 
takes place as soon as the smallest spot on the sur
face of our body is inflamed. One blood globuie tells 
the other and the curious ones that obey the calling 
are soon burnt themselves.'.' If a small ulcer has been 
formed on the toe, be it not larger than a lentil, the 
pain of it is felt not only in the whole toe, but in the 
foot and the leg. These painful inflammat.ons always 
remind me of a match which, when lighted in the dark, 
sheds brightness over a large space. 

Ann has a very bad thumb. There is litt-e to be 
seen; the thumb is swollen a little and is of a darker 
red hue than the other ringers. Not only the thumb, 
but even the shoulder pains jreadfully Mind in a 
short time, her whole body will be suffering. .Ann's 
father thinks that something must be the matter. Yes, 
certainty, there is something the matter. 

The girl wraps her thumb well up, and has now 
been waiting three to six days for what might ensue. 
The thumb swells, the hand, too. A big abscess be
gins to form; the girl feels acute pain in her finger, 
arm and body; it seems to her as if a juggler was play
ing with knives in her arm. Only after a long time 
the matter will be entirely removed, and the thumb 
healed. 

What ought the girl to have done? As soon as 
she felt the pain, not caused by any accident, she ought 
to have done what her mother uses to do when she 
wishes to put out a small flame on the hearth. A 
gentle application of water might have suppressed the 
evil in its germ. 

If it is not the hand only but also the arm that 
pains, the inflammation can no longer be compared to 
a small flame which may be extinguished by a mere 
sprinkling of water. Must the girl now hold her arm 
under the spout of the well to put out the fire ? By no 
means! There is not only heat to be cooled, there are 
also poisonous matters to be dissolved and thrown 
out. 

The suffering part is wrapped up in an arm-
package (piece of linen dipped in cold water), and 
this package is to be renewed, viz., to be re-dipped 
in water every time it begins to be hot. The finger 
must indeed become "a bad finger," viz., the abscesses 
must burst, but all that has been extracted by the pack 
age need not turn into matter, and it is, no doubt, a 
great advantage if the abscess only swells to the size 
of a hazelnut instead of that of a walnut. 

If the feeling of uneasiness extends to the whole 
body, prescribe for some time the daily application of 
the Spanish mantle, and the general health will soon be 
restored. 

One kind of abcess is 'well known under the 
name of whitlow. The ill treatment to which such-
fingers are frequently exposed, affords new proofs 
for the foolishness of men. They behave as if they 
had completely lost their common sense. Every one 
knows a new ointment which will infallibly cure the 
finger, and where the ointments end, superstition be
gins to do its part of the work. I know of people who 
use as a remedy in such casts a living mole which thev 

keep in their hands until it dies, believing that their 
whitlow will cease to torment them as soon as the 
poor animal's life is gone. After much ointing, smear
ing, talking, the healing process ends with the burst
ing of the abscess and a profuse discharge of matter 
which is, of course, nothing but the happy result of the 
ointments used and of the death of the mole. 

Can there be greater foolishness than this? 
What is a whitlow ? Nothing else but an abscess, 

to be treated in the way prescribed to the above-men
tioned girl. Since this kind of abcess generally 
eppears when much unhealthy matter has accumulated 
in the body, the cure ought to extend to the whole sys
tem. The local treatment consists in the hand and 
arm bandage. §Sj 

The finger is swathed in a threefold piece of linen 
previously dipped in a decoction of shave-grass to pre
vent the affection of the bone; hand and arm are 
wrapped in a twofold bandage dipped in a decoction 
of hay-flowers. This bandage is to be renewed as 
often as increased pain or heat is felt. The whole 
body is worked upon by the Spanish mantle and the 
short package which should be alternately applied, 
every day for one hour. After the first week the ap
plication of packages may take place every second or 
third day. I recommend caution with regard to 
upper and lower gushes which ought not to be ap
plied, before much dissolving and evacuating has been 
effected.. As soon as the sore is "mature," viz. 
shows a blueish hue and becomes soft on one side, 
it should be opened at once, and there is no reason for 
fear if blood flows out along with the matter. This 
blood would otherwise have turned into matter, and 
if it is spared this process thehealing of the finger is 
accelerated. Fear about opening an abscess too soon 
is out of place where water applications are used; it 
may be well founded, however, when an abscess is 
treated with ointments. 

There is still another way of healing Whitlows 
which, for the sake of its being shorter, I have often 
applied myself. The hand and the arm up to the elbow 
are bathed in an infusion of hay-flowers, two or three 
times daily for half an hour. The bath should be 
warm, but by no means hot. The above mentioned 
packages for finger, arm and body are applied in addi
tion to the baths. 

The thumb of Andrew, a gardener, was in a ter
rible state. Dreadfully swollen, the whole finger was 
without skin resembling a mass of raw flesh covered 
with matter. The bone was tol be seen in several 
places. 

The physician had declared that amputation would 
be inevitable. I examined the hand and said to my
self : If I could only save that poor man's hand. 

Then I reflected and came to the following con
clusions. The visible bone (and that was the principle 
thing) has an appearance of soundness and seems in 
no way affected. The dreadfully-swollen disgusting 
thumb is like a cesspool in which the body pours its 
good-for-nothing juices. These acrimonious matters 
increased the suppuration, destroy the flesh and poison 
everything^Therefore, I must work on the half-cor
rupted thumb, and still more on the body that it may 
cease to kill its own member. My reflections were 
followed by action. The thumb and the whole hand 
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were wrapped in a bandage dipped in hay-flower and 
shave-grass infusion (both kinds of herbs were boiled 
together); this bandage was renewed four or five times 
a day. Thesick body received daily a short package 
and three times a week the Spanish mantle. To the 
finger I applied daily diluted alum-water to wash away 
matter and dirt. 

Four weeks had not passed when finger and hand 
were saved. . A new thumb began to form around the 
bone, which was, indeed, not affected. The new 
thumb had, the nail excepted, an entirely normal ap
pearance. The man could attend to his work as for
merly and lived many a year after. 

Apoplexy. 

Paul has been stricken by apoplexy. The right 
side of his upper body is paralyzed, his mouth dread
fully distorted, his right eye sunk in, the eyelid stiff, 
his voice broken, all his courage gone. The physician, 
who had been called immediately, declared that noth
ing could be done and that the patient should daily 
drink some "Bitterwasser" (mineral water impregnated 
with some neutral salt). This prescription did not 
satisfy the patient, he began directly to try water appli
cations, and in twelve days he was well again. This 
happened thirteen years ago, and the robust, although 
elderly, gentleman delivered his lectures for many a 
year after. 

How was this cure effected ? 
As soon as the work of a watch is disturbed in its 

order by fall or a shock, a standstill takes place, 
May be none of the little wheels are injured, but per
haps there is something betweenthem that hinders 
their course, or they press and prevent each other from 
keeping their regular pace. The disturber ought to be 
expelled, the little workers reconciled in order to 
make every part serve the purpose of the whole. In 
the same way the human body is sometimes troubled 
by inward disturbers of peace, perhaps by one of those 
conglomerations which occur especially in advanced 
years, when the wheels of the work, viz., the organs, 
are rather worn out. Mouth, eye or tongue, these 
delicate wheels are not injured but have been pushed, 
as it were, out of their proper place. Expel the dis
turber, and order and peace will soon be restored. I 
will try to assist you in the proper proceeding. 

A head-vapor followed by a gush will do its dis
solving work in the upper part of the body, a foot-
vapor will produce the same effect in the lower part. 
The patient should then take a warm bath followed 
by a cold ablution. This application, besides working 
in a dissolving manner, will diminish the determination 
of blood to the head. As soon as the conglomera
tions are thus removed and the circulation regulated, 
it will be good to proceed to the oiling of the machine, 
which is done by a nourishing, strengthening fare— 
not too much at a time, however. Strong wines, 
spirits and spices ought to be avoided as well as men
tal exertion and agitation. 

A pastor was stricken by apoplexy^ One hand, 
one foot, one whole side of his body was totally paral
yzed, voice and consciousness were also gone. Reme

dies were applied for several days, but without success 
The physician declared that the one side would remain 
paralyzed as it was, and that a second stroke was likely 
to follow the first and put an end to the poor gentle
man's life. I thought that in this case an experiment 
with water could do no harm. The cold foot and arm 
were vigorously washed with cold water; two warm 
foot-baths with vigorous washing of the feet and four 
ablutions of the upper parts of the body were the ap
plications of the second day. On the third day we 
perceived that there was still feeling and life in the 
two paralyzed limbs. This gave us courage. On the 
fourth day we applied a lower package to the awkward 
body and put the feet twice into a warm bath with salt 
and ashes. We continued in the same manner for a 
fortnight. Then the patient began to assist us with 
the healthy hand and foot and showed to his own great 
satisfaction that he was able to lift the paralyzed hand 
a little. For the following three weeks whole ablu
tions were applied alternately with head and foot va
pors, weekly one of the vapors and daily one ablution 
of the upper and lower body. New life seemed to 
animate the body that had been so suddenly struck 
down; the appetite increased. The applications for 
the next three weeks were: every week one warm bath 
followed by a cold one, one head-vapor, one foot-
vapor, and three half-baths with ablution of the upper 
body (during one minute). The cure was completed 
by upper and lower gushes applied alternately with 
the Spanish mantle. It was indeed no easy work, but 
the gentleman recovered his former health insomuch 
as to be able to say Mass daily, and to sing it occa
sionally, to visit the sick, and to attend to his corre
spondence. His tongue, however, had been affected 
so much that a difficulty in pronouncing certain words 
always remained and rendered him unable to preach. 
It is now ten years since, and the pastor still lives and 
enjoys good health. 

A man, 45 years old, was stricken by palsy. The 
right hand and foot were completely paralyzed and 
without any feeling; appetite was wanting entirely. 
The patient took daily ablutions of the upper body 
and the feet; the water used was warm and mixed (in 
equal quantities) with vinegar. Three times a day he 
took 30 drops of extract from wormwood, sage, and 
bog-bean. After a fortnight normal warmth and feel
ing had returned to hand and foot, and the man was 
able to walk in the room. The appetite increased, the 
paralyzed side recovered its strength, and after a few 
days more, the man was perfectly well again. It is 
worthy of notice that this man had indulged in the 
drinking of brandy, and that stroke must be attrib
uted to this cause. To secure a complete cure and re
covery of strength eight to ten baths of a decoction 
from oat -straw or pine-twigs should be taken, the 
temperature of the bath being 99 to 104 deg Fah.. the 
duration of it 20 minutes. As usual the warm bath is 
to be followed by a vigorous cold whole-ablution, or a 
half-bath with washing of the upper body. 

Some general remarks about strokes may find a 
place here. Whenever a person has been stricken by 
apoplexy and is partly paralyzed, recourse should be 
had to cold washings immediately. Back, chest and 
abdomen should be vigorously washed twice to four 
times daily. Salt or vinegar may be mixed with the 
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water. In the same way feet and arms must be washed 
in order to distribute the blood equally to all parts and 
produce sufficient warmth in them. All ablutions must 
be performed as quickly as possible, their duration 
should never exceed one minute. 

If the effects of the stroke are only slight ones, 
and the patient is able to sit up, the best application 
will be a head-vapor (for 20 minutes) succeeded by a 
vigorous washing of the upper body. After an inter
val from 4 to 6 hours, a foot-vapor (also for 20 min
utes) should be applied, followed by an ablution or 
lower gush. Then the above-mentioned ablutions 
may be made use of. 

I caution against the application of the larger 
packages in such cases, the natural warmth is too 
weak and cannot be roused by these stronger reme
dies. I know of a case in which a physician attempt
ed to cure the patient by swathings. The first pack
age did good; but after the second one had been ap
plied, the person remained cold, and the whole body 
assumed a blueish hue. Only application of warmth 
could bring him round again. 

Another instance: A man is stricken by apop
lexy. One side is completely paralyzed as well as 
the tongue. The patient is unconscious. • So he re-
mainh of ten days. The physician who atended him 
declared that nothing could be done, and a second 
stroke would soon follow. The first application which 
I prescribed in this case was the head-vapor. The sick 
man was lying in bed; a basin half filled with boiling 
water (a few handfulls of hay-flowers had been added), 
was placed on a stool near the bed; the patient was 
laid near the edge of the bed and his upper body, 
which was exposed to the vapor, covered with a blan
ket. In ten minutes the man was bathed in perspira
tion and continued so for 15 to 20 minutes, the water 
running down in drops. Thereupon the upper body 
and the head were vigorously washed with fresh water 
and vinegar and laid to rest. On the same day the 
washing was once repeated but without vapor-appli
cation. On the second day a foot-vapor was applied 
(for 25 minutes), the patient being still unconscious. 
Profuse perspiration of the whole body was effected 
by this vapor, which was followed by a whole-ablution. 
On the third and fourth dayrespectively we applied 
head-vapor and foot-vapor; on the fifth day conscious
ness returned and the patient was able to move his 
paralyzed limbs. On the next three days a whole 
ablution with water and vinegar was taken twice a 
day. Then the patient partly recovered his voice, 
but three weeks passed before he could speak freely 
again. . 

From this time the patient began to make use of 
three applications: a) whole-ablution, b) covering with 
wet sheets and c) lying on wef sheets, alternately in 
the morning and in the afternoon. In a few days the 
patient felt so much stronger that a knee-gush could 
be applied every morning, and an upper-gush every 
afternoon. Besides these applications whole-ablutions 
were taken and as soon as the patient could walk, this 
application was substituted by half-baths, and upper-
gush with knee-gush. 

The effect of the cure was so good that the man, 
even now after twelve years, is perfectly able to attend 
to his business. 

A s t h m a . 

A gentleman relates: ;"1 am 46 years old. For 
twenty years I have suffered from asthma. I have 
consulted several physicians; they declared my disease 
to be incurable and prescribed some remedies to re
lieve me a little, but without any result. I thought 
myself doomed to bear this heavy cross to the end of 
my life. Especially during the night my difficulty in 
breathing reached sometimes such a degree that I 
spent whole nights at the open window, exposed to the 
cold of winter. Such attacks lasted several days. To 
add to my affliction, I lost all appetite and felt my 
strength go so fast that I could not but expect to be 
soon delivered from all earthly sufferings. At last 
God had mercy on me. The book xviy Water-cure" 
came into my hands as a helper in great need. In 
eight days I was cured. It is hardly to be believed 
how water can effect so great a change in a man's 
system in the brief space of eight days. The applica
tions were: 1) Upper gush, then knee-gush, walkink 
in water; 2) gush for the back, thigh gush; 3) sitting-
bath, upper gush, half-bath; 4) upper gush, gush for 
the back, walking in water; 5) half-bath, upper gush, 
sitting bath; 6) full-bath, upper gush; 7) thigh-gush, 
upper gush. Moreover, I walked barefoot in the 
grass, daily, for 1 to 2 hours. It was summer, and I 
felt better from hour to hour." 

A priest makes the following statements: "I am 
well built and have always been healthy and strong: 
for nine months, however, I havebeen so obstructed 
with phlegm that I have great difficulty in breathing, 
and when I have to cough, I fear to suffocate. I 
had formerly an excellent, sonorous voice, and now 
I can scarcely make myself understood; I feel also so 

( t i red that I am hardly able to walk. Several physi
cians whom I have consulted declare my disease to be 
catarrh of the wind-pipe or catarrh of the chest" 

Applications: Daily three or four times an upper 
gush and twice daily walking in water to above the 
calves of the legs, this to be continued for four days. 
During the five following days, two upper gushes, 
one gush for the back and one half-bath daily, be
sides these applications the shawl was used three times 
a week, and walking in water took place daily. After 
these five days the patient took a half-bath, a gush 16r 
the back, an upper gush and a knee-gush daily. These 
applications were continued for a short time and 
effected the secretion of a great quantity of matter. 
Day by day, the patient's appearance improved, his 
breathing became easier, his voice clearer, his temper 
more cheejrful. His complaint had been chiefly 
brought on by too warm clothing and want of exer
cise.—The Kneipp Cure. 

"Gentlemen, ninety-nine out of every hundred 
medical facts are medical falsehoods, and medical doc
trines are for the most part nothing but pure evident 
nonsense/' 

PROFESSOR GREGORY, EDINBURGH. 

"I have no faith whatever in anv medicine." 
DR. BAILE, LONDON. 

Editor of the "Medical-Surgical Review." 
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For Mothers. 

Childrens Diet. 

By S. L. 
(Concluded from November number 1900.) 

By reason of its great diversity of appearance and 
taste, and of the numerous styles in which it may be 
cooked it offers a very available means of varying the 
diet. Not all fish are equally valuable as regards 
flavor and the softness and digestibility which we re
quire in food of this nature. The English have, as it 
were, sealed the utility of fish as food for conva
lescents by maintaining it, under the name of fish 
diet, as one of the regular hospital diets. It is scarcely 
necessary to state that fish is unfit for convalescents 
unless it is perfectly fresh. 

As to meats, the white meat of chicken and veal, 
very little of the dark meat of beef and mutton. The 
simplest cooking suits them best—broiling or roast
ing. Certain vegetables complete* this list—the po
tato among the feculent vegetables, endive and spin
ach, especially asparagus, among the green herba
ceous vegetables, affording a proper variety in the 
dietary of children. 

Among the cooked fruits, stewed apples or pears, 
and prunes, are the most commonly used, and as 
experience shows, the most proper. 

Air is just as necessary, if not more so, for con
valescents. Patients and convalescents are kept too 
closely housed, and their recovery is th'us retarded; 
it is from want of air. Open the windows or carry the 
patient out of doors, and the eye will become ani
mated, the color freshened, the appetite improved, 
and the digestion relieved. 

The treatment of disease should begin with a 
tepid bath. Administering a bath to an adult is a 
difficult task, when he is sick, but a child's bath is the 
implest thing in the world; the baby is easily handled, 

put into the bath, and taken out from it; it is then-
wrapped in a blanket, and the thing is done. By 
taking this precaution, we insure the free action of 
the skin (a matter of no small importance), prevent 
excoriations, and get rid of one cause of impurity 
of the air; it is then of most material benefit. Those 
who give their children too few baths during health 
will scarcely dream of cleaning them when they are 
sick. There are two causes of this lack of cleanli
ness—carelessness and prejudice. 

To bathe children early and to bathe them often 
is a necessity of physical education. The old physi
cians knew the value of baths, since they lived in a 

time when the daily bath was among the necessities 
of life. They prescribed baths in almost every acute 
disease. 

When we think of the great comfort produced by 
a tepid bath in a child worn out by loss of sleep and 
racked by fever, of the sprightliness which results 
therefrom, and of the necessity of preserving to him 
the entire physiological activity of his skin, we can
not but regret that physicians and nurses do not more 
often avail themselves of this precious resource. 

The frequent changing of sick children's linen is 
an absolute necessity. This rule also is violated; 
daily have we to combat the prejudice which attrib
utes bad results to a change of clothing, especially 
when the little patients are covered with perspiration; 
it is then, of all times, that it is particularly needful 
to renew the dress, sometimes two or three times a 
day. The fear of checking perspiration is unfounded; 
nay, more, dry linen will rather encourage it, as 
being capable of absorbing moisture, and thus pre
venting the chilly feeling produced by damp cloth
ing. In acute diseases, a child's linen should be 
wholly changed at least as often as once a day. If 
it is carefully done, there need be no fear of chilliness 
or fatigue. 

Children's body linen, then, should be kept in a 
strict state of cleanliness. Nothing connected with 
the sad bed of sickness is so cheerful to the eye as a 
perfectly clean bed, neatly ordered coverings, and a 
snowy white dress. 

A free circulation about a child's bed is indis
pensable^ Alcoves, so justly condemned by hygiene, 
should find no favor; air and light do not enter them 
sufficiently, and it is difficult to keep them clean. 
An isolated bed is beitter; one that can be changed 
from one part of the room to another. 

The use of iron bedsteads constitutes a real ad
vance in the matter of cleanliness and comfort. Iron 
beds do not, like those of porous wood, absorb un
wholesome miasms, and, instead of confining the air, 
like the old-fashioned beds, allow of the freest circu
lation: The wooden bedstead is destined to disap
pear from our dwellings, and hygiene will not mourn 
its departure. 

Concerning feather beds and bolsters, they are 
detestable for adults; they are still more so for chil
dren. Being bad conductors of heat, they are un
pleasantly warm; they become impregnated,^with 
moisture, and the stale odor of feathers is always sus
picious. Moreover, cases are not rare oi very sensi
tive persons, asthmatics, for i n s t a n c e v ^ h o renew:, 
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their sufferings whenever they sleep on a feather bed, 
or cover themselves with eiderdown; we point out the 
danger of the thick and heavy coverings beneath which 
children are buried. Their sensitiveness to cold is 
notauiy less than ours, and, while they should be very 
lightly covered in health, we should likewise be very 
careful not to overload them with coverings when they 
are sick. It increases fever, sometimes provokes de
lirium, excites sweating and keeps the child's body in 
a vitiated atmosphere. In intractable patients, or 
those constantly tossing about from febrile excite
ment, if it be necessary to keep them covered, as for 
instance, in certain of the eruptive fevers, and dur
ing winter we may use with advantage the metallic 
clasps. The coverings are kept in place by this de
vice. Convalescence being well advanced, it is de
sirable that it should be finished in the country. It 
is not easily accomplished in a city, and nothing short 
of absolute necessity warrants the trial. 

A method for hardening the constitution is going 
barefooted whenever opportunity favors it. It is 
well known to all, even the uneducated, that we take 
cold thrrough the feet quite as frequently a sin airy 
other way. Tfiese members are more exposed to the 
cold and the wet than the head; they are well sup
plied with nerves which connect with the brain and 
spinal cord, and through them the circulation is more 
or less affected for good or evil. 

Going barefooted in early life, and occasionally all 
through life, is one of the best methods of doing this. 
It brings the feet in direct contact with the earth, 
the grass, the rocks. It develops and strengthens 
the nerves in them; it hardens and toughens the skin; 
it allows the feet to grow and expand, he blood ves 
sels to enlarge and carry more blood, and this makes 
the feet not only more useful, but also more able to re
sist unfavorable influences of every kind. Now we 
have multitudes of people whose feet are rarely or 
never uncovered or touch mother earth. The result 
is they become so tender, so weak, so deformed, so 
diseased, that, from the standpoint of physical per
fection, we ought to be ashamed of them. 

It^may be asked. 'What can one do who lives 
in a city and has no means of following a natural 
mode of life, and no opportunity for himself or chil
dren to do what is here suggested?" If such is the 
case, there is nothing to hinder bathing the feet in 
cold water every night and morning and rubbing them 
till they are warm and dry. Now, and thn oppor
tunities will occur, as when at the seaside or in the 
country^ for giving them freedom for a few hours. 
In addition, the feet should not be encased in hard, 
ill-fitting shoes, or those that ^re not well ventilated 
and clean. 

Other parts of the body need hardening as well 
as the feet, j The cold bath, exposure, under proper 
conditions, to the air, living out of doors, the sun bath 
and other methods. And, finally, the most important 
method for hardening and strengthening the con
stitution is the cultivation of the courage and the will 
both essential to a strong and enduring bodily exist-

S n o r i n g . 

Editor of the K. W. C. Monthly: 
Dear Sir:—I take the liberty to write to you asking you 

to print the following for the benefit of mankind. 
A few months ago I was travelling through the country 

and stopped one evening in a hotel. Here I found on a 
stand among newspapers, etc., a catalogue, and in the latter 
I read the following advertisement, which, by its great im
pudence, attracted my attention, and on account of the 
great value of the matter, I give it here in spite of that 
would-be public benefactor. I give the explanation also 
for nothing, only that the readers of your paper may have 
a chance to follow the advice. 

"Absolute and harmless cure for snoring—Guaranteed 
to stop it the first trial, and will cure the habit in from 10 
to 30 days. Sent by Registered mail for only $2. 

"I. H. Lewis, Lock Box 119, "Rockville, Conn." 
As nearly everybody knows, the snoring noise is audible 

as soon as a person lies on his back while sleeping, but not 
every one knows that this snoring, besides being a disagree
able sound to others, is very unhealthy for the snorer him
self. 

If people would only look at the animals they would 
find a good many corrections for their own bad habits, of 
which snoring is one. 

You know now where the treatment can be obtained for 
"Only two dollars." 

I had rather throw the two dollars in the river for the 
fishes to- play with, if I had too much of that stuff, than to 
send them to Mr. Lewis, for I know a better and cheaper 
way to cure the habit. Now read it carefully and be con
vinced. It is a very bad and unhealthy habit for any per
son to lie on his back, as the inner organs are not in their 
right position and nature immediately attracts the atten
tion of the victims' fellow men, and they call him or kick 
him to get him to change position and quit the snoring 
which annoys them. To break this habit it is only necessary 
to take a long towel or similar cloth, make a hard knot in 
the middle of it, anfl tie the towel around the waist so that 
the knot is in the middle of the patient's back, then tie the 
towel not too tightly in a hard knot on his left' side. Thus 
prepared when the snorer turns on his back, he will feel 
the knot and turn back again then, involuntarily, to his 
right side, which position is the only healthy one to have 
a good sound sleep and receive the blessing of a good rest. 

To lie on the stomach while sleeping is unnatural and 
unhealthy, and for these reasons uncomfortable, and will 
soon be given up; to lie on the left side is unhealthy because 
the pressure on the heart is too great and the blood cannot 
circulate properly, lying on the back is unhealthy, for as 
soon as the person falls asleep he commences to breathe 
through his mouth, which causes the palate to dry, thus 
producing in a short time the noise called snoring which an
noys nearly everybody. The only right and proper way for 
a person to breathe is, to draw the air through the nostrils 
into the lungs while the mouth is closed, which is plainly 
seen that the animals do. The nose acts like a filter or 
strainer and .ventilator for the lungs, the impurities of the 
air such as dust, etc., being caupht by the little hairs inside 
where they can do a great deal of harm. The mouth should 
always be closed while breathing except when taking lung 
of the nose and thus prevented from entering the lungs 
exercises, and it is opened to expel the air. 

The nose must always be kept clean or it cannot fulfill 
its office. If during the day, when washing, cold water is 
drawn un the nose from the hollow of the hand, it will 
cleanse the nose and also prevent a great many of what is 
called in this country "bad colds." 

Now, my wish and desire is that the readers of vour 
paper who are afflicted with snoring will try the above ad
vice and be helped and convinced by it that I may not have 
to say, "Who don't want to hear, he has to feel," as I have 
often done lately when I have heard of some one having a 
"bad cold" who had read my article in the West about the 
"Cold, prevention and cure of it," and laughed at the advice 
and forgot ?t. 

Thanking you very much for publishing the above arti
cle. I remain respectfully, F. J. Buttgenbaclit 
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For the Little Children. 

Care of t h e New-born. 

Those, who have watched by the dying and seen 
the last duties accomplished, must have noticed the 
difficulty of drawing each breath as the last moment 
drew near. 

It is a severe battle of Nature which no one can 
regard without emotion. 

Just as there is a struggle while the breath be
comes ever slower and more difficult,* until at last it 
quite ceases, so there is also a similar fight when the 
new-born child enters the world and begins to draw 
breath independently. 

When the breath is first drawn, there is always 
danger that the little creature may suffocate and that 
death may put a rapid end to the life that has only 
just begun. 

The small being begins to draw in the fresh air 
very feebly, and as the air penetrates into the inner
most places, it encounters many obstacles, for the 
organs are still very weak. 

If the new little citizen of the world could think 
and speak, he would call for help, and I would go to 
it quickly, and promptly immerse the tiny child in cold 
water, but naturally take it out again at once. 

The cold water causes a strong concussion and at 
once braces the child's whole system; the breathing is 
rendered easier, and many a child, who could not 
otherwise breathe, is by this immersion kept alive. 

Water applications are thus sensibly used by 
country people when the new-born calves and foals are 
unable to draw breath. In such a case the immediately 
pour over their heads on the straw a goodly portion 
of cold water, t This douche at once electrifies the 
young animals, who shake their heads and begin to 
breathe rapidly. 

In this way thousands of creatures are saved 
which otherwise through weakness or mischief would 
come to grief. 

Just as water may be and is a helpful remedy for 
men and animals on entering the world, so is air of 
great importance, especially that which a child 
breathes at the beginning of its life. It certainly makes 
a difference whether the child breathes a fresh and 
pure, or a bad, foul, even stinking air which, instead 
of refreshing and bracing the new-born creature, 
rather does harm to its tender body. 
At the beginning of life oxygen is most necessary, and 
this is only sparingly found in the bad air. If, how
ever, a really pure air containing much oxygen presses 
into the body, life is well begun and at the same time 
the foundation-stone of prosperity is laid. 

The proper use of air and water therefore requires 
the greatest attention from the parents, if they desire 
to protect their new-born child from harm; for just as 
it is harmful to bathe the child with warm, debilitating 
water, so is it equally prejudicial to have in the room 
impure air, which acts like poison on the young, tender 
body. 

Most nurses try the warmth of the water by 
too hot and thus deprive them of health and sometimes 
of life. 

Many nurses try the warmth of the water by 
putting their elbows into it, thinking that if they can 
endure the heat the water is of the right temperature. 
This, however, is quite wrong. Such water is much 
too warm and it may even be much too hot. An old 
elbow accustoms itself very soon to hot water and no 
longer feels the exact degree of heat. I emphatically 
advise the purchase of a cheap thermometer, by which 
the bath-water may be regulated. 

Those who dare not bathe the little child in cold 
water 400 to 45 0 may take at first water from 6o° to 
65°, making it, however, a degree colder every day. 
Water of 6o° to 65 0 is tepid; 45 0 to 500 is cool; under 
45 0 is cold. Over 70° the water may be called hot. 
One thus accustoms the child at least by degrees to 
tepid water, then to cold, and then to cold under 45°. 

This advice I only give to those who, through 
effeminacy and various whims, cannot persuade them
selves to give their children the best thing at once. 
The freshest water is always the best. Do not, how* 
ever, leave the child long in cold water, but dip it in 
rapidly, count one, two, three and take it out at once. 
Do not dry it, but wrap it quickly in a dry unwarmed 
cloth and put it to bed. 

One would not believe how soon children ac
custom themselves to cold water; they will often ask 
for it. 

Water is not only important for the child at the 
commencement of its life, but also through all its»later 
years. It is the chief means of producing bodily health 
and prosperity. 

Children who are stout are not necessarily strong; 
their bodies are often only spongy. Water, however, 
draws all the spongy organs more together and gives 
strength to the system. If the children are weak and 
scarcely able to live, water is again a strengthening 
remedy, which forces the little machine to work more 
readily. 

Even the weakest children can gradually be made 
stronger by this simple means. Unfortunately it has 
become an established custom to put babies daily in 
warm or even hot water. 
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If warm baths, taken frequently, weaken even 
naturally strong peasant lads, how much more seri
ously must they act on such tender creatures as tiny 
babies! Even though they be naturally healthy and 
strong, the warm water acts debilitatingly on their 
bodies, and organs and its effect upon children, already 
weak, is extremely pernicious. 

If now and again one wishes to cleanse a child 
with a warm bath I have nothing against it; ^ When, 
however, the child has been washed for a couple of 
minutes in a warm bath, it should be cooled in the 
water by pouring cold water on it, or by dipping it 
rapidly in cold water, when it is taken from the warm; 
this will act bracingly on the body. 

A mother asked me whether she might treat her 
three-weeks-old infant with cold water, and my advice 
was: "Dip the child in cold water, wash it quickly and 
put it to bed without drying it." After a few weeks I 
saw his mother again and asked after the health of the 
child. 

She answered: "It is much quieter now, has more 
appetite, sleeps much better, is thriving well, and does 
not make the least fuss when it is put into cold water." 

Therefore mothers should not give their children 
daily warm baths, but should bathe them without fear 
in cold water, keeping them there not longer than two 
or at most three seconds. 

As I have already said, a warm bath may be given 
once or wice a week, but it should be of the shortest 
duration, and the child, on being taken out, must 
each time be dipped in a tub of cold water. 

In a short time this method of bathing will grow 
to be such an agreeable custom to the children that 
they will not like to do without it; and certainly they 
will feel themselves far more comfortable than those 
of their own age who are weakened by a warm bath. 

He is a happy person who possesses a healthy, 
strong and elastic skin, for in it he finds protection 
against many diseases; and he is unhappy who is so 
weak that he can scarcely resist the accidents of change 
of weather. 

A weak child is naturally far more liable to all 
childish diseases, and is more easily subject to colds 
and convulsive attacks than a strong child; such evils, 
however, need not be feared is the skin is braced and 
rendered resistant. This is why I look upon it as a 
distinct duty that cold, fresh water should be zealously 
applied to children. 

Almost of equal importance is pure fresh air. 
It supports and strengthens the weak so that they, in 
time, lose all signs of their weakness and delicacy. 

Fresh air provides children with healthy, good 
nourishment such as the little ones need if they are to 
thrive. If, however, the air they breathe contains cor
rupt, bad ingredients, all sorts of diseases are thereby 
germinated in the youthful childish system. 

I can assure many thousands of mothers that they 
themselves are to blame for the frequent fading away 
and early deaths of their children, and those mothers 
may feel glad if they have not withheld from the little 
ones the two most important necessaries of life, 
namely, cold water and pure, wholesome air. 

It always seems to me strange that so long a 
period often passes after the child is born before it is 

taken into the fresh air, especially if it be born in 
autumn or winter. 

In this case many do get into the fresh air for 
months, but are kept shut up in bad air, as a result 
of which many lose their young lives. 

What a responsibility for mothers who, by their 
nonsensical dread of fresh air, have the deaths of their 
darlings on their consciences! 

In many districts it is a favorite idea that chil
dren born in May prosper best; if this is correct I have 
no doubt it is due to the fresh air which is faced soonei 
in the spring. 

How foolishly does that mother act whose one 
idea is to keep the tender limbs of her darling from 
being touched by the fresh air 1 

The air of the nursery is often unreasonably 
heated. Instead of 6o to 65 deg. it is often 70 to 80 
deg., and when at length baby is taken out doors it is 
wrapped in yards of material, it has a little woolen 
cap on its head with flaps to keep the ears warm, a 
fur round the throat, and, to finish up, woollen gloves 
on the hands. 

Thus is the child spoilt, weakened, debilitated. 
Then comes night; the mother or nurse sleeps, per
haps, and does not notice that the babe in its little 
bed has kicked off its covering and is taking cold. 
Stomach-ache or a cough or other mischief commences 
at once, for of course a child weakened as this one 
has been, cannot endure the last current of cold air. 

When the child is a little bigger, it creeps or runs 
in an unguarded moment into the passage without a 
fur or woollen overcoat and catches cold at once. 

If there are any mothers who desire to get rid of 
their babies without dagger or poison, they have only 
to weaken and debilitate them with persistent care, 
and they will surely come to an early grave. 

On the contrary, the mothers who love their chil
dren and desire to keep them long and make them 
healthy and happy, will properly brace them by giving 
them plenty of fresh air and cold water and allowing 
the babies to kick about in a moderately warm room 
without covering. 

I impose on all mothers this sacred duty that they 
are not to deprive the little ones, given them by God, 
of fresh air and water and that they must allow them 
to have these frequently and of the purest kind. 

The Dress of Very Little Children. 
The creator clothes his creatures both for sum

mer and winter, but He has endowed man with reason 
and understanding, by means of which he can choose 
for himself suitable clothing, as a protection against 
the heat of summer and the cold of winter. 

Little children need clothing, and mothers should 
take care above all things that their clothing is light 
and only sufficient to keep them from being injured by 
the weather. 

In dressing them care must also be taken to per
mit the air to come in contact with the whole system; 
in this way health is established; where such care is not 
taken, languor and decay set in. 

Another care should be that the dress is not too 
tight anywhere about the body, so that there may be 
no obstacle in the way of the child's physical develop
ment. 
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In my youth, children were accustomed to wear a 
little handkerchief round the forehead and head; hence 
it came that later on a small depression showed itself 
m the foreheads of many grown-up persons just above 
the eyes. 

A celebrated old country doctor who had a wide
spread practice once said to me ((alluding to the cus
tom above noticed): "What a mistake it is to bind a 
cloth like that round children's foreheads; it causes 
invariably a depression on the forehead and with it a 
weak intellect, because by this bandage the develop
ment of the brain is hindered." 

The skull of a child is as sbft as wax and just as 
easily compressed; consequently the same thing hap
pens to the forehead as to a girl's body when she has 
adopted the fashion of tight lacing; the organs pressed 
are hindered in their development. 

The Creator Himself has provided the head with 
the best sort of cap, viz.: the hair. Never put on the 
child's head a cap that fits too closely, for it has the 
disadvantage of preventing the air from playing on the 
skin of the head and thus assisting perspiration. 

It is on account of the cap that so many children 
are subject to a bad scurfy eruption on the head, which 
is hard to cure, because the matter flowing out of it 
spreads and eats into the skin like poison. I say 
therefore no headgear for children. Take no thought 
for that which the Creator Himself has provided, but 
carefully consider those matters which He has left in 
the hands of you mothers and teachers! 

The child's dress should be porous, so that the 
air can penetrate it and that it may give out to the air 
whatever the system ejects. 

Nothing should really be worn on the body but 
linen, because this of all our flax is the freest from 
disease-producing materials, and for the reason that 
linen tissue has suffidient pores, and in its dry state 
it also absorbs certain evaporations of the body which 
easily dry and drop off like little scales. 

The first little shirt worn by baby should not be 
too fine, as the rougher sort of linen educates the ten
der skin to bear bracing. 

The perspiration generally remains some time on 
the upper surface of the skin, and too fine a linen, 
which does not absorb readily, would cause the per
spiration to stop short in the pores, become dry and 
form a crust on the skin, the result being that, per
spiration being prevented, the bad matter would be all 
pressed inwards and give rise to some illness. 

It is a grave mistake if the child's body is tightly 
compressed, for it is impossible for it to develop under 
such conditions. Besides, closely-fitting garments 
prevent or even stop evaporation. 

This is why it is so necessary for children to wear 
loose porous dresses; if the body can perspire freely 
and the air get to the skin the well-being of the child 
is secured. 

Here I must express great disapprobation of the 
swathing-band, which is often yards long, the use 
of which is still prevalent in many districts and which, 
to say the least, is a useless torment to the babe. 

In expressing my opinion that it is needful to ex
pose the head has as much as possible to the fresh air. 
the covering already provided by the Creator render
ing other headgear unnecessary, I must not forget 

another duty, that towards the feet. As the head is 
meant to be exposed to the open air, so is it the task 
of the feet to come in contact with the earth. 

Fresh water and air are bracing remedies for the 
feet, even as they are for the body. 

It is quite wrong to make little babies in their 
bassinettes wear woollen shoes or Socks on their feet-
Mothers, who act thus, show their ignorance of the 
fact that their children require bracing and not weak
ening. The children should, as much as possible, be 
bare-foot whether in the room or in the open air. 
Air braces the skin; fresh air draws the blood in 
equal quantities to the upper surface. The feet espe
cially should be braced by the air and rendered elastic 
and capable of resistance. 

My neighbor has a girl who, when she was 
scarcely ablet to walk properly, went into the open air. 
as many times a day as she could make her escape from 
the living room, and plainly showed her great joy. 
When she was caught up and brought in, she screamed 
with all her might because an end was put to her 
joy. 

Before this child was three years old she was 
found wandering in the snow perfectly happy without 
any headgear and with only a little smock frock on; 
she was brought back by her mother and punished. 

I saw this accidently and observed to the mother 
that running about in the snow did no harm. 

The mother heeded my words and the child was 
allowed her liberty, and she grew into a strong, healthy 
child. 

I beg of you, mothers, to allow no weakening 
of the feet, for if you do, the feet will diminish in 
strength and the blood will be unequally divided in the 
lower members, and all for lack of fresh air and cold 
water. 

Weakness may set in, in early years from which 
the child will suffer all its life long. It is inconceiv
able how much children gain by strengthening and 
bracing and how much they lose by the opposite course 
of weakening. 

Now one word on the cleanliness of dress and 
linen. So much depends on the care of the skin that 
it is an important duty to keep it clean. A special 
means towards this is clean linen. Therefore, moth
ers, turn your attention in this direction. 

By wearing dirty linen the health of the child may 
be fundamentally injured. 

Many diseases arise from uncleanliness, while 
others are generated through the wash. 

These facts should impress upon mothers the 
necessity of clean linen for their children. In chang
ing it, however, be very particular that the linen is well 
dried; and here I would remark that it should not be 
dried in the room where the child lives, neither should 
the linen be ironed in the nursery; especially must this 
be avoided when the irons are heated on charcoal 
stoves. Before closing this chapter on "cleanliness" I 
would like to observe that impure water should be re
moved from the nursery; to dry wet clothes in the 
nursery may be convenient, but it is highly disgust
ing and very unhealthy. It is needful also that the 
nursery should be kept free of dust, which,( if breathed 
into the lungs, is very bad for the children and often 
produces lung disease.—Kneipp's Baby Cure. 
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The Natural flethod of Healing. 

By Dr. C. Sturm, Berlin. 
(From "The People's Doctor," organ for hygiene and 

natural therapeutics.) 

III . 
It is a very strange fact that man's common sense 

plays such a subordinate part in therapy, and that, in 
spite of the most peculiar methods of cure at present in 
existence, there is not one that considers itself in duty 
bound to supply us with any kind of justification. 

If only a spark of reasoning power were applied, 
it would soon be understood that our organism, when 
interrupted in its functions in any part of the body, 
by injurious external influences, as, for example, wrong 
diet—tries at once with all its power to rectify the 
irregularity, introduced or caused by the injury, and 
to directly execrate accumulated morbid matter, an 1 
that it would easily fulfil this task if it were not con
tinually interfered with, out if we daily expose it to 
lesser or graver influences, and thus continually allow 
it to be deranged, we must not be astonished to find, 
when some insidious outside influence makes itself 
felt on a larger scale, that our organism cannot cope 
with it to the same extent as when the body is in a 
perfectly healthy condition. 

For the same reasons will a delicate person, in a 
weakened condition, before being attacked by some 
violent disease, such as inflammation of the lungs, 
suffer much more severely than a strong person more 
capable of resisting the disease. 

Besides, violent external influences naturally 
cause more serious maladies than only slight ones. 

Nature's endeavor to restore the balance of health 
must be the subject of our first consideration, if we 
wish to discuss the way in which it is possible to com
bine for the rescue of our fellow creatures. 

We are, above all, impressed with the duty of in
vestigating the injurious influences which lead to dis
ease, and which have actually led to it in the individual 
case before us, or which may, in other cases, have 
added fresh fuel to support an existing malady. It 
is naturally therefore our task, on the one hand to 
ward of all injurious influences likely to disturb the 
vital force in the exercise of its functions, and, on the 
other, to further those functions. 

Proceeding thus, we shall from the very outset 
be free from failing into the error of mistaking symp
toms of a malady for the malady itself, and we shall 
then understand that diseases are nothing less than 
irregularities produced, during the process of food-
assimilation in the digestive organs, by injurious ex
ternal influences at that such disturbance of the food-
assimilation leads to the most varied forms of trouble 
and complaints. We shall then no longer be aston
ished at the fast that an abscess, for example, is not 
an illness, but merely nature's way of informing us 
that she is ejecting unhealthy humors from the body. 

Watching her wonderful methods, we shall be 
enabled to see, not only how she has provided the 
abscess with a skin covering, which keeps its rough 
and acrid contents from contact with the delicate 
inner parts of our organism, and under which the vital 

force is at work; we shall at the same time find that 
the abscess requires a still stronger covering, in itself 
harmless and designed only as a protection against 
injury from without. 

We shall see, moreover, that internal medicines— 
whether homeopathic or allopathic—only interfere 
with the action of the vital force, call forth fresh 
disturbances in the system and thus force nature to in
crease her acion, and that (unless she is equal to the 
cines) are provocative of a second illness, superadded 
task of effecting her beneficient purpose) they (the 
medicines) are provocative of a second illness, super-
daded to the original one, namely: that produced by 
themselves. ; Where this isi not the case, as with 
homoeopathic and electro-homoeopathic remedies 
such a proceeding must be characterized as a mere 
useless, childish proceeding, entailing only loss of 
time. 

Most people have, by nature, a wholesome hor
ror of being poisoned by physic, but they have, more
over, an inborn indifference to everything that has no 
direct relation to money-earning; even the preserva
tion, or the recovery of their health prevents them 
from informing themselves on the subject of true 
therapy and its mission, and about the humbug of 
medicine, etc, because, to be sure, they would have to 
read books and listen to lectures. 

That is too much trouble for them, and for that 
reason they abandon the care of their sick bodies to 
the first comer, at once giving him credit for a full 
knowledge of the subject. 

But if they intend to turn their back upon medical 
poisoning, because both common sense and the sad 
havoc wrought by allopathy in illness make it ad
visable for them to do so, they rush into the arms of 
homoeopathy, or give themselves up, hand and foot, 
to the blandishments of some quack or swindler, who 
is flaunting in their face the enticing flag of the 
"Natural Method of Healing.";; But it is exactly the 
above-named methods which do such enormous in
jury to the spread of the one true "Natural Method of 
Healing." 

For when a patient has passed through a stereo
typed treatment of, say Dr. Airy's "Natural Method 
Cure," he thinks that there is only that one natural 
method in existence; and, having perchance received 
great injury from it, he considers himself justified in 
condemning anything bearing the same name; he do^s 
not trouble himself further about any books or lec
tures, which might give him an insight into the true 
treatment; and which would teach him that we have 
no such thing as a stereotyped form for all cases, but 
that we know how to adapt our applications to each 
individual patient; and that Dr. Airy's method is noth
ing but medical quackery, and no remedy at all. 

The greatest damage is, of course, done to the one 
true Natural Method of Healing by those patent 
medicines, the makers of which have the impudence 
to apply the attractive name of "Natural Method" to 
their wretched work. 

Thus, a pamphlet is frequently advertised in a 
newspaper, under the title "Dr. Airy's Natural Method 
Cure," in which the following mixtures, manufac
tured wholesale as patent medicines by the firm of 
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F ..F. A. Riehter, Rudolstadt, are puffed as wonderful 
remedies; 

I. Pain-expeller, a mixture composed of cayenne 
(!), spirits of ammonia, spirits of campher. and diluted 

spirits of wine; worth 6 cents, sold at 36 cents. 
2. Sarsaparilla, extract of sarsaparilla and quin

ine, with a little potassium iodide, and some honey; 
worth 14 cents, sold at one dollar and 12 cents. 

3. Airy's pills, consisting of pulverized iron 
filings, jalapin, jalap powder, powdered marsh mallow, 
and extract of bitter herbs; worth 7 cents, sold at 25 
cents. 

Similar to this compound is a mixture recom
mended by a syndicate of merchants in Brussels, under 
the name of "Dr. Liebaut's regenerative mixture." 

But neither does there exist a Dr. Liebaut (who 
is said to be a celebrated sfaff physician, into the bar
gain), nor a Dr. Ary, but we have to deal here with 
one of the most barefaced swindles in patent medi
cines; and it is absolutely incredible how such hum
bug can exist at this day. The hitherto unheard of 
impudence with which Dr. Airy's and Dr. Liebaut's 
mixtures, and Brandt's Swiss pills are puffed and 
supported by testimonials, even from university pro
fessors—that at leasj: is the case with the last-men
tioned pills—actually leads to the belief that the object 
is to annihilate by main force every honest therapy 
and that suffering humanity is looked upon, even by 
the privileged medical faculty, as the legitimate prey 
of swindlers. 

Detestable creatures, who are not ashamed to en
rich themselves at the expense of our poor, sick, help
less fellow-men! 

It behooves every honest man to oppose these vile 
proceedings energetically, and specially should every 
follower of the Natural Method of Healing make it 
his duty to enlighten those who from ignorance are 
liable to be imposed upon by them; and to show up, 
in their naked pitiableness the really harmful, though 
perhaps seemingly beneficial, effects which purgatives 
and strong irritants produce on the digestive organs. 

If we now consider the prodigious puffing power 
which the manufacturers of these secret remedies bring 
to bear on their rubbish, and the extreme gullibility 
of the public, who are easily caught by any bait if it is 
only held out to them with sufficient assurance, we 
can perceive that the harm which occurs to the repu
tation of the Natural Method of Healing from the 
spread of these so-called patent medicines is very con
siderable, since all the dupes believe that they are the 
victims of our "Natural Method." 

Besides the above form of quackery, our system 
has no mean foes to contend with in the cut-and-dried 
pattern cure. 

The gentlemen who practise this form of cure 
know nothing whatever of therapeutics, and only re
gard their treatment as a trade, to be carried on in a 
purely mechanical manner. Alas! It is just such 
brainless proceeding that the vital force itself sup
ports, by curing the disease, although only ... sec
onded by the treatment; and so giving the healing 
artist fraternity occasion to believe that their cut-and-
dried method is the basis on which a logical judg
ment of the particular case should be formed. 

The dire results but too often arising from such a 

purely mechanical treatment, seriously impair the 
good name of the Natural Method of Healing, since 
the patients of the cut-and-dried men—like those doc
tors who cure only with vegetarianism, or with cold 
water—assume that their particular method is the only 
genuine "natural method," and then, judging our 
natural method from the point of view of its failures, 
fall foul of it, and run it down as being nothing better 
than an experiment. Remedies answer for some peo
ple and not for others; and, based on that axiom, the 
opinion has been gaining ground among doctors and 
others, to the great detriment of true natural thera
peutics, that our method is adapted only to certain 
uiseases. 

The business of curing by rule and measure has 
arrived at a greater development directly in conse
quence of the existence of our system; since the sim
plicity of the means which we employ very easily leads 
practitioners to a certain monotony in their treat
ment. 

This again leads to a superficial mode of pro
cedure, only injurious to the patient, and not redound
ing to the credit of the true Natural Method of Heal
ing. 

If, for example, a person suffering from disordered 
digestion, were to do nothing but conform to a vege
tarian diet, some of his troubles might disappear, with
out his necessarily becoming completely cured. 

Besides the above-mentioned cases, which are 
hostile to the spread of our system, there is further 
to be mentioned the amalgamation of allopathy and 
homoeopathy with the principles of the natural meth
od M There can be no doubt that there are now a 
great many doctors who apply our treatment, but 
calmly give medicine at the same time; doctors ,who, 
therefore, have not only no conception whatever of 
the true nature of the system, but who look upon its 
application as a mere skin-deep treatment; a view 
highly calculated to warp their judgment, since a well 
cared-for body possesses enhanced vital power, and 
can, therefore, offer greater resistance to the inroads 
made by medicine. The consequence is, that the 
doctor never takes into account the vital force when 
considering the success of his treatment; but, ascrib
ing all to his medicines, is only confirmed in his super
stition regarding their efficacy. 

Adding to the above named hostile influence the 
indifference of people with regard to their own health, 
we cannot be astonished that the Natural Method of 
Healing, although it is the only logical one, finds it 
so hard to make headway; a fact which should spur on 
its adherents to apply all the greater energy for this 
purpose. 

I will add to this article on the Natural Method, of 
Healing the closing sentences of the preface to a 
work on the Natural Method of Healing by J. Stein-
bacher, Grand Ducal Privy Councellor of Saxe-Co-
burg, as well as an appendix by Dr. Czerwtnski, to 
show how educated medical men, having seen the ad
vantages which our treatment offers, try to spread it 
more and more among their colleagues, to the ines-
timable welfare of humanity. Dr. Steinbacher says, 
at the end of the preface in his book: "I, too, have 
learned to make a virtue of necessity.'* 

My mode of cure rose out of an extensive prac-
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tjce. It grew during a comprehensive and strifeful 
experience, and developed itself in the course of time. 
I shall not disdain to add in future, to the noble struct
ure of rational therapeutics, each new scrap of material 
that I discover. 

May every one, with equal honesty and equally 
ready will, give to the world the fruits of his experi
ence ! He will not want for external encouragement 
any more than I, who now" see the most cultured physi
cians and professors acknowledging the excellence of 
a system to foster which I strove. 

Many an honest opponent, formerly hostile to 
the new doctrine, because he did not understand it, has 
lowered nis flag, acknowledging the importance and 
the triumph of the natural healing science. Yet con 
verts are too few, and the system will never become 
the common property of the medical faculty so long 
as students of medicine have not the opportunity of 
becoming acquainted with it both theoretically and 
practically. Only when the science is taught from 
the lecturing desk, and finds practical application and 
observation in clinical schools, will there be reason to 
hope that its blessings will be universally distributed. 

Joyfully, therefore, did we greet Dr. Czerwinski's 
address to his colleagues, and we think we cannot bet
ter express our full assent to his clear and convincing 
proposals—for the attainment of that object of uni
versity instruction in the science,—than by citing at 
the close of this article, and as an appendix to it, his 
appeal, which so perfectly echoes our own thoughts. 
Honored Colleague: 

How long will acute diseases continue to strike 
down men who might, with our help, be preserved to 
their families and to society; and how long shall we 
yet hide our light under a bushel ? Almost any mod
ern invention, calculated to enhance the comfort and 
material prosperity of mankind, rapidly makes the 
sound of the world; and yet an idea is ignored which 
promotes our dearest interests—health and life itself— 
to such an extent that reasonable desire could hardly 
go beyond it. 

In repeating to you this Quousque tandem I am 
aware that this question has more than once painfully 
agitated your mind, as it agitates mine; but I seek to 
pain you afresh, I wish to move and carry you away 
with me, to enter, with all the energy of your will, 
upon the path that will enable us to do our duty, and 
to discharge the responsibility weighing upon us. 
What follows will make my meaning clear to you. 

Before proceeding, however, to indicate this prac
tical path, on which we consign, as common property, 
our treatment of acute diseases to every physician, and 
are thus able to realize our loftiest dreams, I will first 
examine how far more effective and powerful our 
treatment of acute cases is than that of our medical 
colleagues. "I am sure you'are not unaware of the 
feeling of superiority in this respect. Every impres
sion, however, is apt to get blunted in the course of 
time; I want it to remain withm us, so that we arrive 
at self-knowledge and a consciousness of our own 
superiority. 

What, then, is the nature of the medical method 
in acute cases, and of the antiphlogistic treatment, in 
allopathy? The injunctions given by the faculty are 
included in the expressionflflffexpectant medicines'' 

and "symptomatic treatment." "Well, expectant 
medicine"; let us analyze the expression. Why 
should we wait in acute cases? Perchance, because 
there is no great danger, and, therefore, no reason for 
us to interfere? Not at all; it is just in these acute 
cases that the greatest peril is present, because the 
parts attacked with inflammation are much encum
bered in due performance of their functions—which 
si indispensably necessary for the preservation of the 
whole—and are threatened with destruction, whilst 
everything is being consumed in the whirl of changing 
matter. Why then should we wait? Simply for the 
reason that we know nothing better to do. With the 
advance of science we have come to understand that 
what the old medical school did in such cases was 
useless, nay, to a certain extent highly injurious; but 
how to stay the process of destruction with advantage, 
is not yet known, and the expression "expectant" is 
nothing but an euphemism for "I know nothing." 
Allopathy, confessing with this term that it is ignor
ant of how to counteract inflammation directly, con
fines itself to the "symptomatic treatment." 

Yes, if it were only able in some measure to miti
gate the dangerous symptoms, something worth re
cording would have been attained by it; but how poor 
and helpless is allopathy in this field also. Again, 
can medical treatment do anything to hinder the ex
treme increase of heat which directly threatens the 
patient's life? Can it regulate the important factor, 
pulsation? Or soothe critical difficulties of breathing? 
Remove delirium? Awake the typhoid patient from 
his somnolence and stupor, and abate the rapidity of 
his pulse, or change the sub-paralytic condition of his 
heart, and restore the use of his senses? Or give for 
a short time to the patient, who lies motionless in one 
dorsal position, and who is sliding down in bed, 
strength to maintain a position on his side, without 
following*the law of gravitation ? Nothing of all this, 
or next to nothing! 

Medical treatment certainly is able to control the 
pains, by blunting the sensibility with narcotics; but 
it is just this symptom that, although most burden
some to the patient, is the least dangerous in all cases. 
Quinine and digitalis are certainly effective in some 
instances; their action, however, is as circumscribed 
and insufficient as a pistol shot would be where Arm
strong guns were wanted; the use of these drugs does 
not. therefore, affect the correctness of our views. It 
is usual to prescribe mineral acids in acute diseases, 
but no doctor can assert that he has observed improve
ment in any respect whatever in consequence of their 
use, and they are prescribed because they are grateful 
to feverish patients tormented with thirst. In croup 
the child is treated with leeches and emetics, and 
tracheotomy is performed; but the entire treatment, 
even if rational, proves fruitless, and, whether nothing 
or everything has been done, nearly every child per
ishes, and the doctor has nothing but the poor con
solation that it was treated secundum legem artts 
(according to the rules of the art). 

Only in cases where, constipation calls forth in
testinal catarrh,.and injurious substances accumulated 
in the stomach produce gastric catarrh, laxatives in 
one case, and emetics in the other, do excellent service. 
But with these exceptions, direct medical treatment 
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is almost powerless against inflammation, and if a 
medical man of the modern school, who has arrived 
at the conclusion that his medicines are useless, pre
scribes anything, he does so from motives of human
ity ; but where that is not called for, he confines him
self to dietetic treatment. 

How powerful, on the other hand, does hydro
pathy (in the form of the Natural Method of Healing) 
act, both on every inflamed organ, and on the general 
effects produced by inflammation in the body! Our 
method complies with every one of the above-cited de
mands made upon it and which allopathic treatment 
is powerless to cope with, thus making good to the 
full the shortcomings of medicine. It removes hyper-
aemia and moderates inflammation, it lowers the high 
temperature threatening the patient's life, it regulates 
pulsation, and corrects many difficulties of breathing; 
it dispels stupor and delirium, gives the patient 
strength, clear senses, a light mind and makes him 
relatively comfortable, and if the ancients dreamt of a 
therapy that could ensure a state of cito tuto et ju-
cunde, it is certainly hydropathy which realizes that 
dream, and, therefore, we must no longer keep silence. 

If we estimate the number of people dying an
nually from acute diseases, notwithstanding medical 
treatment, at 100,000, and the superiority of our own 
over the medical system at only ten per cent.—a com
putation too modest by half—we save 10,000 human 
lives annually. Therefore we should no longer "hide 
our light under a bushel." 

I am sure, no hydropathist has as yet made a 
secret of his science, but has, on the contrary, felt 
highly gratified if an allopathist happened to visit his 
institution. But considering how difficult it is for a 
doctor to find time to pay, and how rarely he does pay, 
such a visit, how exceptional it is that an acute case 
chances to occur in institutions open generally only 
to patients attacked by chronic diseases; and, lastly, 
how few and far between are the opportunities of in
structing a doctor in the hydropathic treatment of 
acute maladies and of giving him scope for practice in 
this field—we may predict with certainty that this 
century will pass without hydropathy becoming to any 
extent the common property of physicians. 

Ten thousand human beings perish annually who, 
with our assistance, might be rescued, and the remain
ing number, afflicted with acute complaints, whom the 
medical treatment saves,, could pass, under our sys
tem, through the different stages of their disease much 
more quickly, with considerably less trouble and dan
ger, and with a great saving of time, strength and ma
terial. Moreover, the hosts of opponents, who are so 
only through ignorance of our doctrine, are recruited 
every year by hundreds of newly qualified practi
tioners. In view of these facts we cannot fail till, in 
a decade, perhaps, some sick doctor, despairing of 
ever recovering his health, happens to seek our ad
vice, gets cured, and becomes our adherent in the 
same way that I became one. We must not rest con
tent with the sporadic conversion of physicians here 
and there, at long intervals; but we must step cour
ageously among their ranks, rouse their curiosity by 
the theoretical exposition of our doctrine, and induce 
them to adopt it in virtue of our successes beside the 
bed of sickness. 

In order to convert medical men en masse, it is 
only necessary to instruct them en masse. They do 
not acknowledge us for the very simple reason that 
they do not know us, and our opponents are not oppo
nents from conviction, but merely from ignorance of 
the principle which we represent. If, therefore, that 
is explained and made clear to them, they will see 
with their own eyes, and hear with their own ears that 
hydropathy is no destructive nihilism, nor a doctrine 
based on arbitrary assumptions and shallow catch
words. They will get to understand that we profess 
nothing less than to give ourselves up to a curative 
system—founded on strict science and exact experi
ence—and in contrast with allopathy, but as earnest 
men who want to see hydropathy acknowledged and 
practiced as an integral part of the art of healing, 
generally and specially in proportion as it has science 
and experience on its side, and as it supplies medical 
deficiencies.|| Our object and our standpoint having 
thus been made known to the medical profession at 
large, we shall have brought about a mutual under
standing; our opponents of yesterday will be our ad
herents to-day, and we shall have put our cause on a 
legitimate footing, in acknowledgment of truth and to 
the welfare of humanity. The only point is that there 

should be light. 
I answer the question, "How is this light to be 

kindled, and instruction to be given to so numerous 
a part of the public as is comprised in the medical 
profession?" by proposing a simple cure and specific 
expedient. In recent years agricultural societies, for 
the purpose of rapidly spreading knowledge of agri
cultural matters, have usually employed travelling in
structors, who teach the subject in elementary schools. 
Do not these means strike us as feasible for the 
propagation of hydropathic knowledge? Do not the 
culture of our health, and the art of saving human life 
merit as much care, to say the least, as the culture of 
the soil, or cattle breeding? An hydropathist, whose 
education is on a level with that of a medical man, 
visits different towns; the doctors of the town or city, 
and as many as can come in from the surrounding 
country, having been previously informed of the visit, 
attend a meeting; the hydropathist explains the prin
ciples, processes and results of his art, at first theo
retically, afterward in the hospitals, and as far as pos
sible in private practice. When he has won his au
ditors, and the witnesses of his successes, he further 
instructs and trains them until they have acquired the 
necessary degree of skill. 

That such a course of action will lead us swiftly 
and surely to our goal none, probably, will doubt. 
The only questions which can arise are, first, whether 
such a willing auditory is likely to be secured, and, 
second, where the money is to be obtained to defray 
the heavy cost of travelling instructors. » 

When, however, we consider that the former bliss
ful confidence in the efficacy of pharmaceutical reme
dies has disappeared, after a thorough trial of them, 
and that a general scepticism has taken the place of 
that confidence among medical men; if we consider, 
further, the complaints openly made in professional 
journals that the faculties produce doctors but not 
physicians,—inasmuch as they concern themselves 
with the study of abstract natural science and pay very 
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little attention to therapeutics, teaching pure but prac
tical medicine, and, consequently, exalting the means 
while in the main ignoring the end to which those 
means are to be made subservient—in view of such 
considerations in question, whether a willing auditory 
is likely to be secured, can only be answered affirma
tively. On account also of the dearth of remedies, 
which is universally felt, our voice cannot be as that of 
one crying in a wilderness; on the contrary, we shall 
be received with open arms and hearts. But, further
more, our plan involves the improvement of the ma
terial position of physicians." Since, for instance, in 
the hydropathic treatment of an acute illness the ser
vices of "the doctor" are five times more in demand 
than they would be if the case were being treated phar-
maceutically, and as the doctor accomplishes ten times 
more important results with water than he could with 
drugs, his material position is obviously improved in 
relation to those preponderant conditions, viz.: how 
much more his services will be in request in each indi
vidual case, and how much more favorable will be the 
results that he will have to show. Material consider
ations, therefore, should secure for us willing listeners, 
even among medical men who, on moral grounds, 
would hesitate to countenance our proceedings. 

As to the second question, in which the rather 
large amount of the capital required, supplies an argu
ment against the proposal to employ travelling in
structors, we need not allow ourselves to be discour
aged, for here also there is a way out of the difficulty. 
When I communicated my ideas on the subject to my 
colleague Schindler, he at once saw their scope, and 
suggested -a means of raising the necessary funds. 
He will, he said, use all his connections to collect 
money for the project. Now, it all our colleagues will 
do likewise, we shall get all we want. I am con
vinced, however, that those of us especially who pre
side over establishments, will act upon this suggestion 
in our own material interest, for if acute illnesses come 
to be treated hydropathically, our institutions will be 
much more sought after in chronic cases; in fact, they 
will be as universally visited as they are universally 
needed. If only we bestir ourselves, and if each one 
of us will bring the necessary pressure to bear upon 
his friends and patients in the name of our truly hu
mane and scientific object, we shall certainly be placed 
in possession of the means required to carry it out. I, 
at least, notwithstanding a somewhat hard experience 
of the world, cannot doubt that those of the non-pro
fessional classes, who are, at the same time, believers 
in hydropathy and blessed with worldly goods, will be 
large-hearted enough to support us in carrying out a 
reform in the most important of all spheres,-—that of 
health and life. 

Having thus laid the matter before you, I have 
as early as possible and with all frankness, upon a 
subject to which I attach great importance. (The 
opinion of Dr. Steinbacher, to whom this letter was 
addressed, is to be found in the preceding pages, be
ginning,—"Joyfully, therefore, did we greet Dr. Czer
winski's Address, etc.") 

Meanwhile, I realize the profound satisfaction of 
the man who, having devoted his whole life to an idea, 
at last sees a prospect of its triumphant accomplish-
ment. lUMKR 

Pray, do not omit to say, for whom you would 
be disposed to vote in an election of a travelling in
structor. As to my feeling on that matter, you will 
probably not for one moment doubt, that I should vote 
for none but a hydro-medico-therapeutist, one who 
having taken a medical degree or received a thorough 
medical education, has included hydropathy in his pro 
fessional repertory. We can only promise ourselves 
full success in our undertaking if the instructor of 
our choice is capable of putting our system before an 
assembly of medical men with scientific exactness, 
of showing that it is based on physiological and patho
logical knowledge, and of accounting in that sense for 
his every hydropathic act and its effects. 

DR. CZERWINSKI. 

Professor Dr. Barker: "The medicines which are 
prescribed for the cure of scarlet fever and measles 
are far more deadly than these maladies themselves. 
I have treated them without medicine, and obtained 
excellent results."—"I have seen several ladies be
come habitual drunkards through being ordered some 
alcoholic beverage as medicine."—"I incline to the 
view that calomel, applied in the form of an ointment, 
is far more injurious than useful."—"I believe that 
blood-letting is mischievous and unnecessary."— 
"There is—I say it unwillingly—as much empiricism 
among medical men as among quacks."—"Instead of 
making independent researches, medical authors have 
only copied the errors of their predecessors, and by 
so doing have retarded the progress of medical science, 
and propagated error." 

There undoubtedly exists very widespread discon
tent with the so-called regular or old allopathic sys
tem of medicine. Both here and in Europe a gen
eral want of faith in physicians and their art is greatly 
felt. The cause is palpable. An erroneous theory, 
and injurious, often, very often, destructive exercise 
of the profession. The absolute requirements of an 
intelligent community can only be satisfied by a sys
tem of medicine at once based on reason, in harmony 
with the infallible laws of nature and the living human 
body, fortified by them, confirmed and strengthened 
by successful results/ ' PROFESSOR TRALL. 

About Cold C a t c h i n g a n d Infect ing. 

Past experience has proven that cold catching plays a 
principal role during the lives of men. There are many 
who ridicule this theory, saying there is no possibility of 
catching a cold. This is, however, as false as the overdone 
care of avoiding a cold. There can be no possible .doubt 
that through the sudden cooling of the cuticle, certain 
poisonous substances which were about to ooze through the 
forces of the cuticle were, by the sudden shock, forced back 
into the blood channels, where by additional poisonous mat
ter, there will be created a greater or less disturbance, de
pending upon a greater or less quantity of poison accu
mulated. The natural poisons or foreign matter inherent 
in the body cells prove thereby a decided part. The first 
thing to be done, therefore, towards regaining health is to 
free the body from these poisonous substances. The best 
remedy to obtain this end is much moving about in /the 
open air. 
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Physicians and Surgeon*. 

How often do we see the above words on the "doc
tor's" sign, and how little do we think what the word "sur
geon" really means and how little of the real art of the 
surgeon is possessed by the average drug-doctor. We may 
as well say, right here, that we have no fight on hand with 
the real surgeon who has made a conscientious study of his 
profession and who knows when his art should be used and 
when not, and who does not advise an operation merely for 
the sake of the experience or of earning a fee. There are 
a few such men, and they are usually to be found at the head 
of their profession, but are apt to be lost sight of when 
we look over the field. They are the few scattered grains 
of great among the bin' full of chaff. The best surgeons 
are specialists and do not attend medical cases nor prescribe 
drugs. In England the lines between the "physician" and 
the surgeon are sharply drawn; there the surgeon performs 
the surgical operations on cases turned over to him by his 
medical colleague, and the "physician" administers the 
drugs, neither interfering with the work of the other. This 
is as it should be, ancUgs 4t will be in this country when the 
people have their eyes opened. A surgical operation is very 
rarely needed in these days of intelligent Natural Healing, 
but when it is needed the man employed to perform it 
should be one thoroughly qualified to do the work for which 
he has been recommended by the healer. We have no use 
for "amateur surgeons," whether they be healers or some 
ignorant ass of an M. D., who imagines that his framed 
diploma is a license for him to roam up and down the land, 
cutting and slashing at the slightest provocation. The med
ical colleges of the country are turning out these "surgeons-
while-you-wait" by the gross every year. Every medical 
student begins early to dream of the time when he can per
form some of the difficult operations of which he reads in 
his text books. "Surgeon" sounds so much finer than 
"physician," and he can scarcely wait until he is entitled to 
use the term. When he is carving up the arm of some 
poor unfortunate (whose body has been stolen from the 
grave in order to afford practice for embryo butchering 
fiends) he imagines that he is specially qualified for sur
gery, and makes up his mind to "go in for surgery" and to 
"cut" the rest of his studies as much as he dare. What he 
is really qualified for (nine times out of ten) is a second rate 
assistant to the village butcher. He, of necessity waits until 
he graduates. Then he opens up an office, buys a long-
tailed coat and a high silk hat, puts up a nice gilt lettered 
sign,, having inscribed thereon the long-dreamed of words, 
"Physician and Surgeon/ and then starts in to slaughter, 
providing he can find any one foolish enough to allow him 
to wield his scalpel on them. He has blood in his eye, and 
all is grist that comes to his mill. No matter what may 
be the ailment, nothing will do but an operation must be 
performed. You all know this fellow; his type is found in 
every town; he is not always young, but the old one is 
worse, if possible, than the stripling, callow one. Nothing 
causes him to hesitate. His patient is, perhaps, some poor 
woman suffering from imperfect nutrition, with all its at
tendant symptoms of constipation, female troubles, etc. 
Thousands of these cases exist and are being cured every 
day, without a drop of medicine, by Natural Healers and 
honest physicians (a few of the latter do exist, but they are 
scarcer than hen's teeth.) ; . What does our rising young 
butcher do, however? Oh, that's easy! He doses her with 
poisonous drugs until she is unable to move from her bed, 
then he gravely informs the family that an operation is 
necessary to save the patient's life. He can scarcely wait 
until he rips open the poor woman's abdomen, removing 
therefrom a normal organ, and then—waits for the patient's 
death. The operation is a beautiful one (to his diseased 
mind) and the experience gained is . most valuable. The 
patient's death—Oh, such things will happen, and the "physi
cian and surgeon" cannot be bothered about a little thing 
like that; and then the woman was poor and did not count, 
anyway. The fiend goes on his way seeking for fresh vic
tims, and the poor husband buries his dead wife, while the 
air rings with the lamentations of his motherless children 
Cannot this monster be punished? N o ! "Professional 
ethics" shield him; punishment is only for some poor healer 
who fails to cure a man whom the drug doctors had given 

up, the loudest shrieker in the gang ©eing tne 
has just butchered the woman. These drug-doctors 
their local professional rivals, but there is honor among 
thieves (which in this case is called "professional ethics")* 
and they stick together and shield the criminal. But woe 
betide the outsider who attempts to cure (and usually does) 
where they have failed—the air is then filled with the denun
ciations of the "quack," "crazy mind-healer, "Christian 
Scientist fanatic," etc. Every physician knows that there 
are but few among his profession who are sufficiently skill
ful to perform important surgical operations, but, neverthe
less, he and his brethren continue to slash away, and the 
graveyards are rapidly filling with their victims. 

Oh, how these fellows love to remove ovaries. They 
just dote on ovaries. They keep an eye on every woman 
who seems to be complaining, looking upon her as a pos
sible subject for an operation for removal of those organs. 
Why, they think that the sole purpose of nature in bestow
ing ovaries upon a woman is that she may have them re
moved. If these fellows keep up at the present rate the 
population question will soon settle itself. Perhaps they 
regard it as a heroic method of preventing cholera infan
tum among the future generation. It should be the aim of 
every honest practitioner to save an organ, not to remove 
it, but how many of these fellows follow that rule. Why, it 
is enough to make one's blood curdle to read the accounts 
of operations being performed, and recorded in some of the 
medical journals. Operations are recorded in cases which 
any drugless practitioner could have undoubtedly cured, or 
which could in some cases even have been cured by ordi
nary hygienic methods without calling in any outside help at 
all. 

When we think of the horrible result of this amateur 
surgery, we grow sick and faint. It is too dreadful to dwell 
upon. ,i Women butchered and deprived of organs which 
never were seriously diseased; men cut and slashed and their 
organs removed merely to afford the "surgeon" the pleasure 
of performing a difficult operation; even little children 
hacked and chopped up. It is too ghastly—too horrible. 

But thank God, the people are growing tired of all this 
fiendish, bloody butchering. It must stop; it shall stop. 
The growth of the several systems of drugless healing is 
having its effect, and the people are getting to understand 
these matters. They are demanding that the butcher stop 
his bloody work. Many eminent men among the medical 
profession are calling a halt. Articles are appearing in the 
medical magazines calling attention to the matter. If these 
means do not stop the fiend of the scalpel, then he must be 
held accountable, legally, for the wrong he is doing, and the 
people of the land must see that the meshes of the law are 
drawn sufficiently tight to prevent the escape of monsters 
of this class, notwithstanding "professional ethics." The 
infernal regions contain no chamber sufficiently hot for the 
entertainment of one of these degenerates. . The only fit 
punishment that occurs to us is one in vogue among the 
Chinese, where the criminal's flesh is sliced from him in 
little bits and his organs removed from him, one by one, 
until death mercifully puts a stop to the torture. Dante 
would have awarded this punishment to the butchering 
"surgeon" in his "Inferno" could his imagination have con
ceived the thought that such a horrible being would spring 
into existence during the nineteenth century. If our theo-
osphical friends are correct in their theory of future lives, 
in which man reaps the rewards of his acts in this life, we 
can imagine faintly the fate of these fellows in their next 
incarnation. We will drop the subject for the time being, 
and, will go hence to the wash bowl and scrub off the stains 
left on our hands from the mere writing of these satires. 
If this article has been the means of saving even one poor 
creature from the knives of these villains, we will feel that it 
has not been written in vain. If the reader knows of any 
victim awaiting slaughter send her this article to read. 

The rain falls, but it gets up again in dew time,-—Med
ical Iconoclast. 

Dr. Walter Seifert, head physician of the Quisisana 
Nature. Cure Sanitarium, was called to Cuba to a former 
patient of the institution and returned on the 30th very 
satisfied with his southern trio. 
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Vaccination is the Curse of Childhood. 

Permission having been secured from the Director Gen
eral, it is proposed by the American Anti-Vaccination 
League, to make an exhibit of Anti-Vaccination Literature 
at the Pan-American Exposition, to be held at Buffalo, 
N. Y., from May I to Nov. i, 1001, said literature to con
sist of Books, Magazines, Newspaper articles, Pamphlets, 
Charts, Diagrams, Engravings, etc., illustrative of the Evils 
of Vaccination, and showing, so far as practicable, the 
progress thus far made towards its elimination from med
ical practice. Concurrent with this exhibit is contemplated 
a free distribution of special literature designed to educate 
the people to a realizing sense, of what Vaccine Virus is, 
its profit to the doctors, and the many dangers lurking in 
its use, also setting forth scientifically and lucidly the ad
vantages over vaccination, of sanitation and hygiene as a 
preservative of health and preventative of infection and 
contagion. An effective effort thus made for our cause 
must necessarily be attended with some expense, which, if 
equitably divided, will be but a trifle for each contributor; 
the cost of space for this exhibit, printing and postage, to
gether with minor contingencies, are to be met; also pro
vision for an attendant demonstrator. Believing that this 
plan in preference to any other will afford an opportunity 
to present our cause to the greatest number of people, we 
make this announcement to you, in the hope that you will 
be found in substantial sympathy with the movement to dis
courage and discontinue the practice of Vaccination, and 
indorsing our endeavor to usher in an era of cleanliness 
and health. The time is short in which to perfect the neces
sary preparations for this exhibit; therefore, contributions 
should be made without delay. 

Acknowledgement of amounts received will be duly made 
in "Vaccination," a monthly journal, published by Frank D. 
Blue, Esq., Terre Haute, Ind. 

Currency may be inclosed without registration. 
N. B.—Checks, drafts and money orders must be made 

payable to E. C. TOWN SEND, 
Secretary The American Anti-Vaccination League, 

19 Broadway, New York. 

Literary Notes. 

PERFECT HEALTH; How to Get It and How to Keep 
It. By Charles C. Haskell, Norwich, Conn. A book 
for the million. Published by the author. It. is full of 
common sense and sound advice. The author is thor
oughly in earnest and wishes to benefit humanity at 
large. It is not only instructive, but also very pleasant 
reading. Price, $1. 

THE NO-BREAKFAST PLAN and T H E FASTING-
CURE. By Edward Hooker Dewey, M. D., Mead-
ville, Pa. Published by the author. This book contains 
a new theory, that unfortunately has as yet not enough 
adherents. Several cases are cited with full names and 
addresses of some wonderful fasting cures effected. 
Price, $1 . 

The long-expected English edition of the great work, 
"Bilz* Natural Healing System" will be out by about March 
15. It is a translation of the one-hundredth German edi
tion, and will appear in two volumes containing 2,000 pages 
with 820 illustrations and ten colored plates. Price, $8.00 
per set of two volumes; elegantly bound. This book will 
be sold wholesale and retail by the Kneipp Magazine Pub
lishing Co., of in East 59th St., New York, where orders 
for the work can now be placed. 

To Our Readers. 

Those of our readers who feel an interest in our maga
zine and would like to assist us in our efforts to propagate 
the Natural Healing Methods as expjained in our publica
tions, would very much oblige the editor if they would send 
in the names and addresses of relatives and friends, who in 
their opinion might feel interested in our undertaking, and 
to whom we would send sample copies. 

Naturopathic Adviser. 

Under this column FREE advice according to the rules 
of the Natural Method of Healing will be given to all sub
scribers of the Kneipp Water Cure Monthly. 

Mrs. Lena M., Greenport, N. Y.—It. is a well known 
fact that fair, and especially red-haired persons, are par
ticularly subject to freckles, the tender skin common to such 
persons appearing to favor this disfigurement. The occur
rence of fresckles is attributed to a morbid condition of the 
sudoriparous glands, in consequence of which their func
tions are performed in an abnormal manner. Avoid the 
sun rays, especially in spring, wash the face with lukewarm 
water before going out, also cool sponge bath of the whole 
body every morning. Clay compresses on the face during 
the night, wash the face every morning and evening with 
aprsley water, about 3 to 5 cents' worth of parsley let soak 
in one quart of water for about twelve hours. A medicinal 
preparation for permanently curing freckles does not exist; 
every penny spent on such things is wasted. 

Theo. F. Licht, Baltimore, Md.—-The method of Rev. 
Felke in Germany is a combined naturopathic and homoeo
pathic one, of the natural healing factors; he is mostly 
using sun (light) and air baths and especially clay or mud 
baths and compresses, but he is not so fanatic as Just, 
applying also massage, electricity, all kinds of water treat
ment, etc. In regard to the diet he is not a strict vege
tarian, but very much in favor of a non-irritating diet. His 
homoeopathic remedies are according to the simplified 
compounded system of the French chemist, A. Clerc. There 
is no doubt that Rev. Felke has a phenomenal success. The 
infallibility of his diagnosis, according to Kuhne's facial 
system and Lilljequist's diagnosis of the eye is astonishing 
and admirable. On my trip to Germany last fall I had 
occasion to study the diagnosis of the eye with Rev. Froh-
mann, one of the best disciples of Rev. Felke, and I must 
say, there is hardly a scientific part of Naturopathy more 
interesting than this one. 

Charles Tr. Trenjton, N. J.—Giddiness proceeds par
ticularly from rushing of the blood to the head caused by 
a wrong circulation of the blood and decomposition of the 
same; from congestion of the brain or the centrary, want 
of blood in the brain; also from irritation of the nerves, 
brain, spine, stomach, etc. Non-stimulating diet is the 
first conditio sine qua non; would recommend you to live 
on raw fruits, nuts, whole wheat bread, lettuce, radishes and 
other raw vegetables for a period of four to eight weeks, 
then general vegetarian diet. Every morning a lukewarm 
80 to 75 deg. F. sitz or half-bath 10 to 20 minutes, followed 
by a cool sponge bath of the whole body, every evening an 
alternating foot bath, during the night calf packs, alter
nating with abdominal bandage and wet socks. Walking 
barefooted is an excellent remedy. Of course one has to 
become used to it gradually. Every week a three-quarter 
packing one and a half to two hours. Knee and upper 
gush now and then can be recommended. Exercise in the 
open air, long walks, enemata if constipated. 

L. STADEN, Naturarzt, 
346 Schermerhorn St.. Brooklyn. 

Healers' Protective League. 

Organized for the purpose: 
First.—Of uniting all the natural healers in the United 

States, for mutual protection and advancement. 
Second.—Of working for the final overthrow of the ne

farious legal enactments of the several states affecting the 
natural healer and liberal physician, helping him to fight 
his battles and resist the attacks of those who follow his 
noble profession without the liability of being dragged be
fore the courts on the charge of curing the sick. The time 
has come when the natural healer and their friends must 
unite to secure justice and resist oppression. This is the 
initiative step in the formation of one of the most powerful 
ogranizations of modern times. 

Send in your name to-day on a postal card and we will 
do the rest. Send no money. Address Natural Healers' 
Protective League, Guthrie, Okla. 



Rob. R e i c h e l C S r 
Water Cure Institute, 

8 8 5 Third Ave . , 53d St. L St., New York 
Open daily from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M. 
Sundays, 3 A. SI. to Noon. 

S t e a m baths with latest Patent Appl i 
ances. First class Massage Treatment (Me
thod of Prof. Metzger, Wiesbaden). Very care
ful, successful individual treatment in all 
cases of sickness—whether acute or chronic. 
Twenty years' practical experience. 

For ladies trained female attendance. 

FIRST BROOKLYN 

LIGHT & WATERCURE SANITARIUM 
Established 1895. 

346 Schermerhorn St..near 3d Ave. Brooklyn 
Treatment of all chronic diseases by 
the entire method of Natural Healing 

• according to Rev. Seb. Kneipp. Euhne. 
1 tickle, etc. Electric Light Baths, white 
and idue illumination. Electric vibra
tion Massage. Thure- Brandt Massage 
< internal* only for female pelvic diseases 
and displacements. 

L. Staden. M rs. Car© I a Staden, 
Katurarzt. Graduate Lindner Hygienic 

College. Dresden. 

S e l f H y p n o t i c H e a l i n g . 
I have made a late discovery that enables all to in
duce the hypnotic sleep in themselves instantly* 
awaken at any desired time and thereby cure all 
known diseases and bad habits. Anyone can induce 
this sleep in themselves instantly at first trial, con
trol their dreams, read the minds of friends and 
enemies, v sit any part of the earth, solve hard 
questions and problems in this sleep and remem
ber all when awake. This so-called .Mental Vision 
Lesson will be sent to anyone for 10c silver, actu
ally enabling him to do the above without further 
charge. Prof. R. E. DUTTON, Dept. 10. McCOOK, Neb. 

Bathing Haster and flasseur. 
I am thoroughly experienced in 

every detail of the Kneipp Cure-
and Natural Healing Methods. 
Possess best of references, and hav
ing just arrived from Europe, would 
be satisfied with small remunera
tion. Am married, my wife is also 
a competent Bathing Mistress. 
Kindly address offers to: 

Majercsak Andras, 507 E. 12. St., 
New York. 

60RSET REST". 
A natural, grace

ful and comfort
able bust support 
which leaves the 
waist and abdom
en unrestrained. 
For all forms of 
Athletic, Physical 
Culture and Hygi
enic exercises. For 
vocalists, readers, 
lecturers, students 
teachers, for ALL 
women. For mor
ning, evening and 
negligee. For cor
pulent figures, for 
maternity purpos
es it is indispens" 
able. G r e c i a n 
B u s t G i r d l e 
" Corset Best" is 
the pre-eminent comfort and health gar
ment of the day. Made in bust measure 
30 to 50 inches. 

Style 64—White, drab or black.) MA r-*\ 
fine Sateen ( (PI L l l 

Style72—Whiteimp't'dbatiste ( JSI .III 
Style 40*- " summer netting ) ' 
Stple 58— " or drab plain jean, . .$1.00 

Sent postpaid on receipt of price-

CLASSIC CORSET CO.. 
G f i l C f t G O . ILL. 

Competent agents wanted in towns of less 
than 1 0 , 0 0 0 . w i^s 

Masseur 

and Bathing-Master, 30 years of 
age, single, desires position ir. 
Water-Cure Institute, Sanitarium 
or Turkish Bath. Thoroughly re
liable and competent man. Com
pensation moderate. Please address 
K. Kienitz, 82 Third Avenue, New 
York City. 

The practical side of science is reflected in 

1 H £ 

I'f A monthly publication of inestimable value to the student of every day 
scientific problems, the mechanic, the industrial expert, the manufacturer, 
the inventor—in fact, to every wide-awake person who hopes to better his 
condition by using his brains. The -inventor, especially, will find in T h e 
Patent Record a guide, philosopher and friend. Nothing of importance 

lift} escapes the vigilant eyes of its corps of expert editors. Everything is pre
sented in clean, concise fashion, so that the busiest may take time to read 
and comprehend. The scientific and industrial progress of the age is accur
ately mirrored in the columns of T h e Patent Record, and it is-the only 
publication in the country that prints the official news of the IT. S« Patent 
Office and the latest developements in the field of invention without fear 
or favor. SUBSCRIPTION PRICE ONE DOLLAR PER TEAR. 

I THE PATENT RECORD, Baltimore. Md, 

DELIGHTFUL 
HEADACHE 
CURE 

B r u s h 
CURES" «~^c~^ W E U R A t^^ DANDRUFF, FALLING HAIR.BALDNESS 
MAKES LONG, R ICH, GLOSSY HAIR 

PRICE $1 A«?«S2°° Ss* 0""*•»0W1661S1 
r m V t V 1 O R S E N T POST-PAID F O R 9\.*9. 
Pall Mall Electric Ass'n, 842 B'way N Y . 

FSE: BIRO AND CAGE 
ANGORA GAT 
BELGIAN HARE8 

We will give away6080 Animals, Canary Birds, 
Mocking Biros, Bullfinches, Parrots, etc.. Dogs, 
Angora Cats, Belgian Hares, Aquariums, Gold Fish, 
Shetland Ponies, Rabbits, Guinea Pigs, Mon
keys, Squirrels, etc., together with fancy cages. 
We mean exactly what we say. We will send you. 
a pair of beautiful Angora Cats now all the rage, 
birds with cage or any other animal you may want. 
We have been breeding for years, and have a fine 
stock of animals that wo are going to give away In 
the next few weeks. 

WE START YOU IN BUSINESS 
We want animals raised, as the demand is greater 
than the supply, and with difficulty we have 
reserved 6080 animals for breeding purposes, to be 
distributed free, and we start you in a paying busi
ness and put you In the way of making monev with
out you investing one oen t for the animals. Genuine 
Angora Cats are worth from $25.00 to $100.00 each, 
ana these animals are easy to raise. Belgian Hares 
may be raised In an attic or cellar, or small city 
back yard without difficulty. They breed from ten 
to twelve at a time, six times a year, and sell for 
seemingly fabulous prices, and service alone from a 
good buck is worth $25.00. Large profits are easily 
and quickly made by those who begin now. Send 
no money, simply act at once, write us to day and be 
one of those to get a fine Song Bird or Parrot with 
cage, a beautiful pair of Genuine Angora Cats, a 
complete Aquarium with fish, shells and plants. 
Give the name of your nearest express office and say 
what animal Or aquarium you want and it will be 
sent exactly according to our offer. We pay ex
press charges. This advertisement means exactly 
what It says and Is simply an enterprising plan to 
Increase our business capacity. Address DEP. 253 
ANIMAL' WORLD, 248 West 23d St., New tor*:. 

The Original and Best 

FAMILY GRIST *:HOT BUTTER MILL 
It grinds Jvery fine 

and runs easy. Makes-
Graham Flour, pul
verized coffee, crack
er-dust, cuts meats,, 
dates, figs, raisins s 

ice. grinds drugs and 
all kinds of nuts. — 
Recipe book ** Na

tural Food for Man" shows how to make 
nut foods etc., included with mill. 

Speoial Prioe/oaah with order 
A $ 2 . 7 5 . B $ 3 . 5 0 . C $ 4 . 0 0 . 

W. T. DAWSON, 
33 C a s s St., Ba t t l e C r e e k , Mich. 



Books of Health and Hygiene 

TUBERCULOSIS 
Its Nature, Prevention and Treatment. 

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO 
• 

THE OPEN AIR TREATMENT OF PHTHISIS 

By ALFRED HILLIER, B. A. t M. D., C M. 

Fellow of the Royal Medico Chirurgical Society, London; 
Member of the Council of the Medical Graduates' College; 

Member of the Council of the National Association for 
the Prevention of Consumption and other forms of 

Tuberculosis; Hon. Sec. to the London Open Air 
Sanltorium. 

With Thirty-one Illustrations and Three Colored Plates, 
256 pages; Size, 5x7J; Cloth, $1.25 net. 

The Author in his preface says: 
"Tuberculosis offers many aspects for study. These have 

been considered unuer different headings and in many different 
volumes; but no one book in English, so far as I am aware, 
Is devoted to the subject as a whole. For this reason I venture 
to believe that a cnc i s e manual, dealing with all the heads 
of Tuberculosis in one volume, will form a work of reference 
of some interest and value to practitioners of medicine and 
medical students. It is for them that this work is primarily 
intended. Tuberculosis is the Nemesis of overcrowding, of 
squalor, of departure from the conditions of a healthy animal 
life. Immunity from Tuberculosis is a large portion of the re
ward which a community may hope to derive from good sani
tation, from light, from air, from all that is sound in the 
progress of civilization, and all that is conducive to the ma* 
terial and moral welfare of the masses. It is thus a Social as 
well as a Medical Problem." 

S B V & N T H T H O U S A N D . 

H Y G I E N E . ^ ^ f l | ^ 
Bu ARTHUR WHITTELEGGE, M. D.f B. Sc. Lond. 

D. P. H. Camb. 

H. M. Chief Inspector of Factories, Lecturer on Public Health, 
Charing Cross Hospital Medical School. 

WITH 33 ILLUSTRATIONS. $1.50 NET. 

"It is in every way perfectly reliable and in accordanoe 
with the most recently acquired knowledge/*—British Medical 
Journal. 

Cassel's Family Doctor, 
By a MEDICAL MAN. Illustrated, . $3.50 

An Address in School Hygiene , 
By CLEMENT DUKES, M. D , , . . . . go Cts. 

DAinTY BOOK OF DAIOTY THINGS. 

• A i r i T Y 
I B R E A K F A S T S . 

By Phyllis Browne, with introduction by a zaere man; over 
350 dainty recipes. Printed On good paper and bound in 
red cloth. Price, 50 cents. 

**Can'* you suggest a new breakfast dish?" is the house
keeper's constant cry. The first meal of the day is an im
portant one—it has a good deal to do with the.success of the 
day's work. Phyllis Browne, the well-known authority on good 
things to eat, has given us an invaluable little book, wherein 
the breakfast problem is solved in a way which will delight 
every woman who is fortunate enough to own a copy. 

Dainty Breakfasts contains several hundred recipes—the 
best breakfast dishes in the cook's calendar. Yes, but breads 
are included. But observe the parenthesis (for the reckless). 
Miss Browne is a Fellow of the Koyal College of Physicians. 
Her first consideration is good health. And that means good 
food. 

V e g e t a r i a n Cookery* J By A. G. Payne, author of 
Choice Dishes. 50 cents, Purely a cookery book, written upon 
strictly vegetarian principles, but by no means addressed to 
vegetarians only. On the contrary, the book appeals to that 
enormous class throughout the country who during the last 
few years have been gradually changing their mode of living 
by eating less meat and taking vegetables and farinaceous food 
as a substitute. 

Cookery for C o m m o n A i l m e n t s . By a Fellow of 
the Royal College "of Physicians, and Phyllis Browne. Limp 
cloth, 50 cents. In view of the importance attached to the diet 
of invalids, this book is intended to serve as a practical dietetic 
guide; and in its pages the reader will find the food problem 
stated, not merely in terms of carbon, hydrogen, and nitro
gen, etc., but in the form of actual dishes which will prove 
both digestible and palatable. 

Cook ing by Gas, T h e Art of. By Marie Jenny Sugg, 
287 pages. Illustrated and index. 12mo. Cloth, 75 cents The 
aim of this volume is to point out the advantages of gas as 
applied to the work of the kitchen, to give the best method 
of using it, and to demonstrate practically its superiority for 
culinary purposes over all other fuel when used properly. 
With a series of menus, some simple and some elaborate, to 
meet every requirement. 

T h e Lady's Dres s ing Room. Translated from the 
French of Baroness Stafee by j-.acty Colin Campbell, 75c. 

T h e B o o k of Hea l th . A Systematic Treatise for the 
Professional and General Reader upon the Science and the Pre
servation of Health, by Eminent Physicians and Surgeons. 
Edited by Malcolm Morris, F.R.C.S. (E<£n). 1080 Pages. Royal 
8vo, cloth, $5.00. 

Nurs ing Handbooks . By Cartharine J. Wood. Lady 
Superintendent of the Children's Hospital, Great Ormond St. 

A Handbook of Nurs ing tor t h e Home and 
Hosp ta l . 50c; cloth, 75c. 

H a n d b o o k for the Nurs ing of S ick Chi ldren. 
With a few Hints on their Management H.00. 

These Books are for sa/e by all bookseller*, or they will be sent by mail on receipt of price, by the publishers. 

CASSELL1& CO., 7 and 9 W e s t 18th Street , N e w York. 
LONDON. PARIS. MELBOURNE. 



\ \ 7 H Y in the world doesn't a man like Jones get 
• * down to business methods, when he can buy 

an American Typewriter for $10 ? Does he think 
I'm running a puzzle department ? " 

The American Ten-Dollar Typewriter is as well 
made as the highest priced machines, but more 
simple. It has stood the test of time. Eight years 
without a competitor. 35 ,00a in use. Catalogue 
and samples of work free if you mention this magazine 
and address 

T H E A M E R I C A N T Y P E W R I T E R C O . 
264^ Broadway, N e w York. 

HAPPYFOOT '"sole* 
Keep feet dry. Keep warmth in—cold out. Cushion for feet. 
Make, walking: a pleasure. A godsend to tender, callous or 
perspiring" feet. Take up no room. Indispensable for school 
children and outdoor people. Comfortable summer or winter. 

i o c . a pair; 3 pairs 25c. Bet te r qua l i t y , c roche ted e d g e s , 15c. a p a i r ; 
2 pairs for 25c. I f not a t y o u r d rugg i s t ' s or shoe dea l e r ' s , s end us s i z e . 

The WM. H. WILEY & SON CO., Box 58, Hartford, Coon. 

Will Short ly Appear in English 
AD. JUST'S FAMOUS BOOK 

Return To Nature 
The Book of the Century. 

This work is recommended to every invalid, patient, 
ick person, and everybody interested in the Natural Method ss 
of Healing. 

It contains the only t r u e natural system of treating 
A L L diseases of the nerves, lungs, stomach, throat, skin and 
sexual organs; also gout, rheumatism, diabetes, etc., etc., and 
gives you not only a speedy relief—but a s u r e C u r e in all 
cases. 

B e Y o u r O w n D o c t o r . N o d r u & s o r medicines 
used or recommended. 

Only the natural methods: Light, Air, Water and Diet 
Treatment are used. Let no one despair but procure this 
work which will bring him full relief and a complete cure. 

Price in English, eleg. cloth c o v e r , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$2.00 
" 44 paper •* — 1.40 

Same book in German, eleg. cloth c o v e r , . . . . . . . . 1.75 
4 4 1.40 

Orders now received. Agents wanted everywhere. 

To be procured from all principal book dealers 
or from 

Kneipp Magazines Publishing Co., Ill E. 59th S t . J L Y . 
Diseases, and their natural anti-medical treatment. 

Prof. Schaefer's book, "Diseases and Their Natural 
Anti-Medical Treatment," ought to be read by every Natu
ral-Physician, Magnetic Healer and all doctors of the drug
less system of healing. It explains the Schaefer System, 
which is recommended by up-to-date physicians and persons 
of repute. The "Sisters of St. Mary," Lockport, and El-
mira, N. Y., write: "We are pleased to allow you to use our 
name as a recommendation, for your apparatus is giving 
satisfaction to all who are using it." Address Prof. G. H. 
A. S C H A E F E R , M. E., 315 Madison St., Buffalo, N. Y. 

Rational Memory Training. 
By Bev. B. F. AUSTIN. B. A., Ex-President of 

Alma College. 
A new edition of this famous work, 

showing how every one may by natural 
and rational methods improve his powers 
of recollection, giving all the valuable 
hints and helps of the elaborate and 
costly systems of Memory Training so 
that it has been styled: 
The Kernel of the Hemory Systems 

PRESS NOTICES. , 
"Have examined the systems of Lofsette, 

Pick. Downs and others. This is decidedly the 
best I have seen."—J. W. Russell, assistant 
ditor, "Guardian," 

"An epitome of suggestions, valuable to 
every teacher and student."—J. S. Deacon. 
Inspector of Schools. 

The book is a very valuable and timely 
one/'—''Guardian." 

"Well written and exceedingly interest
ing. "—"Observer. 

"It would pay every student, old or young, 
to read it."—"Grip." 

"A brief but valuable treatise on the best 
way of cultivating and strengthening the 
memory on philosophical ana pedagogical 
principles. "—Educational Jour n al." 

"we commend the book to all students and 
to every one wishing to cultivate his memory';" 
Dr. Withrow, F. R. S, C. 

164 pages, heavy paper binding, sent 
postpaid for 30c.—U. S. or Canadian 
Stamps. 

fha Austin Pub. Co , Ltd., Toronto, Can. 

[ o r r . w i u M O F T s cowgina l 

THE ONLY PERFECT VAGINAL SYRINGE 
Itspriuciple of action—that of I N J E C T I O N and 
SUCTION—assures a thorough cleansing. A l l 
in one pieee of best soft rubber; always ready for 

instant use. B e w a r e of Imitations. The only 

Igenuine has signature of D E . F . W i l h o f t moul
ded on each syringe. Accept no other.but lorite 
for I L L U S T R A T E D B O O K L E T of "Useful In
formationfor Women Only " FREE. 

OR. F. WILHOFT, ^f^^^f 
Dept.47,13AstorPI.N.Y. 

TOKOLOGY, ft Book lor 
Every Woman, 

by Dr. Alice B. Stockham, has become a house 
hold necessity in thousands of families and would 
relieve suffering and lessen doctor's fees in 2,000,000 
more. • 'TOKOLOGY is unequalled in its practical 
advice to women." "Next to the Bible the best book 
ever written." German and English Circulars free. 

Prepaid, Cloth, $2 25, Morocco, $2.75. 

STOCKHAM PUB. CO., 56 Fifth A v., Chicago. 

Invaluable Child Culture Hints for 2c stamp. 
Nat'l Pub. Ag'cy, R. 18, 9G 5th Ave., Chicago 

W a n t e d 
Agents for the Kneipp Water Cure 
Monthly and Amerikan. Kneipp-

Blatter in every locality. 

Kneipp fiealtft Store Co., 
H I E . 59th St., New York. 

Telephone, 1697-79th St. 
Sole Agents for the United States for 

father Kneipp* $ Only Genuine Remedies. 
Also a Complete Stock of 

Kneipp's Books, Herbs, Oils, Tinctures, 
Malt Coffee, Strenght Giving Soup Meal, 
Dr. Lahmann's and Bilz's Nutritive Salt 
Cocoa, Health Foods. Health Underwear, 

Linens and Hygienic Supplies. 

Ask for Free Complete Catalogue 
And Guide to Health. 

H a v e x Conquest^) 
Read of Poverty • 

By H E L E N WILMANS. 

If Not, Why Not ? t i H » « T 
Read it and yon will apply its phylo-
sophy to your business and all affairs 
of life. This book has a message full 
of hope for every man and woman* 

Price, cloth bound, $1.00. Paper, 50 Celts. 

Kneipp Mag. Pub. Co., 

file:////7HY


A PATIENT'S STRENGTH 

Medicine Does Not Always Sustain It. 

Food, Food, Food 
is what Is required, but in concentrated 

Form. 

Brains! was the reply a prominent painter once 
made when asked with what he mixed his cote*. 

Brains! would be Ac reply of any modern phy
sician if asked what he gave to effect l is marvelous 
cures. There would be as much truth as terseness in 
the answer. 

The same remedy is not always given for the same 
disease, in these times. Circumstances, the age of the 
patient, and surrounding conditions generally, are con
sidered. 

The first thing ottr advanced doctor attends to is 
the strength of the patient. That must be maintained 
at all hazards. Medicine can no more be carried to 3 
diseased part, when the bloodhardrycircolates as ac
count of weakness, than a boat can be sailed on a 
river whose channel has rem A y . 

New Blood Must Be lade* 

New flesh tissue must he W k , ; : | h t strength 
must hs found, and sS this with the least exertion on 
the p * t of the patio*. 

l a such emergencies, %eef tea, bSSl extracts, jet
ties, and other scxalied invalid foods have been given, 
hot they were oof satisfactory. Too nrodh of the life-
sustaining qualities had passed off in the cooking. 

Such facts as these led to the discovery of BOVTN-
tlti&~» the greatest and most concentrated Beef Joke 
ever prodoced. It is used and commended fey physi
cians the world over. la thousaads of cases has it 
fanned the smouldering embers of life again into s 
blaze, and arrested the progress of some e s i t i m dis-

rot infants, tf*e aged, coevaJescerfts, tnc over* 
worhei, or sick, ft is a boon beyond pries* l i e ftuaBy 
can arl rd Ss omit I V̂T I horn the medicine 

U K J S C i i w w. r] I T n e is given. 

T H E BOVININE COMPANY 

AT ALL DRUGGISTS. 

LONDON. 

PARIS, 
CHRISTIAN! A. 

N E W YORK, 
75 W E S T H O U S T O N STREET. 
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g l e s s C u r e , 
T H E I N V I N C I B L E H E A T E R . 

Indispensable where hot applications are rectuired 
instant relief in Neuralgia, Toothache. Rheu
matic P a i n s , Cramps, Chil ls, etc. As Foot-
Warmer it is tar superior to Water Bag, Flat Iron, or ^ ^ . i M l t „ m > l i 3 unJ?' k*»ht. compact, odorless, smokeless. 

Covered with silk plash, price. 60c. Or will send for 25c. if you will 
become an a^ent for this marvellous invention. Large nroflte. Wend 
to-day. KILMEB 00.. 5558-c BliEXEL AVE.. CHIG&CL 

The WASHINGTON 
GOSSIP in the ' f | § : 

NA TIONAL 
MAGAZINE 

is acknowleffltecftne of the brightest and 
most interesting of illustrated articles that 
goes into print each month. 

Every Woman 
Will enjoy it for it tells of the life and ways 
of the more famous men and women at 
the Nation's Capital. 

But that is but a part of the good things 
the National offers. Every month's issue 
contains 100 pages and more of bright 
stories, and timely articles illustrated by 
clever artists—which go to make the Na
tional one of the most interesting maga
zines of its kind. And it is but $1.00 a year. 

Let your subscription begin with the 
March number. 

The National, 
92 BEDFORD STREET, 

'BOSTON, MASS. 

I Brooklyn Kneipp Sanitarium, 
6 5 2 K o s c i u s k o S t r e e t , near Broadway, B R O O K L Y N . 

Genuine Kneipp Methods. A sure cure for all acute and 
chronic male, female and childrens' diseases. Prominent 
physician in attendance. Rates per week, inclusive treat
ment* $10 to $16 . Also single herb-steam-baths and dushes 
given. Electric and Thure-Brandt (Swedish) Massage ap
plied. Beferences from numerous cured patients. 

M R S . G . S T A R K , K . S T A R K , 
Graduated Natural Healer. Proprietor and Manager. 

OUT OFfTHE OLD RUT. 
All who wish to read the True Character of all 
kinds of men, women and children, and udder* 
stand the Fundamental sources of vitality, health, 
memory, will, concentration, thought, energy, 
etc., etc., can do so by reading 

H U M A N F A C U L T Y . 
$ 1 . 0 0 a year. 10 c e n t s a copy. 
Send Stamp for Sample Copy. 

L . « . V A U G H T , P u b l i s h e r , 

3J7 Inter Ocean Building, Chicago, III. 

AGAR MEDICAL I N S T I T U T E , w e l l s s t . , Chicago, i l l . 

Patients will either be treated inside or outside of the 
Institute, according to Original Nature-Cure Methods. Ex
perienced Medical advisers who have learned the Healing-
Methods in Europe give each individual case their special 
attention. 

Outside patients may receive a course of treatment per 
correspondence. 

For sale: All books on Nature-Cure and kindred sub
jects. Also Kneipp's linen for bandages and packs and his 
other famous remedies. Also Whole Wheat Meal and peas 
and lentil flour. 

Patrons of the Institute will receive full instructions for 
home-treatment. 

Hours daily 5—8 P. M. 
Instruction in the Nature-treatment given. 

AGAR M E D I C A L I N S T I T U T E , 345 Wells st., Chicago,111. 

AGENTS WANTED. 
Every agent realizes the importance of a hand

somely bound, finely illustrated and extremely popu
lar book at the price of one dollar. Forty thousand 
copies of "The Conquest of Poverty" sold in the paper 
binding within three months of coming out. Then 
there came a constant demand for the volume bound 
in cloth, so we bound it and illustrated it with scenes 
from our beautiful home surroundings. Send 60 cents 
for a sample copy of the book, bound in cloth, and in
structions "How to Work a County Successfully." 

^ M r s . H E L E N W I L M A N S , 

S e a B r e e z e , F l o r i d a . 

Albany Dental Association, 
N e a r 2 3 z r d S t r e e t , 

291 T H I R D K i Z E N U E , 
F . L . M O R H A R D , M . D . , D . D . S . , M a n a g e r . 

T H E L K R G E S T D E N T R L O F F I C E I N T H B W O R L D , 

— NO B R A N C H E S . - 1 

Our prices are one-third to one-half less than any other dentist's charges for the same quality of work. We manufacture 
most of our own stock, and do nothing but first-class work, and as we do ten times the work of an ordinary dentist, we 

can afford to give the people the benefit of our thirty year's experience. 



If y o u are looking for a 

S a f e I n v e s t m e n t 
You will f ind none better than those which we 

can offer to you. We are prepared to furnish 

you with gi l t -edge investments which will p a y 

you much better interest than any Eastern 

investment possibly could. 

Send at once for market letter %containing; 

list of choice securities. 

Western Mining & Investment Co., 
8 W e s t 1 s t S o u t h S t r e e t , 

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH. 
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P L A S M O N I N D I S E A S E S N D H E A L T H 

E n d o r s e d b y t h e e m i n e n t c h e m i s t , V i r c h o w . 
"PrMelds fait! 
the demands of l#te food 

P L f f S M O N is Albumin (proteid) or the nourishing 
part of fresh cow's milk, in the form of a dry, white, 
soluble, unchangeable powder. One teas poo nfirl is equal 
in nourishment to one-quarter of a pound of the best 
tenderloin of beef. It will replace meat in your diet and, 
being" tasteless and odorless, can be added to any other 
food without in any way changing the character of the 
food. 

P L K S M O N cc >ntains about ninety per cent, of pure 
proteid aivl consequently has neither taste nor odor. 
Being made fmm milk, it is nature's nutrient, on which 
we all began life. 

R t v m i 

P L f f S M O N should be used i s febrile i 
eases, and in all conditions which dem< 
nutritions food. It is not a costly luxi 
pensive necessity where nutrition is nee 

P L f f S M O N stimulates the natural apj 
gestion, and its addition to the delica 
diet for the ailing which are ordinarily 
and convalescents, increases their dig* 
sirailability, besides furnishing the prof 

P L f f S M O N is not a drug, but a pure, 
made from fresh sweet milk.: 

moi< 

>Hi • r<«a-*> »»*nful of Plasmon is equal to a 34 pound of the best 
tend Tloiuuf botf."-—Vijschow. 

Vtkchow s a y - : " J j J a ^ ^ n is MORE digestible than meat and 
f a n nvHintaiu th* "hysiVal strength of workmen engaged in the 

m o t laborious tasks." 

. Dn. F. H o f f m a n n , 3>ipsic- Germany, gays: "Ha«ro«a is an 
albumin preserve which contains in a. minimum stmee tne maximum 

I quantity of indisp'msabie Food." "The Piasmon taken fully replaced 
j the albumin of ordinary meat diet." 

Dr. C. Vibchow, Berlin, Germany, says: "Plasmon is superior 
even to meat in nutrient value." 

S e n d 4 C e n t o i n s t a m p s f o r l i t e r a t u r e a n d f u l l i n f o r m a t i o n . 

T h e American P l a s m o n Syndicate. L t d . , 
N o s . I S a n d 2 0 W e s t 3 4 t h S t r e e t , 

2 0 4 = 2 0 5 C r o c k e r B u i l d i n g , 
S a n F r a n c i s c o , C a l i f o r n i a . N E W Y O R K C I T Y . 

YOU NEED THIS. § 
O V E R 2 6 , 0 0 0 I N U S E . 

T H I S B E D R O O M C O N V E N I E N C E 

IS INVALUABLE 

For Invalids, 
The Aged and Infirm, 
In Cases of Sickness. 

P R I C E S , $ 8 . 0 0 T O $ 1 4 . 0 0 . 

Send 6c. for 24 page Illustrated Catalogue of Earth Closets; 6c. 
for " H e a l t h y H o m e s : H o w t o H a v e T h e m , " 36 pages valuable 
information. 

A. HEAP, MUSKEGON, MICH. 

" I D E A L " N U T F O O D , 
G U A R A N T E E D ABSOLUTELY PURE. 

T H R E E K I N D S . 

DELICIOUS ECONOMICAL HEALTHFUL. 

S E N D F O R C I R C U L A R S . 

One Sample Package by Mail, 
Three Sample Packages by Mailt 

SO Cents* 
25 Cents 

J . S . D 0 0 L 1 T T L E , 
13 SOUTH SECOND STREET, PHILADELPHIA. 

OCULIST a n d AURIST 
I cure both Eyes and E a r s 

No Operations. No Medicines. No Dark Rooms. 
No Doctor Bills. No Pain or Trouble. 

No Eye Glasses. No Artificial Drums. 

Send for illustrated" circulars: How to cure 
Cataracts. Sore and Weak Eyes, Defective 
Sight and Hard Hearing, by Scientific 
Massage. Send stamped envelope for 
circulars How to Cure Lost Manhood and 
our specialty: A Combination vaginal 

Spray and Rectal Syringe. 
S P E C I A L O F F F R I will sell the Im
proved Extension Sight Restorer or the 
Hearing Restorer for $ 5 . 0 0 each. Other 
Specialists are selling apparatus based on 

the same principle for $10 .00 . Address ; 

J. W. DINSDALE. M. D., 432 East 47th St., Chicago* I 

M e d i c a l I c o n o c l a s t . 
Warmest Up-To-Date flagazine published. 

Fearless and Peerless, Progressive and Aggressive, 
Scientific and Sincere. Physicians and Healers of 
all schools and cults read it. As an ad. medium 
it Pulls Like a Texas f lule. For Red-Hot Stuff 
Horse Raddish is not in it. No other sauce needed. 

Send io Cents to-day for sample copy. None 
free. Add. ess: 

T w e n t i e t h Century Medical College, 

GUTHRIE, OKL. TERR. 



WEBER'S ALPINE HERB TEA. 
The best and cheapest remedy for purifying the Blood and preserving the Health. 

NONE GENUINE WITHOUT O 
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OUR TRADE-MARK. 
W E B E R ' S M E D I C A L T E A C O . , 

46-48 Sumner Avenue, Comer Floyd Street, BROOKLYN, iV. Y. 

WEBER'S GENUINE ALPINE HERB TEA 
W o r l d - k n o w n 

through Its gent l eness and healing power, and as a 
blood purifier and preserver of health. 

For Children and Adults. 
Only genuine with Honse and Portrait of Dr. E. Weber 

and our Address on each package. 
W E B E R ' S M E D I C A L T E A C O . 

The Art ot mtainmentWn̂  
Reveals scientific truths and marvelous facts 
which pertain to the development of body and 
mind to the highest degree of excellence, in
suring great mental power and magnetic per

sonality. Pr ice 2 5 c , 

ft new System of Self Culture 
TAUGHT BY MAIL. 

The mysticism of selfhood interpreted in 
simple language. Circulars free. 

URIEL BUCHANAN, 
Dept. B, L.. Box 210. Chicago. 111. 

Bead and Subscribe for the 

KNEIPP WATER CORE MONTHLY. 
R U N u n t »» i i i f t i» 

fur JEM DOLIAHS, 
f i f e T h o u s a n d s h a v e b e e n c a r e d 

. a t t h e i r o w n h o m e s f o r th i s 
i s m a l l p r i c e . G r e a t e s t i n 
v e n t i o n o f t h e A g e . S e c u r 
i t y a n d c o m f o r t t o t h e r u p 
t u r e d . N o w o r t h l e s s s a l v e s 
o r l o t i o n s t o r u b cm. I t d o e s 
t h e W o r k . I n v e s t i g a t e ! 

" B o o k l e t No. I " w i t h f u l l i n f o r m a t i o n m a i l e d , a t o n c e , 
o n r ece ip t o f 2 c s t a m p a n d this a d v t . C a l l o r a d d r e s s 
MAGNETIC TRUSS fiQ„.lM3 Broadway, nr. SOthSt . , g. V 

m i s s i o n 
of the Rosary magazine 

Which is Issued under the auspices of the Dominican Order, is to 
spread the literature of the Rosary in History, Dogma, Poetry, Art 
and Song. It is also an energetic worker in the cause of general 
good reading. Enlisted in the Apostolate of the Catholic Press, the 
Rosary Magazine is devoted to the interests of the Catholic Home, 
as this is an essential element in training a Catholic generation.— 
We are assured that devotion to our Blessed Lady. Queen of the 
Rosary and the propagation of good literature, are dear to intellig
ent Catholic hearts. 

the Subscription Price ii $2,00 a year* Single Gopks 20 Cents. 
PUBLISHED AT SOMERSET, OHIO. 

NEW YORK OFFICE: 871 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY. 

The best medium for advertising is that which reaches the right class of people 
The Rosary Magazine is introduced, through the pulpit, into all cities and town 

by members of the order who devote their whole time to the work; this guarantees a 
steady and regular increase in circulation of from 600 to 1000 monthly. 

The Rosary is a family magazine which is carefully read by every member of the 
house, hence all its advertisements are sure to be noted* 

The Rosary is kept, not thrown away like most publications, therefore an adver
tisement is never lost Try It and Judge for Yourself. 

For rates and advertising information apply to 

Adver t i s ing m a n a g e r , 
87 J Lexington Avenue. New York City. 

Personal Magnetism 
Insures success and influence. You 
can cultivate it by observing direc
tions given in our magazine. An 
exponent of all phases of advanced 
science.p 50 cents a year, sample 
free. Address: Thought Pub. Co., 
Sta. K, Alameda California. 

are invited to join the Psychic Club, 
l u U a private order investigating the 

Unknown Powers of Mind. Membership fees 
are S1.00 a year, but if you send t e n c e n t s 
only, with the names and addresses of ten 
people who might like to join such a Club, to 
Sidney Flower. Secretary. The Psychic Club. 
Times-Herald Bldg., Chicago, you will receive 
by return mail your certificate 01 paid-up 
membership for the year 1901 and also a list 
ot special privileges which you enjoy as a 
member of the Club. You should make entry 
at once. 

H E N R Y MILLER'S 

German Unexcelled Jflalt g o f f e e 
STRICTLY SYSTEM KNEIPP. 
WARRANTED PURE a n d GENUINE. 

Sold by HENRY MILLER, 
5 & 7 D e y St . , N e w York City. 

——————— 
From United States Health Report, Vol. XXIV., No.20 

Nov. 29th, 7895.— "Common justice impels us to 
say that the result of careful investigation stamps 
Henry Millers Malt Coffee as being of highest value. 

Price: Bibs. 50 c t s , 10 l b s . $1 .00 . 
On receipt of postal card we will send to any part ofthe 
country. Agents wanted im all parts of the U. S. 

Also German Gluten Graham Flour, 

Prentiss Clocks 
requi c winding but six 
tiiuv a a year. The move
ment is strong and dur
able, the calendar perfec
tion itself, the case finely 
finished, the time keeping 
qualities unequalled. 

Also Tile, Frylng-Pmn, Program 
and Electric Clocks. 

Send for CataJnjroe N o . 1190. 

The Prentiss Clock improve meat Co., 
Dept. No . f 13 , 4 9 DEV S T , IV, V. CITY. 

A n- n Sample copies of 300 different' eading 
1/1 111 b\ Jta^PMOT* &°d Magazines sent to 

any address Upon receipt of 10 cents 
to pay for mailing. U. S. Subscription Agency, 
aoi-aoa Law Building, Indianapolis, fad. 

Sandals, Hygienic Reform Shoes 
according to Physicians 

* prescriptions. Ede n 
Ventilation Shoes in all^s-andat^allIpriee^ 
Satisfactionguaranteed ^ . ^ " P & f ^ t ! 
send the following measures: TJeioousocKs 
on) is placed upon a sheet of paper ana tne 
outlines are drawn with a leadpencil. 

V. C^ SCHMIDT, 
JUTr of Anatomical and Orthopaedic Footwear, 

1531 Broadway, cor. 45th St , N. Y. 
Orders may be toft in the Eneipp-Store. 

Ill East 59th St., New xorfe. 



IT WILL COST WOU NOTHING 

TO GET OUR GREAT PROPOSITION 
- - - ABOUT - feS 

THe iDternationai nop Company. 

This g|e§t company has nineteen rich copper claims of about 107 acres 

each, making something over a hundred ordinary mining claims, and has its own 

timber, coal and limestone properties, water rights and water powers. 

Examinations of this [copper claims by eminent metallurgists show that 

they are underlaid with exhaustless bodies of minerals, the general average assays 

of copper being over eighteen per cent. 

When it is considered that an ordinary copper mine covers only twenty 

acres and that the average assays of the greatest mines in the world run from 

two to eight per cent, copper, it will be seen that the International Copper 

Company haa|;aj Lvast property which must produce fabulous wealth for its 

stockholders. 

Its shares are now only ONE DOLLAR each and those who obtain 

particulars in time will get two shares for every one dollar subscribed. 

We want you to know all about this company I whether you invest in 

it or not and we will be pleased to send you prospectus and full information 

upon request. 

I D A N . D A N E H Y &, C O . , 
MINING SECURITIES, 

71 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY. 



Pfarrer Kneipp's Remedies. 
The following Medical Special- Pfarrer Sebas t ian Kneipp's C r a m p D r o p s and C r a m p 

t ies of Pfarrer Sebast . Kneipp Tea . The best remedy for cramps of all kinds, especi-
are prepared with the utmost care ally of the womb, and a good antihysteric remedy. Three 

\ Yy according to his instructions from times a day one teaspoonful of the drops in a cup of 
J« V, *-he herbs he recommends. ». cramp-tea, Price, 40 Cents each. 

Messrs. Oberhauser & Landauer^ p f a r r e r Sebas t ian Kne ipp ' s Cholera D r o p s are an ex-
jf Wursburg have obtained by spe- cellent remedy for diarrhoea and diarrhoea with vomit-
cial contract with Pfarrer bebastian . c h o l e r i n e o r cholera. One teaspoonful 4 or'5. tlflaeft 
Kneipp the e x c l u s i v e . r ight of & 'day p r i c e . 65 Cents, 

in jMi.jiFlljjB^L^ Jy preparing these specialties and ot 
making use of his name in connec- P farrer Sebas t ian Kne ipp ' s L i v e r R e g u l a t o r No. U 
t i o i i T t h t e r ! . w i t t • - , t u T o n i c l a x a t i v e I . W u h l h u b e r N o . i . Nobody besides them m any mt ,.; . ..• 

country hat. tn« right of making preparations bearing the name T h j s » a strong purgative which cleanses the stomach 
Oberhausser £ Landauer and their registered Trade and bowels of all morbid matters. It must be^rarely-
Mark. who are only represented in the United States by u s e d * t h a t 1 S °?y ? n c a s e s of necessity. Put one half to 

one teaspoonful in a cup of boiling water, let it draw 
T h e P f a r r e r S e b a s t i a n K n e i p p H e a l t h S t o r e C o . , during a quarter of an hour. This tea is taken either 

111 E a s t 5 9 t h . S t r e e t , N E W YORK. hot o r cold a t bed-time . . . . . . . P r i c e , 4 0 Cents. 
. Tonic Laxative No. 1 Pills 50 Cents. 

Father Kneipp recommended conjointly with his watercure for Pfarrer S e b a s t i a n Kne ipp' s L iver R e g u l a t o r No. 2. 
the following diseases the simultaneous use of the T o n i c l a x a t i v e I I . W i i h l h u b e r • N o . 2 . 

hereunder mentioned specialties: This tea has less purgative properties than No. 1, but 
Pfarrer Sebas t ian Kneipp's Eye W a t e r has proved it- acts especially upon the kidneys and the bladder. It is 

self most beneficial for diseases and inflammations of the employed with great success in the beginning of dropsy 
eyes, caused either by purulent lesions or by weakness. . a n d m affections of the urinary canal, also in acute pains 
To be diluted with 5 parts of water and applied 3 times of bladder and the kidneys. It is prepared and taken. 
a day to the sore eyes with a clean linen rag or absorb- 3 n t h e s a m e manner as No. 1 . . . k . . . Price, 40 Cents. 
ent cotton Price, 50 Cents. , M a d e UP m-ptll form .50 Cents. 

„ . . Those persons who cannot take the Liver Regulator on 
Pfarrer Sebas t ian Kneipp s Depurat ive T e a . It is account of its bitterness, may take instead: 

the best depurative; it rids the blood of morbid matter 
and acts slightly upon the bowels. For a radical depur- X h e p f a r r e r S e b a s t i a n Kne ipp' s P i l l s , they are free 
atton of the system m cases of eruptions, itch, lupus and from all injurious aperients, being exclusively composed 
cancerous affection, this teamust be usedfor quite a long 0f herbal ingredient!, and are universally considered the 
while and suitable applications of water be made at the b e s t f o r keeping the bowels open without weakening tho 
same time to insure a radical cure. Each package con- stomach. These same herbal ingredients are used by 
tains directions for use Price, 35 Cents. Pfarrer Seb. Kneipp at Worishofen in his treatments. 

Pfarrer Sebas t ian Kneipp's Ant idiabet ic P i l l s . Made T h e p i l l s m a y b e t a k e n f o r y e a r s w i t h o u t i n j u r y t o 

from the extract of leaves of Bilberry. It is both an S y s t e m , a n d w i t h o n l y b e n e f i c i a l r e s u l t s . It is 
efficient remedy and easy to take. Use for *' Diabetes therefore easily explained why our Pfarrer Sebastian 
mellitus " 3 pills 3 times a day. Price, 50 Cents. Kneipp's Pills are recommended by celebrated profes-

_ , . . . sors, medical men, the followers of the Kneipp treatment 
Pfarrer bebast ian Kneipp s Ant id iarrhoe P i l l s . Made and by the public at large, and that they are preferred 

from the fruit of bilberry. Used in diarrhoea, catarrh of to a n v other pills <>r laxatives 
the bowels or of the stomach. For adults and children, T / ) e Pfarrer Sebastian Kneipp's Pitls are the best and 
3 pills 3 times a day Price, 50 Cents. m o s f p/easant laxative of the world. On account of their 

Pfarrer Sebas t ian Kneipp's Cough Tea . This is an efficiency in most stubborn cases of constipation, indices'-
excellent remedy for all cases of catarrh of the respira tion, piles, giddiness, and all complaints of the liver, 
tory organs; it cannot be too highly recommended to Pfarrer Sebastian Kneipp has given t o t h e u n d e r s i g n e d 

those who suffer from the chest, throat or lungs. We t h e e x c l u s i v e r i g h t to denominate same with his name 
have seen the most obstinate cases of catarrh disappear and to attach his picture and signature registered as a 
in a few days, especially when the appropriate applica- trade mark. Price, 50 Cents. 
tions of water were made at the same time. Full direc- D I R E C T I O N S F O R USE : — 

tions enclosed in each p a c k a g e . . . . . . . . . . . Price, 35 Cents. 1. To procure a regular opening of the bowels, 
n p n M M a . . c^. M wr . » T> _ J XT which is particularly desirable with females, take 2 pills T5hJFtt*P.JrlEPE ? P « W d e ^ " N ° ^ bed-time (for the first time 8 or 4 pUls are often neces-isnes the blood and the bones, strengthens the nerves. * r 

There is no powder used in the same ailments which is s l " ^ o a. „. . , M, „ „ «. , ; 1 1 • 
as easy to digest as this one, so that even little children * J ° p r e v e D t w i n d a n d s P a s m s t a k e o n e P 1" m 

and adults with the weakest stomachs can take it with- 0 ^ _ n k ^ • r +-u_ v . 
out disturbance. From this property may be attributed t h J ° \ ? n g ?L^„b°l! 
the marvellous cures often produced in anaemic persona,

 t a k e a t bedVme a n d 3 o r 4 p l l s ' w ^ ™ t 
scrofulous and rachitic children and in cases of nervous! J ^ T ^ o tlffS s ^ ^ ^ ^ u t t o n require m 
ness. nervous head-ache and vertigo. ^ese 3 cases 1 or 2 pills more The pills usually act after 

_ - ' , . & 12 hours, in some cases after 24 hours. 
P ferrer Kneipp h a s three k inds of Bone P o w d e r : The best way of taking these pills is to swallow 

1, T h e W h i t e P o w d e r is the best remedy for nervous- them as they are, or wraped up in a wafer with some 
ness, nervous headache, anaemia and vertigo. water. 

2< T h e G r e y P o w d e r is the best remedy for lung, kid
ney and bladder diseases. P farrer Sebas t ian Kneipp's Diure t i c T e a . A highly 

8. T h e B l a c k P o w d e r is the best remedy for scroful- pronounced diuretic hydragogue. Its virtues have often 
ous and rachitic children. been proven in cases of dropsy, diseases of the kidneys. 

Children take a small pinch of powder; adults a quarter (Bright's disease), and diseased of the bladder (stone, 
of a teaspoonful 8 times a day during meals. gravel). Each package contains directions for use. 

« Price, 50 Cents. Price, 35 Cents. 

Sole Oeneral-Agent for the United States : 

THE PFARRER SEBAST. KNEIPP HEALTH STORE CO , 111 E. 59th St . , N. Y. 



Sanatorium "Ekllevue,'* SUTLER, N.-J. 
Located in a hillside park overlooking the most beautiful part of the Ramapo Mountains. Clear, dry mountain air, 
free from fogs and malaria. Especial provisions for quiet and rest . Kneipp Cure a specialty. Every appli
ance for comfort, health and good cheer. 

individual treatment of all diseases. 

B. LUST, Hydropathic Thysician,' 
III East 59th Street, Stye™ York. 

Light-, Air- and Sun baths. Beautiful Camping Grounds.. Careful 
Chronic cases treated successfully. For particulars address: 

or Miss L. STROEBELE, Proprietress. 
Kneipp-Sanatorium 44Bellecuue/p Butler, N. J. 

Mrs. J U L I A FLEBBE'S 
nature Cure Institute, 

331 East 84th Street, New York, 

For all accute and chronic diseases. Hydro
pathic, Massage and Magnetic treatment. 
Female Diseases cured without operations 
or medicines. In Children's Diseases the 
greatest successes. Best results still often 
attained in cases given up. 

R e f e r e n c e s g i v e n . W r i t e f o r f u l l p a r t i c u l a r s , 

••• G E R M H N ••• 

Magnetic and Hygienic Institution 
M r s . P . K R U E G E R & S O N , 

403 LEXINGTON A VENUE, Near 42nd Street, 
NEW YORK. 

Office Hours: From 8 to J 2 A. M„ Mondays and Saturdays. 

Successful meihod of natural curing for all acute 
and chronic and so-called uncurable diseases. 

Magnetic and Hygienic Treatment has a great influence on the 
regulation of the nerves and the blood circulation, thus forcing 
the latent power of nature, to relieve the body from the 

elements of sickness. 

^ E x p e r i e n c e j g tfte B e s t g e a c f t e r . 

First Kneipp & Nature Core Sanatorium, Newark, N. J. 
E S T A B L I S H E D I N N E W A R K S I N C E 1 8 9 1 . 

L. D. Telephone, 3111. 252 Li t t le ton Avenue. Newark Telephone, 2 2 9 7 . 

Nature's Remedies—Water, Air. Exercise. Best. Food, etc., only. Persons suffering from Catarrh, Indi
gestion. Rheumatism, Nervous Diseases. Debility, Kidney and Bladder troubles, ana all other Chronic and 
Acute Diseases can be relieved and cured by the New Water Cure Treatment. Wet Sheets Packing accord-
ingto Priessnitz and Trail, Sitting Baths, Kneipp Douches, Complete and Partial Massage, etc. Diseases 
oiWomen and Children a specialty, with skilful female attendants. Surgical Operations avoided. Patients 
taken lor treatment with board* State your case fully, giving particulars as to disease as well as you. can, 

and the treatment yon have received, or call and get adviced as to treatment. 

C H S S . L f f i U T E R W f f i S S E R , P r o p . , 
A 20 years experience in Europe and America 
guarantees careful and successful treatment 

based upon actual knowledge* 
Hydropathic Physician and 

Natural Scientist 

PRICES MODERATE. WRITE FOR CIRCULAR 
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Dr. Carl Stniefs 
OIATER 
CURE 
SANITARIUM 

A N D 

BATURAL IBEAIFNA 
UNSTITUTE* I 

464? B e l d e n Avenue , 
Near Lincoln Park. 

C H I C A G O , 

Water Cure, Dietetic Treatment, Massage, Physical Culture, etc. Best results in all curable chronic 
diseases, Nervous Diseases, Rheumatism-, Diseases of the Digestive Organs, Anaemia, Female Diseases, 
General Debility, etc. Single treatments given to patients not staying at the Institute. 

OPEN SUnnER A N D WINTER. W R I T E FOR PROSPECTUS. 

DR. REINHOLD'S 

Institute of W a ^ e r C u r e> 
823 Lexington Avenue, 

N E W YORK CITY. 

Methods employed: 

Water Cure, Massage, 
Passive Movements, Hy
gienic TXet, Physical Cul
ture, Lung Gymnastics, 
Air- and Light Baths, 
Osteopathy, and Therape

utic Suggestions* 
Instruct ions to physicians 

are given in the above 
branches. 

Pat ients are received in 
the Institute. 

Dr. Reinhold's B o o k s : 
Nature vs. Drugs\ 540 

pages 154 illustrations, 
$2.50 (reduced from $4). 

Facial Diagnosis (Trans
lation of Kuhne's), illus
trated. Cloth $2.00. 

Positive Cure of Tuberculosis : Part I., Physiology, 75c. 
II., Nature of Disease. 20c.— III., Our Diagnosis, 40c.— 
IV., Loss of He-1th, 50c— V., Preservation of Health, 30c— 
VI., Restoration of Health, 72 pages, 75c, (describes how 
we cure any ailment by the Nature Cure). 

W r i t * for Circular . 

L O U I S L U S T ' S 

BYGIENIC BAKERY, 
Office and Salesroom: 111 E, 59th St.,) 

X New York 
Bakery. 243 E. 59th S t , Basement J 

S P E C I A L T I E S : 

unfermented KNEIPP WHOLE WHEAT BREAD, 

KNEIPP'S STRENGTH GIVING SOUP MEAL. 

Kneipp's Strength Giving Zwieback. 

Best Whole Wheat and Rye Graham Flour, 

AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. 

Addresses of our Branches in Greater New York 
furnished on request. Mail orders promptly attended 
to. Customer's orders for daily, semi-weekly and 
weekly delivery of bread carefully filled. 

Agents for KNEIPP'S WHOLE WHEAT BREAD 
and Stores for sale of same wanted. 

Write for Circular and Catalogue. 



New York Naturopathic Institute, 
N o . 135 East 58th Street. N e w York City. 

N O M E D I C I N E S . N O O P E R A T I O N S . T e l e p h o n e , 1 6 9 7 — T 9 t t i © t 

Radical Cures by the latest Natural Healing Methods. 

Here will be found all the latest improvements of the modern healing art. The Bathrooms 
are large and airy, and are furnished according to our own system with every comfort. 

In this institute will be admitted all invalids, reconvalescents and sufferers from chronic diseases 
of all sorts, as D i seases of t h e Nervous S y s t e m , D i s e a s e s of the B r e a t h i n g Organs , D i seases of 
t h e D i g e s t i v e Organs , D i seases o f t h e K i d n e y s . Liver and Heart , D i s e a s e s o f the Geni t ive 
O r g a n s , al l Ch i ldren ' s D i seases . F e m a l e D i s e a s e s , etc., etc. 

PROFESSOE R E G E N I T E R , a graduated naturopathic physician, has been for 5 years a specialist 
for trea:ing Female Diseases. He treats all cases without operations or vaginal rings, and has always 
had the best succes%irvtreating diseases of the Uterus, Sterility, etc. 

The healing treatment consists of Dietetics, Massage and Physical Treatment. Special healing 
factors are: Hydro-Thermo-Therapy , internal Massage, German and Swedish Healing Gymnastic 
Movements, Light, Air, and Sun Baths, Diet, Electrical Treatment, Psycho-Therapy, etc., etc. 

The physicians of .the Institute are: Naturopathic physician B. Lust , Professor Fr, R e g e n i t e r 
and another medical practitioner. There is also a graduated lady-attendant at the Institute. 

Consu l ta t ion h o u r s are: from 9—12 A. M. and from 2—8 P. M. ; Sundays, 9—12 A. M. 
I n s t i t u t e open from 7 A. M. to 9 P. M.; Sundays, 7 A. M. to i P. M. 
Prospectus and terms on application. 

S u m m e r Branch : Sanatorium ' Jungborn", Bellevue. Butler, N. J. 

New York Naturopathic Institute, 
135 East 5 8 t h S t . , N e w York. 

L U S T S t R E G E N I T E R , 
Naturopathic Physicians. 

Proprietors. 

Quisisana NcK? Sanitarium, 
(Here you grow well) 

167 S« French Broad St.. Asheville, N. C 

Elevated situation. Pure bracing mountain air. Sur
rounded by large, shady woods. Rooms large and sunny. 
On car line. 

LATEST GERMAN METHODS: 

Baths, Massage, Electricity, Packs, Air Baths, Sun Baths, 
Douches, etc. Proper Diet. Best of cuisine and care. 

Head phys ic ian: Dr. Walter Seifert. 
Ass ' t . p h y s i c i a n : Dr. Minna Kupper. 

For particulars address: Miss LINA KUEPPER, Secretary, 

Quisisana Hygienic Cook Book, 50c. 

Srooklyn K n e ' p Sanitarium, 
652 Kosciusko Street , near Broadway, BROOKLYN. 

MRS . G . S T A R K , 
Graduated Natural Healer. 

K. S T A R K , 
Proprietor and Manager. 

Dew Orleans Kneipp Water Cure. 

Cor. Flood and Levee, New Orleans, La, 
Sufferers of all kind ought to inquire about the renowned New 

Orleans Kneipp Water Cure (strict Kneipp Method). Wonders are re
ported daily of the extraordinary cures affected. People who have 
been all around the world to the best Specialists and failed to be cured 
hare been cured there. Investigate the facts and you will be satisfied 
that this is the place to go. Write for Prospectus. 



B L I N D N E S S P R E V E N T E D 

THE 
BLIND 

SEE. 

and Cured 

TftE 
DEAF 
HEAR. 

BY THE GREAT EYE RESTORER AND ONLY 
CATARRH CURE. 

A C T I N I A is a marvel of the nineteenth century, for by its 
rw* l Mi^r* u s e the Blind See, the Deaf Hear and Catarrh is 
— — — — impossible. Actina is an absolute certainty in 
the cure of Cataracts, Pterygiums. Granulated Lids, Glaucoma. 
Amaurosis, Myopia. Presbyopia, Common Sore Eyes or Weak
ened Vision from any cause. No animal except man wears 
spectacles. There need not be a spectacle used on the streets of 
the world and rarely to read with. Street-glasses abandoned. 
Actina also cures' Neuralgia, Headache. Colds. Sore Throat. 
Bronchitis and Weak Lungs. Actina is not a snuff or lotion, 
but a Perfect Electric Pocket Battery, usable at all times and in 
all places by young or old. The one instrument will cure a 
whole family of and of the above forms of disease. 

PROF. WILSON'S MAGNETO-
CONSERVATIVE APPLIANCES 

Cure Paralysis, Rheumatism and all Chronic Forms of Disease 
These appliances are as puzzling to the physicians as is the 
wonderworking Actina. 

A Valuable Book Free Prof Wilson's, Treatise on the 
- Eye and its Diseases; also Dis

eases in general A book that will instruct and interest you. 
Send for it. 

Agents Wanted. Write for Terms. 

New York and London Electric Association, 
Dept. K, 9 2 9 Walnut St. , Kansas City, Mo. 

T H E SANITARY STILL 
on your kitchen stove fur
nishes plenty of distilled aer
ated water at trifling cost 
Simple as a tea kettle. 

It Filters, 
Purifies, 
Sterilizes, 
Destroys 
the Germs 
of Disease 

and Removes Them, 
Eliminates the poisonous gases 
and aerates the water 
automatically. 

MAJOR GENERAL JOS. WHEELER, U. S. A., writes: 
"The Sanitary Still is very satisfactory. It is useful and 
valuable." 

' HON. F. M. COCKRELL, U. S. Senator from Missouri, 
writes: "I have used your Sanitary Still in my family and I 
take pleasure in recommending it to all who want pure and 
palatable water. The destined water is healthy and whole
some; the use I made of it shows that it will afford a good 
supply of absolutely pure water." 

Durability unequalled.—Avoid cheap and flimsy products. 
The Sanitary Still used in the WHITE HOUSE, 
Highest Award at the Paris Exposition. 

Only Still recognized by the XJ. S. Government. Six Styles, $10 up# 

Send for Catalogue and Testimonials. 

THE CUPRIGRAPH CO., North Green Street, 
CHICAGO, ILL. 

and cooking purposes. 

Quaker City Peanut Butter Mill 
P R I C E , $ 4 . 0 0 . 

This Mill Is Tinned and has a Ball-Bearing. Grinds Dry, Wet 
or Oilly Substances. Weight, 10 pounds. Capacity, 5 

pounds Peanut Butter per hour. 
This is not a cheap meat mill which will not grind fine, but 

a thoroughly practical grinding mill constructed on the same-
principles a s o u r 
large mills which 
have been used Be-
successfully by mill
ers a n d farmers 
throughout the civil
ized world for nearly 
a generation. It is a 
general grinding mill 
intended for family 
use, and is sold at 
a price within t h e 
reach of every family. 
T h e importance o f 
pure food cannot be 
overestimated. The 
surest way to get It 
is to do your own 
grinding, thus having 
the article freshly 
ground as you use It, 

and avoiding the danger of injurious adulterations. 
This mill Is adaped to grinding or pulverizing any of the 

following articles: Coffee, peanuts or nuts of any kind, all wet 
or oilly substances, corn meal, cracker dust, bread crumbs, 
cracked wheat and oats, horseradish, raw and cooked meats, 
carbonate of ammonia, all kinds of drugs, spices, herbs and 
roots; ice for snowballs and cooling drinks; vanilla beans and 
pods when mixed with sugar and ground together for flavoring; 
raisins, with or without seeds, for marmalade, cocoanuts, etc. 
Peanut Butter is said to be superior to cod liver oil for con
sumptives. 

Directions for Making Peanut Butter. 
Take eight pounds of roasted peanuts, put them through th% 

mill, opened wide, to break up the shells and rub off the red 
skins; it will separate the kernels into two halves; then with 
wind mill blow away the shells. Add to the kernels all the fine 
salt that will adhere to them, and then pass them through the 
mill, grinding to a very fine, smooth, soft, oily, tough, delicious, 
yellow butter that will spread on crackers, bread, e t c You 
have now five pounds of nut butter that contains more nutri
ment than ten pounds of cow butter which would cost you t w o 
dollars and fifty cents. Roasted peanuts turn to butter, raw 
ones make meal when' ground through our mill. 

5636 Morton St., German town, Pa. 
We have found the Quaker City Grinding Mill most useful 

for many purposes, especially in making nut butter, which is a 
daily article of diet on our table; and do not feel that we could 
keep house without it. MRS. FLORENCE A. BURLEIGH. 

Manufac tured by 
A . W . STRAUB & CO., 3 7 3 7 > 3 7 3 9 A N D 3 7 4 1 FILBERT sr. 
When ordering, mention this paper. PHILADELPHIA, PA. 



slUST OUT. O n e Mill ion German C o p i e s Seftii 

T R A N S L A T I O N 

O F T H E ONE H U N D R E D T H GERMAN E D I T I O N 

OF T H E FAMOUS 

B \Hf NATURAL METHODS OF HEALIN6 
W H H H N B O W Containing over 7 2 0 I l l u s t r a t i o n s and 2 0 0 0 P a g e s , a l s o m a n y C o l o r e d P l a t e s and 

S i x C o m p l e t e C o l o r e d M o d e l s (which may be taken apart): The female body, the head, 
the eye, the ear, the nose, the larynx, and the throat. Also an artistical plate containing 40 portraits of the most 
eminent representatives of the Natnral Healing Methods. 

T h e b e s t a n d m o s t c o m p l e t e h a n d b o o k o f t h e e n t i r e N a t u r a l M e t h o d s o f H e a l i n g a n d 
t h e K n e i p p C u r e , also Massage, Curative Gymnastics, Magnetism, Hypnotism, etc. Gives complete cure and 

prescription for each disease. Price elegantly bound $8.00. To be had through T h e K n e i p p M a g a z i n e s P u b l i s h i n g C o . , 
I l l E a s t 5 9 t h S t r e e t , N e w Y o r k , or from prominent news dealers, or from the International News Company, 
S3—85 Duane Street, New York. 

This 'work is the first and best book on Natural Me hois of Healing and cannot be reached, in Us 
present form, by any other publication. 

I L Z ' Natural Healing Institute 
A SANATORIUM OF FIRST ORDER, D R E S D E N - R A D E B E U L . 

T h r e e P h y s i c i a n s . N u m e r o u s R e f e r e n c e s . B e a u t i f u l P o s i t i o n . P r o s p e c t u s f r e e . 

B R I G H T S P A R K L I N G 
F > A L A T A B L E 

DISTILLED WATER 
Is the most refreshing and satis
fying drink you can place upon 
your table- Because of its great 
solvent power it is a wonderful 
cleanser, preventing an nvi*r de
posit of mineral and calcareous 
matter in the system, keepin x the 
bowels open, and the stomach and 
intestines perfectly free of all im
purities. It is the ideal water for 
the table or the sick room, and is 
now within easy reach of all at 
little trouble and no expense, 
through the agency of that mar-
velously simple and efficient de
vice. 

THE RALSTON 

New-Process Water Still 

PRICE, $10.00. 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY CAN BE MADE 
WHERE CASH ACCOMPANIES ORDER. 

"Vfe are the oldest and largest domestic water still manufac
turers in the United States. The Kalston was the first familv 
still placed upon the market, and by frequently Itnprovngit 
we have easily kep; it well in the lead. Buy only thelialston. 
Cheap and spurious imitations will surely disappoint. 

Manufactured only by 

THE A. R. BAILY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 

4 WATER STREET, NEW YORK, U. S. A. 
ASK FOB BOOKLET K. 

7 t C H S R T O F 

T H E H U H A N B O D Y . 
Eales c* Taber's Anatomical 

and Physiological Encyclopedic Chart 
of the Human Body. 

The most corny let e and exhaustive chart ever published. 

This chart is an Encyclopedia of anatomical and physiolog
ical information, condensed in such a form as to be a ready 
reference for all that one desires to know on these subjects. 

It furnishes 

An Encyclopedia of Anatomy and Physiology. 
A Digest of Symptoms and Diagnosis. 
A Key to Osteopathy and all manipulatory treatments. 
The location of all nerve centers for Osteopathic and 

Electrical treatments. 
A Complete Dietary and other valuable information. 

Containing instructions for writing prescriptions, with con
version scales for various measurements, tables of incuba

tion, antidotes, etc. 

OVER 5,000 QUESTIONS CORRECTLY ANSWERED 

Designed to hang on the wall, handsomely lithographed in 
seven colors, on heavy enameled cloth stock, si x 46 inches, 

printed on both sides and nicely mounted. 

Sold Under an Absolute Guarantee to Refund Money 
if Not Satisfactory. 

Priced Express prepaid, only. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -$5.00 
Send for Circulars. Agents wanted. Address: 

I. J. EALES, D. O., or C. WILBUR TABER, D. O., 
Waukesha, Wise. 1315 Masonic Temple, Chicago, Hi 



Dental Plates Lined With Gold. 
The Greatest Invention Ever made in Dentistry. 

Dr Tohn A. Daly, a prominent dentist of Washington, D. C, has invented and patented a process 
by which dental plates can be lined with pure gold, which is directly incorporated into the plate, and which 
will last permanently. 

The only sys tem by w h i c h an exact impress ion of t h e m o u t h c a n be t a k e n . 

T H E DENTAL PLATE as commonly worn is often the unsuspected cause of disordered 
digestion, stomach troubles, chronic sore throat, neuralgia, e t c WHY ? BECAUSE OF ITS UNCLEAN-
LINESS! The ordinary dental plate, no matter how well, or by whom made, is porous, and soon •be
comes saturated with secretions of the mouth, the latter decomposed in the pores of the plate; and putrifac-
tion sets in. No amount of cleaning can prevent this result, all this your physician will promptly confirm. 

Our Gold Lined Sys t em is a G u a r a n t e e Aga ins t Such Evi l s . 

The plate to which our gold lining is applied is hygienically perfect and the cost of the gold lined 
plate is no more than the average dentist charges for the ordinary or unlined. 

Old plates now in use can be lined with gold and made to fit perfectly and comfortably in the 
mouth, at a nominal cost. 

Th i s i s not to be Confounded w i t h A n y t h i n g yet K n o w n in Dent i s t ry , 

and we are the sole owners. If you value health and cleanliness, have your plate lined with gold. 
Parties living at a distance can send their old plato by mail, and in two hours after received at our 
office, they are completed. 

Daly Gold Lining Dental Office, 
St. James Building, 26th St. and B r o a d w a y , N e w York City. 

OFFICE HOURS: 8 A. M. to 6 30 P. M,' 

A f i F N I T ^ W A N T P H F O R T H E KNEIPP WATER CURE MONTHLY A N D T H E 

^VVJErl^l 1 ^ V V
 t \ i y 1 C U AMERIKANISCHE KNEIPP-BLATTER I N E V E R Y L O C A L I T Y . 

P H Y S I C I A N S A G R E E 
that Robinson's Hot Air a^d Vapor Path Cabinet will cure the 
very worst cases of Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Colds. Catarrh. Asthma. 
La Grippe Typhoid and other Fevers, Congestions, Kidney, Liver, 
Skin and Blood Diseases, Obesity and Stomach troubles. Soothes the 
Nerves and prevents sickness. Gives a beautiful complexion. 

A Turk i sh Bath at h o m e for 2 Cents . 

It opens the pores and sweats the poisons (which cause disease) 
cut of the blood. There is hardly a disease that can resist the power 
of heat. 

Th ir ty D a y s ' Trial. 

After using cabinet thirty days, if you do not find it exactly as 
represented, we will refund your money. 

Our cabinet possesses four essential features, covered by patents, 
which are very nectss try for a successful use as a cabinet bath. 

$2 .00 Book free to patrons , giving full information and 
instructions for curing different diseases, written by Dr. Shepherd, a 
prominent New York physician, and Professor Robinson. 

Our h a n d s o m e l y i l lus tra ted c a t a l o g u e sent free on request. 
Please send for it and our special offer to customers. 

A g e n t s W a n t e d . 

$75 .00 to $ 2 0 0 . 0 0 monthly made by our representatives. We 
want enterprising Men and Women to represent us. Exclusive rights. 
Write at once for Special Agents 1901 Proposition. Do not delay, as 
territory is being taken rapidly. 

Robinson Thermal Bath Co., 
635 Jefferson Street, Toledo, O. 



L U S T Si R E G - E N I T E R ' S £ g 

naturopathic College, ! S L J i S i § s ^ 
T H E O N L Y I N S T I T U T E O F ITS K I N D I N T H E U N I T E D S T A T E S . 

O f N T I I T M T / ^ f ^ f W 7 D C C C will be given in the English and German lan gttage* in 1 w *-+1 *-* 1 I ^ i ^ ^ w U r C Q C I O the following ten branches: 

1. Hydro-Therapy (Kneipp Water Cure), Theory and Practice. 
2. Hassage, Osteopathy and Gymnastics, Theory and Practice. 
3 Thure-Brandt Massage (Female Trea tmen t ) , Theory and Practice. 
4. Electrical Hassage, Theory and Practice. 
5. Vibratory and ilembranous Hassage, Theory and Practice 
6. Other Factors of the Natural Healing System (Dietetics, Hypnosis, Suggestion,) Theory 

and Practice. / 
7. Anatomy. 
8. Physiology and Hygiene. 
9. Pathology, Theory and Practice. 

10. Diagnosis (Inspection, Palpation, Percussion, Auscultation), Theory and Practice. 

Each student (male or female) has, after completing above courses, to pass an examination before a Board of 
Examining Physicians, and if able to pass, will receive a Diploma. 

Prof. Regeniter is a graduated Nature Physician of Germany and has occupied himself for several years with 
giving instruction in all the different branches, as also in the entire system of Natural Healing, and has numerous refer
ences from many of his former pupils, ladies as well as gentlemen, which graduated by his help, and who are mostly 
now earning a living as Masseurs or Masseuses or as Nature Physicians. 

For further full information about the choice, duration and fees of the several courses, address: 

NATUROPATHIC COLLEGE, 135 East 58th Street, New York City. 
D I R E C T O R S O F T H E I N S T I T U T E : 

FR. REGENITER, Naturopathic Physician, BENEDICT LUST, Hydropathic Physician, 
Teacher of Natural Healing Methods. Editor of Kneipp Water Cure Monthly and Herald of Health. 

N a t u r e ' s R e m e d i e s 
IN 

Chronic Diseases 
If you are interested in this subject wri te us 

and we will send you FREE a 64 page book 

written by two prominent physicians. If 

you have a chronic ailment, which seems 

incurable, send for our Symptomc Blank 

and our physicians will make a diagnosis of 

your case for one dollar. Wri te us freely 

on any subject, that pertains 'to the treat

ment of Chronic Diseases and we will be 

glad to answer you. Enclose s tamp. Cor

respondence confidential. Full staff of 

physicians. 

American Institute of Electro Therapeutics, 
43 W. 34th St., New York CHyfi 

B r o w n B r e a d , P l u m P u d d i n g , C a k e 
AND ALL KINDS OF 

Dumplings, Potpies, Soups and Steamed Fowls, 
in fact, all foods, can be deliciously and perfectly 
cooked, without worry or loss of time, in the new 

" B e v e r i d g e 
S a n i t a r y 
C o o k e r " 

Can be used on a Range or a Cook 
Stove in Winter, and a lias, Gasoline 
or Oil Stove in the Summer. 

The Advantages SJ*lMS|*: 
It occupies hut on«> h« >lw on any 
kind <f stove. Cocks the fo< d In 
two-thirds <f the time ordinarily 
used. No burning. No odor No 
mixing "of flavors. No r-ontinual 
watching '-r etfrr ner r* q^ir^d. The 
nutrition is retained and the food 
is more healtuful and digestible. 
The meal can be kei t warm for 
hours* 

We make 19 s?zes, in polished tin 
with copper bottom*, re-tinned tin 
and copper bottoms, ail eopi>f r, also 
polished copper, marble zed. and 
in enamel. §111 

We make the only enamel steam 
Cooker ever made in th<% world, and 
we secured the Amer can Institute 
Fair and the World's Fair medals. 
Over 300.000 Cook ers sold . n all parts 
of the Un ted Stnt- s. 

f our seven sizes we print here three of our most popular sel-
o. 0, small family size. $ 2 . 3 5 . No 1 , Medium lamily 
. 9 6 . N o . 3 , Large family size. $ 3 . 7 5 . 
for descri ptive circulars. Men and women agents wanted* 

Home Manufacturing Co., 602 Pratt St. , Baltimore. 

Out
ers: N 

size. $2 
Send 



Irwin m Bath Cabinets 
$ 3 . 5 0 u p . 

T H I R T Y DAY'S F R E E T R I A L . 

Contains best features o f o t h e r cabinets a n d 
possesses s e v e r a l essent ia l , e x c l u s i v e features 
wi thout w h i c h a sa t i s fac tory cabinet cannot 
be made . Wood or s tee l f r a m e . Fo lds into 
smal l space . . T h e y enab le o n e to e i v p y Turk* 
ish Baths a t h o m e for 3c . e a c h , e a s i l y a n d 
safe ly . Cabinet heater , Vaporizer , F o r m u l a , 

e t c , $ 3 . 5 0 ( o $12.00. 

RWIN'S IMPROVED IDEAL. 
i very best and finest cabinet made. 

•They force the poison out of the system through the five 
million pores. They relieve all c o n g e s t * a n d trivn ]»wrfect 
circulation. They invigorate and stimulate ever,- organ to 
healthy action and fortii y the system agaiiibt dist»a«••. 

Guaranteed to cure KHKUMATISM, GK1PPE. BLO0P, 
SKIN. KIDNEY DISEASE, DROPSY, ASTHMA. CAT A HUH. 
etc. A boon to the nervous. Make a beautiful complexion. 
Book, "Health and Beauty," free. 

IRWIN'S TAKA VAPOR BATH 
Best $5.00 Cabinet and 

Outfit in America. 

A G E N T S W A N T E D E W E R Y W H E R F nEN or 
wonEN 

Mi 

One Agent sold l ooo in 4 months, another 700 in 7 months, another one every hour. 

Big offer for the n e x t 30 days . 
An offer that w i l l a s ton i sh you . 

IRWIN MANUFACTURING CO., 123 Chambers St., New York. 

Full directions and formulas for taking $35 different kinds 
of medicated baths free with each cabinet. 

IRWIN'S IDEAL HEATER. m m L _ .mt&i 
Finest and best heater ever given BMnn't hf* df>Cf>iv(*d by *4$2 Book Offer, book cost only 1 or 2 cents 
™ t h \^ <*b.?*- ****** 1 — u c c - c l v c u to print and i s an advertisement for baths. beat with little fuel 

TAKA HEATER. 
Best & most durable heater 

ever given with a $5.00 
Cabinet. 

N ew School of Physical Culture. 
v SHOWING: 

How to <Buitd Muscle, • James J. Corbett. 
How to Sox to Win, by Terry McGovern. 
How to Wreathe, Stand, Walk or . . . «| by J. Gardner Smith, M. D. 
How to Punch the Bag, . . ." by Gus. E. and Arthur R. Keeley. 
How Women May Become Strong and Beautiful. 

THIS BOOK IS DESIGNED FOR BUSINESS MEN AS WELL 
AS ATHLETES, AND.IS A SURE ROAD TO HEALTH. UNDER 
ITS TEACHINGS MANY HAVE RENEWED THEIR HEALTH. 

Thousands of Testimonials Recommend this Valuable cBoofu 
One man writes: **My arms are larger and stronger. I have given up tobacco 
and feel like a new man." Another: "Your treatment has made a young man of 
me." Still another: "Your hints on diet have proved invaluable to me. I feel 

buoyant and happy where I used to be depressed." 

We Hal>e Yet to Find One Dissatisfied Subscriber. 
Beautifully illustrated. Tastefully bound in cloth, sent postpaid on receipt of $ 1 . 0 0 in stamps, 

money order, cheque or currency. 

New York and London. ROHDE & HASKINS, 
No. 9 Cortlandt Street, New York City. 

Department R, 


